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To think about distant places, to colonize them, to populate or 
depopulate them: all of this occurs on, about, or  because of land. 
The  actual geo graph i cal possession of land is what empire in the 
final analy sis is all about. At the moment when a coincidence occurs 
between real control and power, the idea of what a given place was 
(could be, might become), and an  actual place—at that moment the 
strug gle for empire is launched. This coincidence is the logic both 
for Westerners taking possession of land and, during decolonisation, 
for resisting natives reclaiming it.
— Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism

In Culture and Imperialism, Said reversed the tide against a literary criti-
cism that had long approached Eu ro pean lit er a ture as having nothing to do 
with empire and imperialism. As he noted, “[t]o read Austen without also 
reading Fanon and Cabral— and so on and so on—is to disaffiliate mod-
ern culture from its engagements and attachments.”1 As Said excavated in 
unsparing detail, the En glish novel (in par tic u lar) as a “cultural artefact of 
bourgeois society” fortified the “structures of attitude and reference” that 
 were of central import to imperial (and colonial) endeavors. The novel, as a 
cultural form, contributed to the sedimentation of narratives and language 
as the means through which land, territories, and entire geo graph i cal re-
gions  were rendered as colonial possessions.

Introduction
Property, Law, and Race in the Colony
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The novel became a power ful means of both expressing and consolidat-
ing a Eu ro pean, colonial vision of the world, while often, as Said explored, 
disavowing the very existence of a colonial relation. Alongside other cultural 
and po liti cal forms, it served to identify the true subjects of history, and 
thus it is no mystery as to why property owner ship and propriety form such 
a colossal backdrop or, in some cases, explicit focus of so many key works 
of nineteenth- century En glish lit er a ture. Property law was a crucial mecha-
nism for the colonial accumulation of capital, and by the late nineteenth 
 century, had unfolded in conjunction with racial schemas that steadfastly 
held colonized subjects within their grip. Property laws and racial subjectiv-
ity developed in relation to one another, an articulation I capture with the 
concept of racial regimes of owner ship. As a juridical formation, racial re-
gimes of owner ship have retained their disciplinary power in organ izing ter-
ritory and producing racial subjects through a hierarchy of value constituted 
across the domains of culture, science, economy, and philosophy.

In Walter Scott’s Waverley, the historical fictionalization of the dramatic 
events of the 1745 Jacobite rebellion, to take one example, a multitude of 
diff er ent forms of land tenure covering the Scottish highlands, lowlands, 
En glish rural estates, and lavish homes in the city are thoroughly entwined 
with the character, habits, cultural practices, and kinship of  owners, land-
lords, tenants, and laborers alike. Waverley initially confronts the brutish 
character of the Scottish highlanders— and their primitive, quasi- feudal 
system of landholding— before developing a benevolent re spect for their 
ways; however, this does not ultimately change the narrative thrust that 
sees the onward march of pro gress (dramatized in the resounding defeat 
of the rebellion) as one defined by the development of an En glish agrarian 
capitalism.

In Maria Edgeworth’s  Castle Rackrent, published prior to Scott’s Waverley 
and widely regarded as the first historical novel, the cultural, economic, 
and affective dimensions of the relations between the Anglo- Irish colonial 
rentier class and the Irish underclass charged with the upkeep of the estates 
is rendered in glaring terms. The power that generations of one  family of 
 owners wield, in spite of desperately negligent management practices, over 
the lives of  those in their ser vice is brought into stark relief with the story of 
the landlord  family’s eventual decline. The novel is written in the shadow 
of the Act of Union, and the crisis in property owner ship occasioned by it. 
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Edgeworth addresses the dispossession of the Irish Catholic bourgeoisie and 
the possession of their lands by the Irish- Anglo class by treating the estate “as 
a microcosm of the nation itself.”2 As with so many genre- defining novels 
of the nineteenth  century, relations of owner ship provide the lens through 
which economy, cultural practices, state governance, military exploits, kin-
ship, and relations of intimacy— nineteenth- century social formations— are 
revealed, explored, and, in Edgeworth’s case, parodied to some extent.

Property constitutes a central part of the narrative foundation in a way 
that is so ubiquitous, it is akin to the furniture in the drawing room of a 
manor  house, shoring up and naturalizing possession and occupation. If 
the possession of land was (and remains) the ultimate objective of colonial 
power, then property law is the primary means of realizing this desire. (Colo-
nial endeavors that  were focused on the exploitation of capital markets often 
relied on property laws in a more expansive sense for their realization and op-
eration.)3 Further, as we  will see throughout the exploration undertaken 
in this book, laws of property also reflect and consolidate language, ways of 
seeing, and modes of subjectivity that render indigenous and colonized 
populations as outside history, lacking the requisite cultural practices, habits 
of thought, and economic organ ization to be considered as sovereign, rational 
economic subjects, much like Scott’s highlanders.

To study modern laws of private property owner ship without account-
ing for the significance of the colonial scene to their development is to dis-
affiliate the development of modern law from its deep engagements with 
colonial sites in ways that parallel the literary disavowals of colonialism di-
agnosed by Said.  There cannot be a history of private property law, as the 
subject of  legal studies and po liti cal theory in early modern  England that is 
not at the same time a history of land appropriation in Ireland, the Ca rib-
bean, North Amer i ca, and beyond. A central argument developed through-
out this book is that modern property laws emerged along with and through 
colonial modes of appropriation. For instance, as explored in chapter 2, the 
system of formal owner ship prevalent in many (if not most) common- law 
jurisdictions, which requires the registration of land title in a state- regulated 
system, was implemented first in the colony of South Australia, and then 
British Columbia, de cades prior to being implemented on a national scale 
in the United Kingdom. In South Australia, the sovereignty of indigenous 
nations was vitiated by a colonial vision of that space as lacking in civilized 
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inhabitants, and therefore empty and ripe for appropriation. As Nasser Hus-
sain so cogently argued, colonial spaces  were ones in which questions of law 
 shaped the practice of colonial rule; and the development of  legal doctrines 
in the colony “in turn, affected the development of Western legality.”4

Property law holds a unique and distinctive place in Enlightenment 
thought and ensuing discourses of modernity. It operates as a set of both 
techniques and mechanisms encapsulated in legislation,  legal judgments, 
and myriad everyday practices of owner ship that have structured colonial 
cap i tal ist modes of accumulation.5 It is also a central fixture in philosophi-
cal and po liti cal narratives of a developmental, teleological vision of mod-
ernization that has set the standard for what can be considered civilized. 
The nearly uniform justification for casting indigenous populations as 
premodern was found in the absence of private property laws and par tic u lar 
forms of cultivation. As Peter Fitzpatrick has argued, law— and property 
law specifically— became “integrally associated with the mythic settling 
of the world— with its adequate occupation and its bestowal on rightful 
 holders, the Occidental possessors and  owners.”6 The En glish common law 
of property became the sine qua non of civilized life and society, an axiom 
sharpened at the expense of indigenous  peoples throughout the colonial 
world. As explored in each chapter, the evolution of modern property laws 
and justifications for private property owner ship  were articulated through 
the attribution of value to the lives of  those defined as having the capacity, 
 will, and technology to appropriate, which in turn was contingent on pre-
vailing concepts of race and racial difference. The colonial encounter pro-
duced a racial regime of owner ship that persists into the pres ent, creating 
a conceptual apparatus in which justifications for private property owner-
ship remain bound to a concept of the  human that is thoroughly racial in 
its makeup.

Thus not only was property law the primary means of appropriating land 
and resources, but property owner ship was central to the formation of the 
proper  legal subject in the po liti cal sphere.7 Analyzing the techniques of 
owner ship that remain a primary mode of dispossession in settler colonies 
cuts across the economic, cultural, po liti cal, and psychic spheres of colo-
nial and postcolonial life. Modernity ushered in a relationship between 
owner ship and subjectivity, wherein the latter was defined through and 
on the basis of one’s capacity to appropriate. While the relationship between 
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property owner ship, propriety, and the proper subject of law has been exca-
vated by other scholars, this book departs from the existing lit er a ture in the 
field by focusing on the centrality of race to the formation of modern  legal 
subjectivity.8 Drawing on the work of Stuart Hall, Cheryl Harris, Cedric J. 
Robinson, and  others, I develop the argument throughout the book (and in 
further detail below) that  legal forms of property owner ship and the mod-
ern racial subject are articulated and realized in conjunction with one other.

racial regimes of owner ship

Being an owner and having the capacity to appropriate have long been con-
sidered prerequisites for attaining the status of the proper subject of modern 
law, a fully individuated citizen- subject. In the colonies specifically, one had 
to be in possession of certain properties or traits, determined by racial iden-
tity and gender, to own property. In this way, property owner ship can also 
be understood as complicit in fabricating racial difference and gender iden-
tities. Fanon wrote incisively of how the ontology of settler and native was 
produced through a system of property: “The settler and the native are old 
acquaintances. In fact, the settler is right when he speaks of knowing ‘them’ 
well. For it is the settler who has brought the native into existence and who 
perpetuates his existence. The settler owes the fact of his very existence, that 
is to say his property, to the colonial system.”9  Here, Fanon pointedly reveals 
the centrality of property owner ship to the life and existence of the settler, 
and in Black Skin, White Masks renders bare the core racial dimension of 
colonization. As Fanon’s first published work, Black Skin, White Masks pre-
sented an excoriating critique of the psychoaffective and phenomenological 
dimensions of life for the colonized in Martinique and upon his arrival in 
France. Thinking through his concept of “epidermalization” (whereby the 
racial schema of colonization is grafted onto the figure of le nègre and re-
sides parasitically on black skin), alongside the critique of colonial and anti-
colonial bourgeois nationalism in the  later Wretched of the Earth, one gleans 
how relations of owner ship, propriety, and racial subjectivity can be better 
grasped through a more expansive understanding of property law as a form 
of colonial domination.

The relationship between a racial concept of the  human and property 
relations has long been the subject of critical histories of the transatlantic 
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slave trade.10 The brutal rendering of black lives as objects of economic com-
merce produced a racial regime of owner ship whose legacies remain very 
much alive in the economic, social, and  legal value accorded white lives 
over black lives (along with the racial and gendered legacies of contractual 
forms of domination pres ent in the history of indentured  labor, particularly 
with Chinese and Indian workers in the Amer i cas).11 However, while it may 
be intuitive to locate the origins of a racialized system of owner ship in the 
transatlantic slave trade, Cedric J. Robinson has argued other wise. “Simply 
put, the Atlantic slave trade was not the first slave system, nor the first slave 
system engaged in by Eu ro pe ans, nor the first slave system of Eu ro pe ans 
or their ancestors, and not the only slave system to produce a racialist cul-
ture.”12 Relatedly, Cornel West has also argued that racism predates capital-
ism, finding its roots “in the early encounter between civilizations in Eu rope, 
Africa and Asia, encounters which occurred long before the rise of modern 
capitalism.”13

What distinguishes the emergence of a modern racial regime of owner-
ship in settler colonies, and indeed  those places where slavery was a core 
part of economic development, is the articulation of a commodity form of 
real property in conjunction with a globalized “economy of difference.”14 
The racialism that had thoroughly infused social relations in feudal Eu rope 
was globalized with the advent of modern colonialism.15 The transatlantic 
slave trade, and the appropriation of indigenous lands that characterized 
the emergence of colonial capitalism on a worldwide scale, produced and 
relied upon economic and juridical forms for which property law and a 
racial concept of the  human  were central tenets. Scientific techniques of 
mea sure ment and quantification, economic visions of land and life rooted 
in logics of abstraction, culturally inscribed notions of white Eu ro pean su-
periority, and philosophical concepts of the proper person who possessed 
the capacity to appropriate (both on the level of interiority and in the ex-
ternal world) worked in conjunction to produce laws of property and racial 
subjects.

This book excavates the juridical formation constituted by modern prop-
erty law and the racial subject, by examining the development of the spe-
cific  legal form of private property relations in the settler colonial sites of 
Canada, Australia, and Israel/Palestine. In thinking through the relationship 
between modern forms of property and race, it becomes clear that this ju-
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ridical formation has played a central role in the historical development of 
racial capitalism. The multitude of rationales for the colonial appropriation 
of indigenous lands (upon which slavery in the Amer i cas was contingent), 
and the concomitant development of liberal democracy in the settler col-
ony required  legal and po liti cal narratives that equated En glish common- 
law concepts of property with civilized life, and  were coupled with a belief 
in the inherent superiority of  people whose cultural and economic practices 
bore resemblance to a burgeoning agrarian capitalism in  England. Colonial-
ism took root on the grounds of this juridical formation, twinning the pro-
duction of racial subjects with an economy of private property owner ship 
that continues to prevail over indigenous and alternate modalities of relating 
to and using land and its resources.

In many ways, Cheryl Harris’s article “Whiteness as Property” remains 
unsurpassed in the novelty of the theoretical framework she developed for 
understanding how whiteness has come to have value as a property in it-
self, a value encoded in property law and social relations. Harris analyzes 
how the system of chattel slavery was premised upon the appropriation of 
indigenous lands, pointing to the deployment of diff er ent racial logics in 
the treatment of black slaves as objects of property and indigenous nations 
as lacking the cultural practices of white Eu ro pe ans that defined them as 
inferior, and consequently as non- owners of their land. She critically inter-
rogates the way in which the concept of race interacted with conceptions of 
property, to “establish and maintain racial and economic subordination.”16

More specifically, Harris argues that the propertizing of  human life— the 
lives of black slaves— forms the historical basis for the merger of white iden-
tity with property. Slavery created a form of property that would eventually 
become contingent on race; by the latter half of the seventeenth  century 
in the United States, “only Blacks  were subjugated as slaves and treated as 
property.”17 Writing incisively about the legacy of race- based chattel slavery, 
she maps the transition from whiteness as status property to whiteness as 
an entitlement to social goods that persists as the unspoken backdrop to 
con temporary litigation over affirmative action policies. Whiteness, argues 
Harris, shares the critical characteristics of property. The right to use and 
enjoyment, the reputational value, the power to exclude, are all character-
istics of whiteness shared by vari ous forms of property. Whiteness is, on 
Harris’s analy sis, an analogue of property.
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While the arguments pursued in this book are in debt to and inspired by 
Harris’s work, the analy sis offered  here also parts com pany in some signifi-
cant ways. I develop the idea that modern concepts of race and modern laws 
of property share conceptual logics and are articulated in conjunction with 
one another. For instance, as I argue in chapter 2, the vio lence of abstrac-
tion that transformed land more fully into a commodity over the course 
of a long transition (from feudal land relations to forms of owner ship that 
facilitated agrarian capitalism and market capitalism) has a counterpart in 
racial thinking that figured entire populations in a hierarchy of value with 
whiteness at its apex. As Ruth Wilson Gilmore has written, “racism is a 
practice of abstraction, a death- dealing displacement of difference into hi-
erarchies that organise relations within and between the planet’s sovereign 
po liti cal territories.”18 This is certainly not to suggest that all logics of ab-
straction are the same, but I argue that the commodity logic of abstraction 
that underlies modern forms of private property shares conceptual simi-
larities with the taxonomization and deracination of  human life based on 
racial categorizations, the early traces of which are evident in the work of 
natu ral historians such as Linnaeus.

It is, then, more than an interaction between race and property that I exca-
vate in this work; my argument is that racial subjects and modern property 
laws are produced through one another in the colonial context. In relation 
to the appropriation of indigenous lands, Harris argues that “only par tic u lar 
forms of possession— those that  were characteristic of white settlement— 
would be recognised and legitimated.”19 This is certainly true; however, in 
my view it was not solely whiteness or the cultural practices of whites that 
determined the kinds of use that would give rise to the right to own land. 
I argue in chapters 1 and 3 that the types of use and possession of land that 
justified owner ship  were determined by an ideology of improvement.  Those 
communities who lived as rational, productive economic actors, evidenced 
by par tic u lar forms of cultivation,  were deemed to be proper subjects of law 
and history;  those who did not  were deemed to be in need of improvement 
as much as their waste lands  were. Prevailing ideas about racial superiority 
 were forged through nascent cap i tal ist ideologies that rendered race contin-
gent on specific forms of  labor and property relations. Property owner ship 
was not just contingent on race and notions of white supremacy; race too, 
in the settler colonial context, was and remains subtended by property logics 
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that cast certain groups of  people, ways of living, producing, and relating to 
land as having value worthy of  legal protection and force.

To understand the relationship between the production of racial subjects 
and property law, how it functions in colonial contexts at diff er ent historical 
moments, and how it continues into the pres ent, it is necessary to grapple 
with a formation whose genesis cannot be reduced to any one singular sys-
tem or structure. As pointed out by scholars theorizing the relationship be-
tween race and class, neither phenomenon is reducible to the other; po liti cal 
ideologies, economic rationalities, and cultural and juridical practices oper-
ate in conjunction to produce structures of domination that work through 
and continually reproduce relations of class, racial difference, gender, and 
sexuality. The production of racial subjectivity and the constitution of pri-
vate property relations are articulated conjointly, in ways that are neither 
inevitable nor transhistorical. Rather, the juridical formation that I refer to 
as the racial regime of owner ship requires continual renewal and reinstantia-
tion to prevail over other ways of being and living. I draw on Stuart Hall’s 
theorization of articulation, and Cedric Robinson’s conceptualization of 
racial regimes in order to emphasize three diff er ent aspects of the constitu-
tive relationship between modern property laws and the racial subject: the 
noninevitable yet nonarbitrary nature of this juridical formation; the (con-
sequential) necessity for this formation to be continually renewed in the co-
lonial drive to appropriate indigenous land; and the recombinant nature of 
the constituent parts of the racial regime of owner ship.20

Race, for instance, as a concept is a variable amalgam of social, cultural, 
and biological markers and, practically speaking, amasses in its arsenal a 
range of diff er ent traits including “colour, physiognomy, culture, and gene 
pools” in order to differentiate.21 While very broad shifts in dominant con-
ceptions of race can be traced, it is also true that modern concepts of race 
draw on this wide range of  factors for their rationalization. Biological and 
cultural explanations for racial difference are not mutually exclusive. Avery 
Gordon observes that the biological justification for racial inferiority “was 
a relative newcomer” in the nineteenth  century. And while the “authority of 
Western science as the unquestioned standard of Western civilized knowl-
edge” certainly set scientific racism apart from earlier forms, she argues that 
both “prescientific Western theorizing” that attributed racial difference to 
divine  will, and biologically based racism posited the notion that “the inferior 
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could be redeemed  either by religious conversion or . . .  by assimilation to 
the conquering tribe, empire or group.”22 Racial regimes of owner ship make 
use of the plasticity inherent in both of its constitutive dimensions— race 
and property— and deploy rationalizations for the way  these phenomena 
are articulated in conjunction with one another in a recombinant manner, 
using both scientific and prescientific modes of thought as a  matter of bru-
talizing con ve nience.

As discussed above, Cheryl Harris has described race as an analogue 
of property in the sense that it shares many of its critical characteristics. 
The presumption that race is natu ral, much like private property owner-
ship, is one that many scholars of critical race theory and scholars of prop-
erty continue to spend time and effort undoing. The need to denaturalize 
race and property owner ship, to reveal the techniques of their fabrication, 
and the historical sediment that haunts con temporary structures of racial 
oppression and appropriation are testament to their continual reiteration 
and reinvention. As such, the diff er ent manifestations of the racial regime 
of owner ship explored in this book do not fall neatly into a chronology. 
The very nature of the appropriation of indigenous lands justified by the 
tripartite reliance on possession, use, and the abstract proof of owner ship 
in the form of registered title exemplifies the fractured and disjointed 
nature of temporality in the colonial context. For instance, as we  will see in 
the case of the Bedouin, explored in chapter 3, the Israeli state has relied on 
the absence of registered title along with an ideology of improvement that 
privileges Eu ro pean forms of cultivation as proof of owner ship, along with 
continual attempts to physically remove Bedouin who are in occupation 
of their own land.

In thinking about racial subjectivity and modern property laws as ar-
ticulations that are realized in conjunction with one another, Stuart Hall’s 
theorization of the relationship between race and class is indispensable. 
Drawing on methods developed by Marx, Gramsci, and Althusser, Hall 
elaborated a theory of how race and economic structures are practically 
and conceptually connected to one another, and how this relationship 
produces specific forms of racism at diff er ent historical junctures. He re-
jected the economic reductivism of orthodox approaches to Marxist theory 
(which reduce the  causes of race and racism to economic determinants or 
to the functional demands of social domination) and instead grasped the 
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complex relationship between race and class through examining how they 
are articulated together as historically specific social forms of identity and 
domination. While class as a concept is not strictly analogous to property, 
it is a relation determined by, among other  things, one’s position as a pro-
ducer in a hierarchy of owner ship, alienation, and exchange and, further, 
intersects with race, gender, and sexuality in how it is lived. In this way, class 
is rendered as a core part of social formations very much in the way that 
property owner ship operates as a  legal, social, po liti cal, and economic rela-
tion in con temporary social formations, and we could say more specifically, 
juridical formations. Hall’s analytical trajectory is thus particularly relevant 
for this study, which seeks to trace how modern  legal forms of property 
owner ship emerge in colonial cap i tal ist contexts, articulated with and 
through modern concepts of race and racial difference that appear as specific 
juridical formations.

Drawing on the work of Gramsci, Hall writes that the concept of the 
social formation enables an understanding of how economic, po liti cal, and 
ideological relations constitute complexly structured socie ties, “where the 
diff er ent levels of articulation do not by any means simply correspond [to] 
or ‘mirror’ one another” but produce uneven, nonlinear, and sometimes 
contradictory effects. “Racism and racist practices,” writes Hall, “frequently 
occur in some but not all sectors of the social formation; their impact is 
penetrative but uneven.”23 We  will examine the relevance of Hall’s observa-
tion below, where I draw out some examples of the uneven and sometimes 
contradictory ways in which juridical formations of race and property law 
appear in diff er ent settler colonial contexts.

While Hall stresses the contingency pres ent in the development of social 
formations, he also (drawing on Althusser) defines the social formation as 
a “structure in dominance,” in order to emphasize its determinate and sys-
temic qualities.24 The concept of the social formation is taken by Hall as an 
analytic to theorize a relationship between race and class, to open up the 
question of value to  factors normally excised from Marxist understandings 
of the general operation of the law of value, such as the cultural and racial-
ized nature of  labor practices.25 The more general point is that both social 
and juridical formations take shape within par tic u lar economic systems, in 
relation to both specific cultural norms and practices and diff er ent regimes 
of race, gender, and sexuality.
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In his 1985 essay on Althusser, Hall identified articulation as a new concept, 
one that facilitates analy sis of how po liti cal and economic and, I would add, 
juridical practices are “condensed” into forms of domination over par tic u lar 
social groups and classes.26 The concept of articulation opens an ave nue for 
understanding how diff er ent practices operate as a series of interconnected 
but differentiated pro cesses.  Here, we can draw an analogy with the limits 
of considering property as having distinct economic and juridical forms that 
are separate from the social, historical, and po liti cal milieu in which they 
exist; a conceptual error, ironically perhaps, committed by both Marxists 
and  legal positivists. Paul Hirst pointed to the fallacious tendencies among 
some Marxist  legal theorists (namely, Evgeny Pashukanis and Karl Renner) 
to reduce conceptions of  legal subjectivity and juridical forms of property 
to their existence as mere expressions of economic exchange. While the very 
prob lem of what capital is cannot be separated from the modes of its  legal 
organ ization,  legal forms are not solely determined by economic pro cesses of 
production or exchange. Juridical forms of property, in all their complexity 
and plasticity, have been central to multiple modes of capital accumulation 
(and dispossession), as Balibar has noted. To that end, I want to emphasize 
that juridical forms of property reflect much more than the life of property 
as a commodity form of exchange.27 Indeed, even within Marxist discourse, 
the term “juridical form” denotes not formal structures but a variety of “po-
liti cal, juristic, philosophical theories, religious views” and “the reflexes of 
all  these  actual strug gles in the brains of the participants” in the making of 
po liti cal strug gles, in the making of history.28 My use of the term “juridical” 
denotes the fabrication of  legal techniques that define legality and illegality, 
produce  legal subjects, operate as a form of governance, and in all of  these 
guises functions as a form of disciplinary power.

The concept of articulation as conceived of by Hall expresses the 
noninevitable— yet nonarbitrary— nature of social formations;  here I consider 
it in terms of the means by which racial regimes of owner ship must be continu-
ally sustained and renewed by specific social, economic, and juridical practices: 

By the term “articulation” I mean a connection or link that is not neces-
sarily given in all cases, as a law or fact of life, but which requires par tic-
u lar conditions of existence to appear at all, which has to be positively 
sustained by specific pro cesses, which is not eternal but has constantly to 
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be renewed, which can  under some circumstances dis appear or be over-
thrown, leading to the dissolving of old linkages and the forging of new 
connections— rearticulations. It is also impor tant that an articulation 
between diff er ent practices does not mean that they become identical or 
that the one is dissolved into the other. Each retains its distinct determi-
nations and conditions of existence.29

Hall’s conceptualization of articulation pres ents a means of understand-
ing how the relationship between race and class cannot be cast as inevitably 
taking any par tic u lar form;  there is no “necessary correspondence between 
one level of social formation and another” that is determined primarily by 
an economic base.  There is also, however, no necessary noncorrespondence 
between diff er ent levels of a social formation, contra post- Marxist claims 
for total contingency.  There are, rather, as Hall puts it, “no guarantees” that 
a given class or social group  will respond to economic relations in a par tic-
u lar way, or that the “ideology of a class” necessarily corresponds with the 
position they hold within economic relations of cap i tal ist production. In 
part, this is  because class conflicts are not “wholly ascribable within ‘social 
relations of production.’ ”30 Race and racism, gender, and sexuality shape 
the nature and form that class relations take and, significantly, how they are 
experienced.

Analogously,  there are no guarantees that a given articulation of race 
and property owner ship  will appear in the same configuration across time 
or jurisdictions.31 In part this is  because of the sheer heterogeneity contained 
within articulations of race and property owner ship, occasioned by the re-
sis tance, refusal, negotiation, or recognition and ac cep tance of colonial re-
lations of owner ship by First Nations and other racialized subjects in set-
tler colonial contexts. As we  will consider in the conclusion, the continual 
renewal of racial regimes of owner ship is not an inevitability, as po liti cal 
imaginaries that exceed the confines of this juridical formation demonstrate. 
The more immediate focus  here, however, is on the specific pro cesses of co-
lonial land appropriation and the historical emergence and con temporary 
dominance of markets in land- as- commodity that work to articulate a racial 
concept of the  human in conjunction with modern laws of property. This 
conjuncture is continually renewed through the per sis tent but differenti-
ated reiteration of a racial concept of humanity defined in relation to logics 
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of abstraction, ideologies of improvement, and an identity- property nexus 
encapsulated in  legal status.

The task that Hall set for himself was to think about how race and class 
are theoretically connected to one another. The conclusion he reaches, that 
 there is no necessary correspondence, but also no necessary noncorrespon-
dence, between diff er ent levels of any given social formation (between, for 
instance, race, class, and gender) opens up space for considering how social 
relations do not inevitably adhere across time and space to a par tic u lar form. 
The noninevitability and contingent, yet nonarbitrary character of the ar-
ticulation of race and class, for Hall, reveals the potential for po liti cal trans-
formation and rupture. This emphasis on the possibilities of transformation 
is shared by Cedric Robinson, whose concept of the racial regime incorpo-
rates a recognition of how radical traditions of re sis tance exist in relation 
to the production of race and racism. Despite the many significant differ-
ences between the work of Hall and Robinson, not least their remarkably 
divergent relationships to Marxist traditions of thought,  there is a contact 
point in their explorations of the potentiality for po liti cal transformation 
and change that exist in the structures, systems and relations of domination.

Cedric J. Robinson argues that racial regimes are “unstable truth sys-
tems.”32 Writing against the tendency of American race studies to obscure 
the chaos and contingency that characterize historical research, he critiques 
the inevitable “unitarianism where all the relations of power collaborate in 
and cohabit a par tic u lar discursive or disciplinary regime.” Robinson seeks 
to open a space for thinking the “coincidences of diff er ent relations of 
power” that might collide, interfere with, or even “generate re sis tance.”33 
Simply exposing how race is a fabrication, and how raced subjects are in-
ven ted, is not a sufficient means for explaining racism and racial difference. 
Rather, one must be attuned to the contingencies, “the intentional and 
unintended,” the fractured and fragmented means by which relations of 
power and cultural forms coalesce in racial regimes.34

In Forgeries of Memory and Meaning, Cedric J. Robinson examines early 
American cinema and the burgeoning American film industry at the turn 
of the twentieth  century as a site where a new racial regime, one that per-
sists in our pres ent moment, came to dominate repre sen ta tions of race and 
racial difference. To quote from Robinson: “Moving pictures appear at 
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that juncture when a new racial regime was being stitched together from 
remnants of its pre de ces sors and new cloth accommodating the disposal 
of immigrants, colonial subjects, and insurgencies among the native poor. 
With the first attempts at composing a national identity in disarray, a new 
whiteness became the basis for the reintegration of American society.”35 
Robinson analyzes how a racial regime is produced at a historical moment 
of uncertainty and flux, and appears in the emergence of a new technol-
ogy that builds upon the racial repre sen ta tions of preexisting cultural forms 
(the world exhibition, for instance) and cap i tal ist infrastructure and invest-
ment in new media.

Robinson criticizes both Marxist and Foucauldian approaches to the 
study of race and racism. Whereas Marxist accounts of race reduce its pro-
duction down to an originary point— the commodification of African bodies 
during the slave trade— Foucauldian approaches elide the complex, con-
tradictory, and contingent nature of how race comes to operate as a form of 
domination. “It is as if,” writes Robinson, “systems of power never encounter 
the stranger, or that strangers can be seamlessly abducted into a system of 
oppression.” These readings of race leave no space for understanding how 
racial regimes, described by Robinson as “makeshift patchworks masquer-
ading as memory and the immutable . . .  possess history.”36  These histories 
of how race is produced, when examined carefully, throw up moments of 
re sis tance and rupture that are also part of the constitution of racial regimes. 
In obscuring this complexity, re sis tance remains nothing more than a “fugi-
tive consideration,” a description replete with double meanings given the 
fugitive was an exemplary figure of re sis tance and rebellion against the 
established order during the era of slavery and has been reprised recently in 
works of critical theory that seek to analyze and revivify traditions of radical 
thought and praxis.

The forgetting of  these histories of re sis tance not only attests to the kind of 
willful blindness engendered by racist ideologies but warps our understand-
ing of how racism maintains its lethal grip over po liti cal, cultural, and social 
spheres. This is not a  simple dialectic of opposing forces, of racist repre sen-
ta tions of  people of color on the one hand, and re sis tance to it on the other; 
nor is it simply a  matter of relations of power that capture us within their 
web in some a priori fashion, even though that is also true sometimes.
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 There is a dialectic at play in Robinson’s analy sis of racial regimes, but one 
that is sufficiently plastic to permit the possibility of unforeseeable rupture 
and change; where negation (racist repre sen ta tions of black life, for instance) 
and the negation of negation (antiracist re sis tance) are mired in other dy-
namics, such as deterioration and neglect. He describes, for instance, the 
decline of late nineteenth-  and early twentieth- century antiracist imagery 
in black film, even while  these instances of antiracist re sis tance  were part of 
what a white supremacist vision, typified by films such as Birth of a Nation, 
 were responding to and attempting to suppress. Robinson identifies contra-
dictions and complex historical pro cesses by reading across archives, with an 
interpretive gaze defined by the view that individuals and collectives have 
never been wholly determined by dominant racial paradigms. His method 
requires us to think race as produced by regimes of disciplinary power 
and cap i tal ist modes of production and accumulation that are, in turn, com-
posed of individual acts and collective agency, rebellion and rupture, across 
domains of science, economy, philosophy, and culture.

Robinson examines, for instance, how the emergence of the moving mo-
tion picture coincided with Jim Crow, a system of legalized segregation that 
was a central pillar in the South’s strategy of economic development.37 Rob-
inson argues that the Jim Crow era was marked by a coalescence of infra-
structure development (railroads) built with unfree (predominantly black) 
convict  labor and capital investment (by railroad corporations and their 
complements) in the sponsorship of world fairs and exhibitions, sites where 
the new racial regime was on display and,  after such events as the 1893 Chi-
cago world’s fair, transposed into an array of racist films.38 This mapping illu-
minates the interconnectivity of a  legal system that provided the scaffolding 
for new forms of racial capitalism in the era of Reconstruction, the use of 
exhibitions and fairs to fetishize and commoditize the cultural production 
of racist caricatures, and how the emergent motion picture industry became 
the eventual landing place for the newly consolidated figure of the Negro.

Whereas race is, as Robinson notes, mercurial and mutable, racism based 
on the idea of white supremacy is the constant and per sis tent  factor char-
acterizing the modern racial regime.39 In this book, I take Robinson’s theo-
rization of racial regimes into the domain of property. Whereas owner ship 
is mutable and mercurial, despite several hundred years of its naturalization 
as a concept by po liti cal phi los o phers, cap i tal ist entrepreneurs, and juris-
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prudents (men who often occupied all three roles at once), private property 
persists as a po liti cal and  legal form that characterizes and defines the mod-
ern era in many ways. The analogy between race and property is productive 
insofar as we regard both forms as historically contingent rather than natu-
ral; and as being produced by and through complex interrelations between 
capital, science, and culture.

Following Robinson, it becomes clear that the means by which racial re-
gimes of owner ship take shape require us to consider how it is not always 
the case that an ideology of white supremacy determines a par tic u lar eco-
nomic or  legal form in a straightforward or easily discernible causal sense; 
indeed, as discussed in chapter 1 in relation to the actions of colonial sur-
veyor Joseph Trutch, a racial discourse of white supremacy coalesces with 
individual greed and the desire for personal advancement in decisions taken 
with re spect to the surveying of indigenous lands in British Columbia and 
the redrawing of reserve bound aries. In this instance, racialized relations 
of power allow his greed and ambition to flourish. Conversely, nationalist 
discourses of racial and ethnic supremacy in settler colonial contexts are 
not always realized, in the first instance at least, through commodity forms 
of property. As explored in chapter 3, the ethnonational imperatives of the 
Israeli settler state have,  until very recently, prevented a rational market in 
private land owner ship from emerging. Racial regimes of owner ship de-
velop in uneven and sometimes contradictory ways; in the settler colony, 
state authorities and cap i tal ist classes have utilized diff er ent juridical forms 
of property to secure, in most instances, “ actual geo graph i cal possession” 
and, significantly, economic control over land.

property

Property is notoriously difficult to define, particularly when we account for 
some of the more conceptually innovative scholarship in the field of intel-
lectual property. In relation to real property, or land to be more specific, 
the lit er a ture on theories of property is truly vast. My aim  here is not to 
provide (yet another) overview or discussion of the field of property theory 
but rather to identify the approach to property taken in this study. To begin 
with, I can be explicit about types of property that are not addressed in this 
book. I do not discuss, for instance, communal forms of property. While 
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I critique the manner in which courts have defined aboriginal title, I do 
not engage with indigenous concepts of owner ship and relationships to 
land.  There are examples of course, of alternate ways of holding property, 
as recent scholarship on the commons attests to. However, the racial re-
gimes of owner ship that I trace in this book persist as hegemonic juridical 
formations in liberal demo cratic settler states and beyond. The key po liti-
cal and philosophical question that I address by way of conclusion is how 
to resist con temporary forms of dispossession without replicating logics 
of appropriation and possessiveness that rely upon racial regimes for their 
sustenance.

While I do not focus on state property, in the colonial context,  there is an 
intimate bond between state property and private property owner ship, the 
latter often materializing only on the basis of sovereign colonial claims to 
under lying or radical title to territory.  There is an undeniable relationship 
between the sovereign assertion of control over territory and the mecha-
nisms through which the state organizes individual property owner ship, 
which is primary to the overall apparatus of governance that characterizes 
the colony. The concept of possession in one register is taken as analogy in 
another, the rhetorical force of mastery deployed across a multitude of in-
congruent fields of owner ship. As Ranajit Guha, in his classic study A Rule 
of Property for Bengal, observed, the En glish did “often speak of the Com-
pany’s territories as an ‘estate.’ . . .   England was thus required to assume the 
responsibilities of an improving landlord in Bengal.”40

This book examines private property relations and their articulation with 
concepts of race through an examination of their historical trajectories in 
several diff er ent colonial sites, primarily South Australia, British Colum-
bia, and the Naqab, the southern desert region of Israel/Palestine. I also 
draw on the work of scholars exploring property relations in other colonial 
sites, including colonial Bengal, Hawai‘i, and other regions of Australia. 
(As I discuss below, the development of racial regimes of owner ship cannot 
be neatly partitioned between settler colonial and colonial contexts.) I do 
not attempt to provide, nor do I draw on a singular, overarching theory of 
property or model of owner ship. Rather, I trace the  legal and philosophi-
cal justifications for appropriation and private owner ship as they appear at 
distinct historical conjunctures of colonial settlement. The approach taken 
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 here can thus be contrasted with major works of property theory, which 
tend to examine the impor tant role of property law in society, competi-
tion between individual interests and government regulation, the historical 
development of prevailing forms of owner ship, property’s relationship to 
social and cultural norms, and the role that property relations play in the 
distribution of social goods.41

Many of the key works of con temporary property theory of the last de-
cades have charted a progressive path for considering the power of property 
law in maintaining economic in equality and, relatedly, in both producing 
and relying upon par tic u lar cultural and social norms. Joseph W. Singer, for 
instance, problematizes the dominance of the “owner ship model” in pre-
vailing understandings of property law, revealing how the latter is in real ity 
troubled by restrictions and regulations on the (perceived) absolute right of 
an owner to do whatsoever she pleases with her property.42 Property law is, 
rather, relational in the sense that it involves competing interests between 
 people in relation to control over and the use of space and resources such as 
land.43 Nicholas Blomley has revisited his earlier work on the contested na-
ture of the boundary between public and private property, which he explores 
through interviews with private renters and  owners on the perception of 
private and public property in light of their encroachment onto public 
boulevards through gardening and planting flowers. Blomley demonstrates 
that relationality is indeed a complex phenomenon, one that challenges the 
notion that property is constituted through a conceptual and spatial fix-
ity, and that understanding relationality requires grounded research into 
the everyday property practices of par tic u lar communities.44 The bound-
ary in this par tic u lar instance demonstrates that owner ship ( whether it is 
ostensibly private or public) can be a space of overlapping interests and 
negotiation.

The owner ship model is often contrasted with another idea of prop-
erty, derived from the work of Hohfeld in par tic u lar, which is property 
owner ship as a bundle of rights that can be rearranged and redistributed 
depending on the social and po liti cal norms that legislators aim to promote 
through the state regulation of property.45 Laura Underkuffler emphasizes 
that the degree to which each of  these rights is protected varies; the “strin-
gency” with which each of  these rights in the bundle, such as the right to 
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use, possess, exclude, devise, alienate,  etc., can be understood as existing in 
a hierarchy whereby some rights (such as the right to exclude) are more 
power ful than  others.46 The bundle of rights theory of owner ship is often 
upheld as an alternative to the owner ship model, which is premised on the 
idea that the owner has, or  ought to have, an absolute degree of control over 
the object of owner ship. This alternative model is often proposed without 
fully considering, in my view, the dramatic if not revolutionary changes in 
po liti cal economy that are the precondition for a substantive rebundling of 
property rights in a cap i tal ist system of private owner ship.

However, as property theorists have emphasized, this is a  matter not only 
of economy but of the social and po liti cal imaginaries that subtend and 
structure con temporary property laws. Singer takes  great care to emphasize 
the par tic u lar set of images that dominate American consciousness when it 
comes to “imagining the meaning of property,” namely, the idea that owner-
ship translates into an absolute right to do what one desires with the object 
of owner ship, and near- total control over the object of owner ship.47 Given 
the importance of the social imaginary to the forms that owner ship takes, 
he argues that “disputes over property use can be solved only by reference to 
 human values, to a normative framework that helps us choose between free-
dom and security.”48 But what if the very concept of freedom to use property 
as a social good or resource in the American po liti cal and  legal landscape is 
itself thoroughly tainted by a racial regime of owner ship that was forged 
through slavery and the colonization of indigenous lands? This is the ques-
tion posed by Saidiya Hartman, who, in the wake of W. E. B. Du Bois, points 
out that freedom for the previously enslaved meant entering new forms of 
debt bondage and exploitative  labor relations. The freedom to contract (of 
the self- owning subject), a corollary of the freedoms associated with  those 
of the owner of property, meant and still means, for vast numbers of  people, 
the freedom to alienate one’s  labor in a highly stratified, racialized, and gen-
dered  labor market. In arguing for a balance between the own er’s freedom to 
use his property and another’s security from the harm that may be caused by 
the exercise of that right, a question arises about the very nature and concept 
of freedom that is being deployed  here.

We could also ask  whether the prevailing and per sis tent idea that owner-
ship means absolute control over a  thing has somehow shed its history as a 
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primary technique of subjugation over the bodies of black  people that facil-
itated massive amounts of capital accumulation by white plantation  owners 
during the birth of the United States as a nation. How does this par tic u lar 
idea of owner ship as absolute control appear in social relations structured 
by race and gender? (Cheryl Harris, as discussed above, offers an answer in 
her theorization of whiteness as property.) Furthermore, what happens if 
we consider the dominant field of perception that continually posits black 
bodies as a threat to the security of  others? Is it pos si ble that freedom to 
use property, to alienate it, and to freely enter contractual relations, and the 
other side of that coin, security from harm, are both still enmeshed in the 
racial and colonial legacies of property law formation in settler colonies, 
such as the United States? My intention  here is not to pose  these questions 
to Singer’s text,  because the par ameters of his careful and detailed prob-
lematization of dominant conceptions of owner ship are clearly set out, but 
rather to indicate the shift in orientation that my investigation reflects.

A sizeable body of sociolegal and critical  legal scholarship on aborigi-
nal rights has undertaken the task of deconstructing the Eurocentrism and 
cultural bias of settler courts and the contours of  legal recognition. This 
lit er a ture has challenged the way in which aboriginal rights to land and 
resources have been defined according to En glish common- law ideals of 
cultivation, abstract repre sen ta tions of land in the form of registered title, 
and so on. While many of  these scholars readily assume that the basis of the 
importation of common- law concepts of property into the content of ab-
original title is Eurocentric if not racist, this lit er a ture provides  little if any 
theorization of how racial subjects are produced by  these modes of  legal 
recognition, and does not consider the constitutive relationship between 
property law and racial subjectivity.49 It is as if acknowledging the fact that 
the history of land law in the settler colony had a racialist or racist dimen-
sion is sufficient for understanding how property law operates as a form of 
colonial domination. The omission of race and racial subjectivity as con-
cepts worthy of serious theoretical reflection bears some resemblance to 
the ac cep tance of capitalism as the inevitable po liti cal landscape in which 
forms of  legal mis-  or nonrecognition could be ameliorated (an assumption 
forcefully challenged by Glen Coulthard’s Red Skin, White Masks: Reject-
ing the Colonial Politics of Recognition). I seek to examine the shared logics 
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of racial subjectivity and private property owner ship that have been central 
to the development of racial capitalism.

Accordingly, this book is in dialogue with the research trajectories set 
by  legal scholars dealing squarely with histories of racial oppression and 
private law domains such as property or contract, and scholars engaging 
with global histories of racial subjectivity and capitalism than with  legal lit-
er a ture on aboriginal rights jurisprudence.50 Most recently, Patrick Wolfe, 
in Traces of History: Elementary Structures of Race, argued that race is the 
idiom and modality through which colonization takes place on a global 
scale. Wolfe employed the idea of regimes of race to express the comprehen-
siveness that a “given regime of race coordinates and mobilises,” and along 
with racial doctrine, “economic, po liti cal, moral, mythic,  legal, institutional, 
sexual and aesthetic” dimensions constitute the regimes of race that operate 
as “instrument[s] of overlordship.”51 Race, for Wolfe, is a contested set of 
practices, a never- ending proj ect through which  labor and land appropria-
tion throughout the colonial world is structured and rationalized.

The focus of this book is on the po liti cal ideologies, economic rationales, 
and colonial imaginaries that gave life to juridical forms of property and 
a concept of  human subjectivity that are embedded in a racial order. This 
work can thus be distinguished from property theory emanating from the 
 legal field in that my primary concern is not with assessing the relative 
merits and justness, emanating from concerns for  legal and po liti cal equal-
ity, of con temporary property relations generally, and particularly in rela-
tion to First Nations. I turn to the more general question of property law 
and po liti cal transformation only in the conclusion. A work of property 
theory that engages very directly with the question of how property law 
can or  ought to be reconfigured in specific po liti cal contexts, including the 
transformation of the racial regime of apartheid in South Africa, is André 
van der Walt’s Property in the Margins. I discuss van der Walt’s scholarly 
and po liti cal intervention in depth in the conclusion. Writing in the af-
termath of the transition from apartheid to a liberal demo cratic consti-
tutional order, to which the reform of property law was pivotal, van der 
Walt seeks to examine what justice demands of property law: “[C]ertain 
justice- driven qualifications of and amendments to the property regime are 
so fundamental that they cannot be accommodated within or explained 
in terms of the current doctrine— they require a rethink of the system, a 
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reconsideration of the language, the concepts, the rhe toric and the logic in 
terms of which we explain and justify choices for or against individual secu-
rity and systemic stability in the property regime.”52 Van der Walt explic itly 
distinguishes his work from the body of property theory that examines the 
limits of property within the presumed stability of po liti cal, economic, and 
social structures.53 By way of conclusion, I discuss van der Walt’s argument 
that in order for genuine po liti cal transformation to occur, the perspectives 
and po liti cal imaginaries of  those without property,  those in the margins, 
must replace the lexicon of rights embedded at the core of much property 
doctrine.

colonial modernities and settler colonialism

As noted above, articulations of race and property law do not emerge in a 
consistent, linear, or even fashion. The temporalities of colonialism, as with 
modernity itself, are multiple and uneven. Contrary to the colonial (and 
imperialist) narrative that modernity unfolds in a linear, developmental 
fashion, with the non- European world placed  either at some earlier stage 
of development or outside history altogether (as with Hegel’s infamous de-
scription of Africa in The Philosophy of History),  there is no “homogenous 
‘law of development’ ” that can determine and define what constitutes im-
provement or indeed pro gress.54 Postcolonial critiques of modernity, as 
David Lloyd observes, “supplement the recognition of the internal contra-
dictions of modernization with the apprehension of other forms of uneven-
ness, forms of unevenness that call into question the historicist narrative 
that understands modernity as the pro gress from the backward to the ad-
vanced, from the pre- modern to the modern.”55 As noted above, property 
law plays a significant role in the colonialist narrative of modern pro gress. 
The imposition of modern laws of private property are cast in developmen-
tal terms, shifting from early modern justifications for owner ship based 
in possession and use to more abstract forms of owner ship embodied in 
systems of title by registration. However, as we see in the settler colonial 
context, rationales for property owner ship do not adhere to this develop-
mental narrative. In this way, examining property laws in settler colonial 
contexts, and specifically rationales for owner ship (including forms of 
owner ship recognized in aboriginal title doctrine) pres ents an exemplary 
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instance of how fractured and multiple the temporalities that characterize 
modern colonialism are.

Settler colonialism, as a structure, a continually unfolding pro cess (a 
much- quoted observation of Patrick Wolfe), requires flexibility in the  legal 
devices and rationales it utilizes to maintain state control— and possession—
of indigenous lands. This is quite evident in the Palestinian context, where 
the perceived demographic threat of the Palestinian population leads the 
Israeli state to truly rely on a combination of older and newer rationales for 
appropriation and owner ship, coupled with a range of other  legal  orders in-
cluding military, land use planning, and criminal laws.  These recombinant 
forms of appropriation and owner ship, and the racial logics articulated 
through them, produce uneven landscapes and scenes of dispossession. In 
this way, this book is not a comparative analy sis of diff er ent jurisdictions, 
but an exploration of how property, and its  legal form, emerges in conjunc-
tion with modern concepts of race at diff er ent moments and in diff er ent 
settler colonies.

While the book focuses on settler colonialism, the economic, po liti cal, and 
social conjunctures that produce juridical formations of modern property 
law and race cannot be confined to the settler colonial context. One could 
certainly examine colonial and postcolonial contexts and find such articu-
lations. However, the similarities in the development and con temporary 
expression of the relationship between modern property laws and race in 
settler colonies point to specificities and commonalities that are significant 
when considering how demands for justice and movements for decoloniza-
tion confront the racial regimes of owner ship that have so fundamentally 
 shaped the nature of dispossession of indigenous and racialized mi grant 
populations, the latter of which Jodi Byrd has termed “arrivants.”

The place of law and the specifically juridical forms that colonial gover-
nance assumes in the settler colony inform a wide and rich terrain of lit er-
a ture on vari ous aspects of settler colonialism. The nature of the po liti cal 
and  legal recognition, misrecognition, and nonrecognition of First Na-
tions in North Amer i ca, for instance, has been addressed through analyses 
of the structures of indigenous self- governance, membership, and citizen-
ship; land appropriation and status; and sovereignty and its ontologies of ra-
cialization and possession.56 Land, territory, and the forms of life attached 
to, or embedded within them are a permanent site of contestation and 
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strug gle between settler state authorities and First Nations. Audra Simp-
son and Glen Coulthard, among  others, have deftly explored the complex, 
and sometimes contradictory, po liti cal forms of refusal and rejection of the 
colonial politics of recognition that characterize many First Nations’ re sis-
tance to colonial settlement. While this book does not address itself explic-
itly to the discourse of recognition or the prob lem of sovereignty, in my 
view, property owner ship and appropriation are quite central to the form 
that the  legal recognition of indigenous rights has taken in common- law 
jurisdictions such as Canada and Australia. As I have argued previously, 
property owner ship and a dynamic of appropriation are both primary to a 
Hegelian dialectics of recognition, evident in juridical forms of recognition 
and nonrecognition.57

The continual strug gle for owner ship and control over indigenous land 
distinguishes settler colonialism from the postcolony. This is not to say that 
the legacies of territorial reor ga ni za tion and the partitioning of land during 
colonial rule do not continue to plague postcolonial nation- states, creating 
sometimes lethal conflicts over land and resources; however, in the settler 
colony the colonial animus is driven by the need to control the land base 
for the continued growth of settler economies and for the security of set-
tler populations.58 Land, which is “necessary for life” as Wolfe puts it, thus 
becomes a site of contestation for nothing less than life itself.59 As I dem-
onstrate throughout this book, property law has proved itself to be one of 
the most significant  orders, an amalgam of  legal techniques, through which 
colonial appropriation of land and the fashioning of colonial subjectivities 
take place and are secured. Jodi Byrd articulates the “aggregation” of the 
global nature of forms of settler colonization and their deployment of ra-
cialization and property: “[r]acialisation and colonization should thus be 
understood as concomitant global systems that secure white dominance 
through time, property, and notions of self.”60

The focus on land and property relations in this study intervenes against 
a theoretical tendency, a mode of thought, identified by Jodi Byrd, through 
which the conflation of racialization and colonization works to erase the 
central function played by territoriality in colonization and con temporary 
modes of dispossession. She asks, “what happens to indigenous  peoples 
and the stakes of sovereignty, land, and decolonisation when conquest 
is reframed through the global historicities of race?”61 Byrd deftly reveals 
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how indigeneity comes to function, across a broad spectrum of continental 
philosophy and critical theory, as a “transit,” in the sense that a wide range 
of historical experiences of exclusion and racism, in the multicultural liberal 
settler society, may acknowledge (and indeed, as Byrd points out, lament) 
the originary vio lence of colonial settlement only to move beyond it, as if 
it could be surpassed. Although indigenous dispossession is a constitutive 
part of the ground upon which other forms of racial subjugation take place 
in the settler colony, indigeneity becomes a space that is traversed, and often 
rendered as an artifact of the past. Examining how race and racialization are 
articulated through  legal forms of property rooted in a spectrum of early 
modern and late modern rationalities shows how  there is not a temporality 
of transit at work in the concept of the racial regime of owner ship developed 
 here, but rather the constant presence of territoriality, land, and possession.

The temporalities of property law’s iterations and operations in the set-
tler colony can be grasped by observing the difference between the myth of 
modernity instantiated in the wide- scale imposition of the En glish com-
mon law of property as the means through which the undeveloped would 
enter the pale of civilized life, and the  actual use and manipulation of a wide 
range of rationales for the assertion of both colonial sovereignty and indi-
vidual private owner ship (which are of course dependent upon one another 
to a  great extent) that do not adhere to a linear, teleological development of 
property law. The chasm between the myth of developmental pro gress and 
the often contradictory deployment of early and late modern rationales for 
owner ship reflects the rather fragmented character of the temporalities of 
modernity itself. The chapters in this book thus do not adhere to a chronol-
ogy, but attempt to trace three diff er ent economic, political- philosophical, 
and cultural rationales for specific  legal modalities of owner ship that appear 
at par tic u lar historical junctures in settler colonies: the ideology of use that 
casts both land and its native inhabitants as in need of improvement, the 
logics of abstraction that underlie increasingly commodified visions of land 
and  human life from the seventeenth  century onward, and the use of the 
juridical concept of status to bind together identity and property relations.

The inclusion of Israel/Palestine in this study pres ents an exemplary 
instance of the temporally fragmented and nonlinear nature of the racial 
regimes of owner ship that typify the settler colony.  There is a common ten-
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dency among some scholars of Israel/Palestine to assert that Israel is the last 
settler colony, engaging in practices of colonial settlement that  were accom-
plished in North Amer i ca and Australia in the nineteenth  century.  These 
assertions imply that colonization was accomplished in  these older settler 
colonies and that somehow their past is Palestine’s pres ent.62 Contrary to 
this view, I seek to emphasize that the juridical techniques of appropriation 
and dispossession utilized across the settler colonial sites that I examine 
continue to inform the ongoing pro cesses of settlement and displacement 
in Canada, Australia, and elsewhere.

At the same time, it is undeniable that, as David Lloyd and Patrick Wolfe 
have written, “the twenty- first  century context in which Israel is seeking 
to complete the seizure of what remains of Mandate Palestine differs cru-
cially from the nineteenth- century context in which settlers in Australia 
and North Amer i ca completed their seizure of the Native estate.”63 I  don’t 
entirely agree that the settler states of Australia and North Amer i ca have 
“completed” their seizure of indigenous lands, in the sense that First Na-
tions continue to mount effective forms of re sis tance against this long his-
tory of appropriation, and  because  these settler states are imposing new 
means of appropriating and reappropriating indigenous lands that are con-
sistent with the organ ization of con temporary land markets.64

Notwithstanding this point, Lloyd and Wolfe pres ent one of the most 
persuasive and insightful theorizations of how Israel’s con temporary modes 
of settlement exist in relation to ongoing modes of appropriation and dis-
possession in other settler colonies. They argue that settler colonialism “is 
not some transitional phase that gives way to— even provides a laboratory 
for— the emergent global order.” Rather, it is “foundational to that order.”65 
New modes of accumulation, the “second enclosure” heralded by the ongo-
ing privatization of public goods, which are aptly described by Lloyd and 
Wolfe as “public patrimonies of the modern liberal state that emerged from 
an earlier moment of enclosure and dispossession,” are positioned in a re-
lation of continuity with the very neoliberal settlement practices of Israel 
through the common objective of managing surplus populations.66

Lloyd and Wolfe argue that in both older settler colonies and Israel/Pal-
estine, the native population has invariably occupied the place of a surplus 
population, necessitating the creation of a wide range of “techniques of 
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elimination.” The logic of elimination is as much figural as it is literal, and is 
as pres ent in attempts to assimilate indigenous populations into nationalist 
iconography and multicultural narratives as it is evident in the techniques 
of spatial confinement. The massive differences between the nineteenth 
 century, the era dominated by the growth of industrial capitalism, and con-
temporary modes of neoliberal capitalism require close attention to the ways 
in which modes of appropriation, rationales for owner ship, and the  legal 
form(s) of property have adapted themselves to the imperatives of colonial 
domination.

chapter overview

In chapter 1, I examine the enfolding of the valuation of land and the at-
tribution of lesser value to the lives of indigenous populations in a racial 
regime of owner ship based on an ideology of improvement. I analyze the 
policies of preemption and homesteading as the primary  legal devices used 
to appropriate indigenous land in British Columbia. I also look at the ac-
tions and attitudes of colonial administrators, in par tic u lar Joseph Trutch, 
whose land surveys created the conditions for appropriation to take place on 
a greater scale than prior to his interventions. The ideology of improvement 
that informed the  legal policies and colonial attitudes  toward First Nations 
and their land finds one of its historical antecedents in Ireland. I trace the 
history of the articulation of racial inferiority with par tic u lar forms of land 
use through the work of William Petty and examine the manner in which 
he justified the fusing together of the value of Irish land with the value of 
Irish  people. The technologies of mea sure ment utilized to survey the land 
and its productivity are examined alongside Petty’s view of the Irish peas-
antry as racially inferior and brutish. By way of conclusion, I analyze the 
Supreme Court of Canada judgment Tsilhqot’in v. British Columbia [2014] 
2 S.C.R. 257, where the court expands the concept of aboriginal title to in-
clude indigenous conceptions of land use and owner ship. I argue that while 
the court’s modification of the doctrine of aboriginal title is legally and po-
liti cally significant, it remains tethered to a racial, anthropological schema 
in its conceptualization of the claimants’ mode of land use and owner ship 
as seminomadic.
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In chapter  2, I explore the commodity logic of abstraction that finds 
expression in a system of landholding that is premised on the erasure of 
prior interests in land. The system of title by registration that was imple-
mented in the colony of South Australia in 1858, some seventy years prior 
to being fully implemented on a national level in the United Kingdom, 
reflects the commodity vision of land that British land reformers carried 
with them to the colony. In fact, the use of a system of individual fee  simple 
titles, captured in a state- run registry, was a key means of diminishing in-
digenous systems of land tenure that did not conform to an economic and 
 legal system based on an ideology of the possessive individual. Further, I 
argue in chapter 2 that the abstract logic of the commodity form found its 
counterpart in another form of abstraction, related to the racial classifica-
tion of  human life. The burgeoning pseudoscience of racial classification 
incorporated abstraction as a mode of ostensibly scientific thought, under-
pinning methods of mea sure ment and the evaluation of  human value based 
in anatomy and biology.

The racial regime of owner ship consolidated at this historical conjunc-
ture, in the mid- nineteenth  century, certainly reflects a transition to a more 
abstract basis for owner ship that is, in the settler colony, rendered pos si ble 
by the racial taxonomization of  human life that placed aboriginal  people low 
on the scale of civilization. However, as I have argued above, the articulation 
of property law and race in racial regimes of owner ship does not adhere to a 
linear, developmental temporality. By examining the con temporary status of 
title held by Palestinians in East Jerusalem, it becomes clear that possession, 
a much older rationale for owner ship diminished by a logic of registration, 
retains its force as the primary colonial animus in Israeli attempts to displace 
Palestinians from the city of Jerusalem.

Chapter 3 follows the ideology of improvement to Palestine. I examine 
how Zionist settlers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
viewed existing modes of cultivation in Palestine, and the notion that 
Palestinian modes of land use reflected an inferior intellectual capacity and 
less developed culture. Land that required improvement was a consequence 
of its stewardship being in the hands of  people who themselves required im-
provement. I argue in chapter 3 that the establishment of agricultural settlements 
during this early period of settlement in Palestine provided a basis for the 
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Zionist narrative of a successful return to the land; a negation of exile that 
was realized through working the land. Cultivation was the means through 
which Zionist po liti cal claims could be realized territorially. Further, I ex-
amine how cultivation retains its force primarily as an ideological phenom-
enon rather than a reflection of  actual economic and social realities, playing 
a significant role in land claims by Bedouin communities, for whom specific 
forms of cultivation remain a key  legal threshold for proving historical oc-
cupancy and owner ship of their lands.

Chapter 4 departs from the rationales analyzed in chapters 1 through 3, to 
focus on a racial regime of owner ship characterized by what I refer to as the 
identity- property nexus. In chapter 4, through a largely historical analy sis 
of Canadian Indian Act legislation, I examine how the colonial determina-
tion of the  legal status of First Nations men and  women, through the juridi-
cal category of the Indian, bound together  legal identity and access to land. 
The concept of status articulates a nexus, a juridical knot, between identity 
and relations of owner ship. I argue that this modern  legal concept of sta-
tus is in part the inheritance of modern property law as figured through 
the self- possessive individual. As such, I excavate the racial and gendered 
ontology of the self- possessive subject, as the ideal status against which the 
juridical category of the Indian was legislatively defined.

Avtar Brah makes a crucial intervention in conceptualizations of race by 
arguing that race represents gendered phenomena. Race is articulated with 
“socio- economic, cultural and po liti cal relations of gender, class and other 
markers of ‘difference’ and differentiation.”67 Race is thus articulated with 
gender, sexuality, class, and other modalities of difference in racial regimes 
of power, a fact explored and excavated by numerous feminist traditions 
of thought.68 As I explore specifically in chapter 4, the nexus of identity- 
property relations that is captured by the use of  legal status to dispossess 
First Nations  women in Canada of their land and communities provides a 
stark instance of how a racial ontology of the  human that informs the proper 
subject of owner ship is thoroughly gendered. Relatedly, colonial repre sen-
ta tions of indigenous land as feminized, available for appropriation, or as 
waste land in need of being rendered fertile through cultivation, inform the 
discussion in chapter 1. While the primary focus in the book is on race and 
its articulation with private property relations, I have attempted to address 
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the way in which gender is articulated within racial regimes of owner ship by 
devoting a specific chapter to the topic.

The formations that I analyze appear across jurisdictions and at diff er-
ent moments of time. The voracious nature of cap i tal ist forms of property 
does not adhere to a linear or teleological model of development. Ex-
pressed with and through ethnoracial nationalisms in the settler colony, 
the objectives of possessing and exploiting indigenous lands require a 
panoply of property logics that at times, as discussed above, can retard 
or hamper the development of rational markets in land. Possession, no 
longer the strongest basis of a property claim in many common- law ju-
risdictions, remains quite central to property relations in the settler col-
ony. In Palestine, asserting colonial control over land and public space 
requires the displacement and dispossession of Palestinians, even in the 
face of formalized and well- documented owner ship. In other words, even 
where indigenous owner ship conforms to Eu ro pean standards of proof, 
the imperative to legally possess and displace indigenous populations 
from their land overwhelms more con temporary rationales for owner-
ship. In Canada, attempts by the federal government to  settle land claims 
through the conversion of lands held  under aboriginal title to fee  simple 
is perhaps another means of ultimately gaining possession of indigenous 
lands— bringing it within the mainstream market in land renders it in a form 
capable of being bought up by nonindigenous proprietors, unlike lands 
held  under aboriginal title.

This book cannot do justice to the vio lence of dispossession of First Na-
tions in Canada and Australia, and Palestinians living in exile, or in the West 
Bank, Gaza, or Israel. The effects of dispossession and displacement on indig-
enous  people have not been captured in this analy sis of the  legal techniques 
and political- economic formations utilized by settler colonial authorities to 
continue their occupations. Similarly, I do not in this book discuss modes of 
re sis tance to colonization. To be very clear, this should not lead the reader to 
infer that in my view, settler colonial proj ects have been successful in their 
genocidal ambitions. This book is about a juridical formation that emerges 
with the advent of modern property laws and modern conceptualizations 
of race. The striking similarities in the articulations of modern property law 
and racial logics across the settler colonial jurisdictions examined in this 
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book, despite the differences between  these sites, reveal how the repertoire 
of  legal techniques used to appropriate land and the philosophical rationales 
under lying them are not, necessarily, infinite in number. This book is an at-
tempt to better understand what I refer to as racial regimes of owner ship in 
the hope that they can be dismantled.



Chapter 1  /  Use

Con temporary strug gles over property in urban areas often revolve around 
the concept of use. If  people can use empty residential buildings for shelter, 
particularly when  there are severe housing shortages in many major cities, 
 shouldn’t their interests in property prevail over that of a genuinely absen-
tee own er?1 The Plataforma de Afectados por la Hipoteca (pah), to take 
one salient example, base their strug gle for social housing on the idea that 
the social uses of property (residential housing stock in par tic u lar) should 
have greater weight in defining property interests than property’s function 
as an instrument of financial investment and expropriation. In the face of a 
massive number of foreclosures and evictions in Spain in the aftermath of 
the 2008 financial crisis, pah has sought to reinvigorate the provisions in 
the Spanish Constitution that explic itly protect the right to housing, and to 
challenge the primacy of the ideology of owner ship itself.2

The relationship between the uses of property and property owner ship 
has a complex history, which persists into the pres ent. The question of 
 whether the use of a  thing gives rise (or  ought to give rise) to an owner ship 
interest has long been a  matter of  great contestation and revolves around 
the social, po liti cal, and economic value attributed to the par tic u lar form 
of use at issue. For instance, the Franciscans famously distinguished their 
use of property for the fulfillment of the necessities of life from the  actual 
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owner ship of that same property in view of their order’s prohibition on 
accumulation.3 The question of  whether Franciscan monks  ought to be 
allowed to use property without being ensnared within  legal relations of 
owner ship or, indeed,  whether their use de facto constituted an owner ship 
interest was continuously posed by power ful clergymen and the pope dur-
ing the thirteenth and  fourteenth centuries.4 Ultimately, while the Francis-
cans’ use of property was juridically defined as being above and beyond the 
 legal domain, Thomas Frank argues that the undertaking to live in poverty 
was understood as reaping a spiritual dividend.  There was a “high degree of 
exchangeability between material goods and spiritual per for mances,” with 
the Franciscans’ use of property dependent on the license freely given to 
them by the  legal  owners, the Roman Catholic Church.5

The separation of interests between  those who use property or benefit 
from its use and  those who are the  legal  owners also lies at the basis of the 
modern law of trusts. The modern trust is a  legal device that has evolved 
over time in order to split beneficial (or equitable) owner ship from  legal title 
to property, which has its origins in the Roman law concept of “the use.” 
Translated into the Norman idiom of the medieval period, the cestui que use 
denoted one who was the beneficiary of property legally held by another.6 
With the modern trust, the use of property for the good of beneficiaries cov-
ers a very wide spectrum indeed, encompassing both charities on one end 
and private trusts used to accumulate vast amounts of wealth, while often 
avoiding vari ous liabilities, on the other.7 Precisely  because of the contested 
nature of use and its relationship to  legal owner ship— the question of how 
property can and  ought to be used, by whom and for whose benefit— this 
conjuncture remains a potentially fruitful arena for reshaping prevailing 
property norms.

Despite the flexible and variable nature of the relationship between use 
and owner ship, the physical occupation and use of land as a basis for owner-
ship has been defined quite narrowly by an ideology of improvement in set-
tler colonial contexts. Despite the widespread adoption in Canada, many 
states in the United States, and Australia, among other places, of a system 
of title by registration in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
(explored in chapter  2), the concept of use retains its place at the heart 
of indigenous strug gles for land. The social use of property (i.e., use that 
is not solely defined by economic productivity and profit), and the use of 
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property to meet the basic necessities of life, such as shelter, form a part of 
con temporary strug gles to redefine relations of owner ship in urban spaces.8 
However, it is clear that historically speaking, in common- law jurisdictions, 
use that would justify an owner ship right was defined by cultivation, and 
cultivation was understood within the relatively narrow par ameters of En-
glish agrarian capitalism. In settler colonies, early modern property logics 
that posit cultivation as the basis of an owner ship right shape the criteria 
for establishing indigenous rights to land, which, in the context of a land 
market where con temporary owner ship is governed by a system of registra-
tion, produce anachronistic  legal tests and  legal subjectivities in the domain 
of aboriginal title.

It is instructive, in considering how use remains a central characteristic 
of aboriginal title in the Canadian context, as elsewhere, to consider the 
ideology of improvement that came to shape property law from the seven-
teenth  century. The logics of quantification and mea sure ment that subtend 
the ideology of improvement required new mechanisms for creating and 
attributing value to  people and the land to which they  were connected. We 
see in the work of early po liti cal economists such as William Petty the for-
mulation of a scientific approach to the mea sure ment of the value of land 
and  people. The convergence of medical scientific understandings of the 
 human body, and anatomy specifically, with a method of evaluation based 
on mathe matics produced new forms of valuing land, produce, and  people, 
and in turn justified new and emergent forms of colonial governance.

The imperative to quantify and mea sure value created an ideological 
juggernaut that defined  people and land as unproductive in relation to 
agricultural production and deemed them to be waste and in need of im-
provement.9 The creation of an epistemological framework where  people 
came to be valued as economic units set the ground for a fusing together 
of owner ship and subjectivity in a way that had devastating consequences 
for entire populations who did not cultivate their lands for the purposes 
of commercial trade and marketized exchange.  These populations  were by 
definition uncivilized and could be disposed of, cast out of the borders of 
po liti cal citizenship. The brutal displacement and dispossession of thou-
sands of Irish that preceded the displacement of First Nations from their 
lands, based on the po liti cal arithmetic of Petty and  those influenced by 
his work, such as John Locke and Adam Smith, is testament to the vio lence 
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engendered by methods of mea sure ment and quantification, and conceptu-
alizations of value defined primarily by economic productivity.

In this chapter, I argue that in the settler colony, use remains at the core 
of prevailing definitions of aboriginal title. Governed by an ideology of im-
provement, the manner in which First Nations have historically used their 
land and  whether it conforms to an idea of cultivation and settlement that 
emerged during the transition to agrarian capitalism in  England has formed 
a primary criterion in adjudicating aboriginal title claims in the Canadian 
context, and as we  will explore in chapter 3, in the Israeli/Palestinian con-
text as well. Indigenous ways of using and owning land that  don’t conform 
to this ideal of settlement have been relegated to a prehistory of modern 
law.10 This ideology of improvement is one that binds together land and its 
populations; land that was not cultivated for the purposes of contributing to 
a burgeoning agrarian cap i tal ist economy by industrious laborers was, from 
the early seventeenth  century onward, deemed to be waste.11 Whereas waste-
land was  free for appropriation,  those who maintained subsistence modes 
of cultivation, for instance,  were cast as in need of improvement through 
assimilation into a civilized (read En glish) population and ways of living. In 
this chapter, the racial regime of owner ship that articulates both land and its 
 people as in need of improvement reappears across many colonial jurisdictions 
at diff er ent historical junctures, each with their own specificities.

In seventeenth- century colonial Ireland, the value of land and popula-
tions was assessed on the basis of their productivity, the former mea sured 
according to agricultural output and the latter by their capacity to cultivate. 
In Petty’s writings we see the beginnings of what could be termed an early 
 labor theory of value, rendering the value of both land and  human life as 
equivalences based on the cultivation of land. The subsequent evaluation of 
both uncultivated land and the  people associated with subsistence modes of 
life as waste is distinct, however, from the concept of a surplus population, 
as elaborated by Marx. The colonial compulsion to improve the native was 
not conditioned by the need to create a reserve army of  labor. Rather, what 
is evident is a desire to expel or criminalize populations who are not settled 
on the land and who do not engage in marketized forms of cultivation. The 
lack of fixity or the nomadic character of populations has long been a basis 
for their criminalization and expulsion from the body politic. Foucault points 
to the first economic analyses of delinquency in eighteenth- century France, 
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which identified the vagabond as a criminal ele ment in society who deserved 
to be stripped of civil status: “[E]ntry into the world of vagabondage is the 
main  thing to be punished; entry into the world of delinquency is the fact 
of travelling around, of not being settled on an estate, of not being defined 
by a job. Crime begins when one has no civil status, that is to say geo-
graph i cal location within a definite community, when one is ‘disreputable 
(sans aveu).’ ”12 The eigh teenth  century witnesses both the criminalization 
of groups of  people not tethered or fixed geo graph i cally to regular work, as 
well as the rise in statistical forms of knowledge aimed at the governance of 
 these (and other) populations. While Foucault does not address the colo-
nial context, the criminalization of mobile groups of  people found its  legal 
expression, in the colonial context as elsewhere, in the crime of trespass. First 
Nations who, prior to the arrival of settlers, engaged in mobile and seasonal 
forms of cultivation and  labor  were rendered as inherently inferior, demon-
strably lacking the norms of propriety required for full civil status. The Irish 
 were viewed, from the beginnings of colonial settlement in the seventeenth 
 century, as somewhat less than  human on account of the lack of permanence 
that characterized the dwellings of laborers. In the nineteenth  century, the 
racial difference of First Nations, based on the nature of their land use, is 
cast by the surveyor Trutch in British Columbia in civilizational terms; and 
fi nally in the twenty- first  century, race appears primarily as a discourse of 
cultural difference in the case of the Tsilhqot’in land claims. The figure of the 
seminomad, recuperated and rehabilitated in recent indigenous rights litiga-
tion, bears the mark of this globalized history of exclusion.

This chapter proceeds in three parts. In the first part, I trace the history of the 
ideology of improvement through the work of William Petty. While Baco-
nian influences on his thought are undoubtedly relevant, I focus  here on the 
way in which Petty conceives of wealth and value in the Po liti cal Anatomy and 
Po liti cal Arithmetick. The fusing together of the value of land with the value 
of  people emerges in the context of colonial Ireland, where early attempts 
to mea sure land with the use of a cadastral survey coincided with the desire 
to mea sure the value of the population on the basis of their consumption 
and productive  labor. In the work of Locke and Blackstone, the attributions 
of savagery and underdevelopment to populations not engaged in waged 
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 labor or cap i tal ist agrarian production as set forth by Petty are historicized 
and spatialized. The Indians of North Amer i ca, lacking the laws of private 
property, inhabit a premodern space, a time and place before the advent of 
civilization.

In the second part of the chapter, I examine colonial settlement in Brit-
ish Columbia, and the widespread use of preemption and homesteading as 
the primary legislative devices used to  settle unceded aboriginal lands. An 
examination of the attitudes and actions of colonial administrators, notably 
Joseph Trutch, reveal how First Nations’ land was surveyed and remapped 
in the ser vice of consolidating colonial sovereign control over it. We glean 
insight into how both the land and First Nations  were viewed by colonists 
such as Trutch, who was motivated as much by individual greed for per-
sonal profit as  grand civilizational and imperial objectives. Possession and 
the acquisition of aboriginal land, the necessary precondition for the de-
velopment of agriculture, industry, and the accumulation of wealth by in-
dividuals as well as the colonial states they represented,  shaped land law in 
colonial British Columbia, as elsewhere. What is of interest  here is the major 
role that the ideology of improvement played in this pro cess, and the way 
in which it enfolded the valuation of land and indigenous populations into 
one juridical formation, governing colonial spaces through a racial regime of 
owner ship predicated on cultivation and racial hierarchies determined by 
this form of land use.

By way of conclusion, I examine the aboriginal title case of Tsilhqot’in v. 
British Columbia (2014). I analyze key judgments of the Supreme Court 
of Canada relating to section 35 jurisprudence on aboriginal title, and con-
sider the Supreme Court’s redefinition of the concept of aboriginal title to 
include the practices, forms of land use, and worldview of seminomadic 
 peoples. In augmenting the concept of aboriginal title in this way, I argue 
that the Supreme Court has taken a significant step forward in taking into 
account aboriginal perspectives within the par ameters of a colonial  legal 
paradigm and yet remains tethered to an anthropological schema that 
can only recognize indigenous difference in terms of the language of no-
madism. This theme is then explored in relation to the dispossession of the 
Bedouin in southern Israel in chapter 3.

The concept of improvement as the defining criterion for establishing 
a legitimate right to property finds its clearest expression in the work of 
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Locke. However, the fusing together of the value of land and  people, and 
the conceptualization of value according to specific ideas of improvement, 
emerges in the work of William Petty, whose Po liti cal Anatomy of Ireland 
and Po liti cal Arithmetick forged a new way of conceiving of and valuing 
wealth (and, significantly for my purposes, its constituent components in-
cluding land and populations) in the space of the colony of Ireland. As I 
argue below, the ideology of improvement came to be governed by a logic 
of calculation and mea sure ment. The approach taken by Petty reflects the 
influence of Baconian natu ral history on his thought; emerging ideas about 
taxonomy and classification, the use of mathe matics to compile statistical 
knowledge of the  human body and populations, coalesce with the desire to 
increase individual and national wealth. What emerges, as we see below, are 
new ways of quantifying both land and  people, binding the value of one to 
the other. One of the first devices of mea sure ment utilized to change the 
fabric of Irish society and economy was the land survey.

the po liti cal anatomy of colonization

 Labour is the  Father and active princi ple of Wealth, as Lands are the  Mother.
— William Petty, Economic Writings

William Petty was an inventor, an entrepreneur, a physician, and a progenitor 
of modern po liti cal economy. It was his appointment as physician- general to 
the army in Ireland, and to General Ireton, the commander in chief in 1651 
that first took him to Ireland.13 This appointment marks the beginning of a 
long period of time in which Petty would have a profound influence on the 
appropriation of Irish lands and the displacement and dispossession of count-
less communities. The use of the survey as a technology for quantifying the 
value of land was refined by Petty in the Irish context, and deployed in many 
diff er ent colonial contexts thereafter.

By the mid- seventeenth  century, Ireland lay, in the eyes of the En glish 
colonial power, a conquered and defeated territory. What remained as a 
prime concern to the En glish, however, was how to render the Irish into 
a complete state of submission; as conflict raged between Protestants and 
Catholics all over the Eu ro pean continent,  there was fear of ongoing con-
flict with the Irish. The mass displacement and transportation of the Irish 
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to  England was viewed as a potential solution to war, but one that carried 
its own risks: “ ‘The unsettling of a nation,’ they [the colonial council] 
pointed out, ‘is an easy work; the settling is not,’ and the transplantation 
could have but one result— the permanent mutual alienation of the En glish 
and the Irish, and the division of the latter between a large discontented 
garrison beyond the Shannon and scattered bands of pillaging Tories on 
this side of the river.”14

By 1687 Petty would have devised a plan that involved forcibly transport-
ing up to a million Irish from their native lands. His plan was based not solely 
on the fear of religious foment, however, but on a calculation. The value of 
the Irish was quantified according to their potential  labor value, a calcula-
tion based on the idea that mathematical rules could provide a neutral, ob-
jective means of producing knowledge, useful for creating and mea sur ing 
wealth.15 Viewing the Irish population as an amalgam of economic units 
was bound to his valuation of the land, which began with the Civil Survey.

Petty’s partitioning and parcellization of Ireland began when he was ap-
pointed in 1654 to undertake a survey. The urgent need to survey and value 
the land was driven by the debt owed by the British Crown to the army, 
and the “private adventurers” who had defeated the Irish in the war of 1648. 
Approximately one- eighth of all of Ireland was set aside to pay  those who 
had privately invested in the bloody suppression of the Irish in exchange 
for land. In order to pay the arrears in property,  there was a need to sur-
vey, map, and value all of the appropriated land. Petty proposed a survey of 
Ireland, to be followed by a mapping exercise. This initial survey then was 
quite unrelated to the mapping exercise; Fitzmaurice notes that it was called 
a “Civil Survey” as it involved the making of lists of descriptions of exist-
ing estates and territory, their acreage and value. Fitzmaurice notes that “the 
Civil Survey was simply a specification of lands, recorded in lists, with brief 
descriptive notes as to acreage and value, and partook of the character of 
what in modern days is called a valuation list or register.  There  were no maps 
attached to it, and the scheme of the general map, though pres ent to the 
minds of the authors of the ‘Grosse Survey,’ had hitherto never been effectu-
ally carried out, though commenced  here and  there.”16

Petty was at the forefront of the Downs Survey, commenced in 1655, which 
was a large- scale mapping exercise based on a cadastral survey of the land. As 
Linebaugh and Rediker have noted, “the Downs Survey facilitated a massive 
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land transfer to private adventurers, soldiers, who  were part of an ‘immigrant 
landlord class.’ ”17 Like other colonial surveyors of subsequent generations 
such as Joseph Trutch, Petty used his position as surveyor to amass a personal 
fortune. By 1688, he had been granted 160,000 acres in the county of Kerry.18 
He exploited Irish forests in the three baronies he had gained possession of, 
Iveragh, Glanaroughty, and Dunkerron, in order to make a quick profit.19 
While the ironworks he started  were not as successful financially as he had 
initially hoped, they still yielded a profit for the enterprising colonist.20

In addition to appropriating Irish lands as payment to the En glish adventur-
ers, Petty’s assiduousness in pursuing the general survey of Ireland was a part 
of his larger objective of devising a means of calculating national wealth. A key 
component in assessing national wealth, in Petty’s view, meant accounting for 
rent. Rent from lands formed a major plank in his method of calculation of na-
tional wealth,  because it was a source of revenue through taxation, and  because 
it reflected the size and productivity of the population.21 As noted above, the 
size of the population was also a determining  factor in the capacity of a nation 
to generate wealth. Poverty, as defined by Petty, was “fewness of  people.”22

The excision of “a sixth part of the rent of the  whole, which is about the 
proportion, that the Adventurers and Souldiers [sic] in Ireland retribute to 
the King as Quit Rents” was in Petty’s view the most secure way of generating 
the “publick charge.”23 Petty’s ruminations on the most expedient form of tax 
collection involve a discussion of taxation on agricultural yield and, relatedly, 
the differential profits generated by a farmer as opposed to a landowner who 
rents his land to a tenant farmer. Who bears a greater taxation burden, the 
landowner who expends nothing on  labor and yields no profit from the agri-
cultural production of his tenant, but who collects a rent from a tenant, or the 
landowner- farmer who “with his own hands plants a certain scope of Land” 
with crops?24 In this context we see one aspect of what is a major contribution 
to po liti cal economy, an early  labor theory of value. What allows Petty to as-
sess and evaluate  these differences is not the price paid for agricultural yield 
or rent in gold or silver coins, but the “two natu ral Denominations . . .  Land 
and  Labour.”25 Land and  labor  ought to be the mea sures for the value of rent, 
and for the price of land itself. “[T]hat is, we  ought to say, a Ship or garment 
is worth such a mea sure of Land, with such another mea sure of  Labour; foras-
much as both Ships and Garments  were the creatures of Lands and mens [sic] 
 Labours thereupon: This being true, we should be glad to fine out a natu ral Par 
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between Land and  Labour, so as we might express the value by  either of them 
alone as well or better than by both, and reduce one into the other as easily and 
certainly as we reduce pence into pounds.”26

Land and the  labor of men  ought to be conceptual equivalents; they are 
inextricably bound to one another. The improvement of one requires the im-
provement of the other. If men are not industrious and productive workers of 
the land, the land  will be, like them, worth less, perhaps even worthless. Petty 
writes with unconcealed contempt of the “poor” Irish who farm and  labor in 
sufficient quantities for subsistence but seemingly aspire to nothing more 
than that. Describing their existence as nothing short of brutish, Petty 
writes that the “Bulk of the Irish . . .  are  wretched Cabin- mens, slavishly 
bred.”27 The “nasty Cabbins . . .  by reason of the Soot and Smoaks . . .  and 
the Narrowness and Nastiness of the Place . . .  cannot be kept Clean nor Safe 
from Beasts and Vermin, nor from Damps and Musty Stenches.” They lived 
in a backward condition that required improvement if Ireland  were ever to 
develop its natu ral fitness for trade.28

Land and the men who labored upon it  were inextricably bound to one 
another in Petty’s new method of valuation of wealth. The mea sures of 
wealth  were land and  people, and both  were reduced to economic units. 
Another example of how land and the lives of men  were reduced to eco-
nomic equivalents of each other can be seen in Petty’s method of valuing the 
fee  simple title to a piece of land. He relates the value of land and the value of 
 people through time, mea sured by the life span of men as workers. He takes 
three generations of men— grand father,  father, and son— and reasons that 
the land value is equal to the number of years its  owners  will be able to use 
and improve it (based on an estimation of the number of years that all three 
generations who are in a continual line of descent  will coexist as producers). 
 Here is where the rudimentary statistical information garnered in the Bills 
of Mortality generates the beginnings of data collection for the purposes of 
po liti cal economy and population control.29

In The Po liti cal Anatomy of Ireland the treatment of men,  women, and 
 children (or families) as economic units is honed to a crude science. Having 
accounted for the number of  people based on religious belief, the number 
of families, and the relative wealth of families based on the type of dwelling 
(and the number of chimneys of each dwelling), Petty values the popula-
tion according to their  labor and the cost of reproducing the lives of la-
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borers. In the Verbum Sapienti, the second chapter, titled “The Value of 
the  People,” reads like a slightly delirious set of calculations. Estimating the 
value of  people’s productive output, the cost of their  labor, and the value of 
stock (“wealth”) of the nation, Petty concludes that “6 Millions of  People 
[are] worth 417 millions of pounds Sterling” and that accordingly, each one 
of them is worth “691 [pounds].”30 This leads him to make concrete sugges-
tions about how the cost of reproducing  labor could be reduced (by, for in-
stance, limiting the number and duration of meals laboring men normally 
consume) in order to increase wealth. The ideology of improvement tied the 
industriousness of individuals and national interests together, reflected in 
the meta phor of the beehive inscribed in Petty’s coat of arms.31

This reductively economistic view of  human life that was directly related 
to the value of land was at the same time racial and gendered in its con-
ceptualization. Although Petty did not seem to attribute Irish laziness to 
the state of their bodily constitution, he did see Irish and En glish difference 
as somehow inherently biological.32 His solution for quelling Irish rebel-
lion involved the intermarriage of En glish  women and Irish men, and Irish 
 women to En glish men, who would raise their  children to be En glish speak-
ing, and the “ whole Oeconomy [sic] of the  Family” would be En glish.33 The 
deficiencies of the Irish could be ameliorated by mixing their blood with 
that of the En glish. This appears as a precursor to the full- blown blood 
quantum racism in Australia in the nineteenth  century, where the prevailing 
policy for several de cades was to assimilate aboriginal communities starting 
with mixed- race  children, who  were perceived as closer to being white on 
account of their parentage. Petty’s suggestion of mixing Irish and En glish 
blood through reproduction, in order to produce a more industrious and 
disciplined population, is akin to the method an agricultural scientist might 
utilize in the interbreeding of plant species to improve yield.

Intermarriage with the En glish was just one means of improving the Irish. 
In the report issued in 1676 from the Council of Trade in Ireland to the lord 
lieutenant and council, authored by Petty, he renders a list of “considerations 
relating to the Improvement of Ireland.”  These recommendations include 
the improvement of  house hold dwellings, the planting of gardens (as stipu-
lated by the Statute for Hemp and Flax), and the protection of “industrious-
ness,” among other  things. Generally, Petty proposed that economic growth 
in Ireland depended on the settling and anglicizing of the Irish population.34
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While modern biological racism had yet to emerge, conceptions of racial 
difference and, crucially, Eu ro pean superiority  were conditioned at this time 
by the concept of land use described above. While Petty saw the Irish as 
capable of improvement, Jews  were cast outside this paradigm altogether 
on account, at least in part, of their tenuous relationship to the land. In his 
Treatise of Taxes, he distinguishes Jews not only on the basis of communal 
and religious difference, but on the basis of their chosen livelihoods, which 
in his view rendered them justifiably liable to higher taxes in well- populated 
countries: “As for Jews, they may well bear somewhat extraordinary,  because 
they seldom eat and drink with Christians, hold it no disparagement to 
live frugally, and even sordidly among themselves, by which way alone they 
become able to under- sell any other Traders, to elude the Excize, which bears 
but according to mean expenses; as also other Duties, by dealing so much 
in Bills of Exchange, Jewels, and Money, and by practising of several frauds 
with more impunity then  others; for by their being at home  every where, 
and yet no where they become responsible almost for nothing.”35

The anti- Semitic trope of the wandering Jew that was all too familiar by 
the seventeenth and eigh teenth centuries colors Petty’s assessment of Jews 
in Eu rope. Avoiding tax by not participating in the general economy, with 
no attachment to the land, Jews  were cast outside the bounds of legibility 
within the primary economy of landowners and laborers. Much like the 
Jewish characters in paradigmatic eighteenth- century novels such as Wa-
verley and Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott, the figure of the Jew is rendered, in 
ways reminiscent of Foucault’s vagabond, as one who deserves to be stripped 
of civil status and po liti cal rights due to an apparent lack of geo graph i cal 
fixity. It is also this form of anti- Semitism that arguably informs the Zionist 
emphasis on laboring on the land as key to the redemption of the Jewish 
 people in Palestine, explored in chapter 3.

Petty’s po liti cal arithmetic was influenced by the revolution in scientific 
method heralded by Francis Bacon’s Novum Organum. As is widely recog-
nized, Petty (along with many other of his contemporaries)  was inspired by 
Bacon’s intellectual agenda, which emphasized the importance of an empiri-
cal method and the centrality of experimentation to the study of natu ral his-
tory.36 Bacon lamented the sedimentation of ideas whose presuppositions 
 were merely taken for granted on the basis of their age, and the repetition of 
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syllogisms based on abstract logic rather than observation and induction.37 
Bacon set out to devise a scientific method that would “equip the  human 
understanding to set out on the ocean”; presumably Bacon meant the ocean 
of knowledge, but recognizing the influence of his method on colonial 
explorers and collectors of exotic specimens of plants and animals would 
foreshadow a much more literal application of his method throughout the 
colonial world.38

The influence of Baconian empiricism on Petty’s work can be seen in the 
construction of mathematical data based on a keen observation of the Irish 
peasantry. The approach taken in the Po liti cal Anatomy of Ireland reflects 
his training as a physician; he observes the land and its inhabitants, col-
lects what ever data  were available about the  people as a population, gives 
a diagnosis of the  factors preventing improvement in Ireland, and gives a 
prescription for amelioration. In conceiving of the anatomy of the Irish 
economy, Petty’s work focuses on the constituent parts of this body politic 
and also considers it as a  whole. Individual habits of consumption, hours 
of  labor and rest, and ways of living are analyzed in conjunction with eco-
nomic categories and po liti cal interests. The peculiar mixture of mathemat-
ical accounting and scientific method that reduced  human life to economic 
units was, in part, what marked the ingenuity of Petty’s method.

The economic context in which Petty was writing was one to which 
the colonies had become quite central. Colonial trade in the seventeenth 
 century not only was understood to increase consumption and the presence 
of consumer goods for an increasingly affluent class, but became a central 
pillar in Petty’s calculations of En glish national wealth.39 This was not, how-
ever, only a  matter of inclusion in emergent methods of calculation; both 
the voyages of discovery and colonial spaces  were central figures in both the 
scientific and economic imaginaries of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies. Bacon was of the view that voyages of discovery had generated new 
insight into natu ral history, and that it was thus imperative for scientists to 
embrace a new method of analy sis adequate to  these new worlds. As noted 
by R. Hooykaas, Bacon believed that “surely it would be disgraceful if, while 
the regions of the material globe— that is, of the earth, of the sea, and of the 
stars— have been in our time laid widely open and revealed, the intellectual 
globe should remain shut up within the narrow limits of old discoveries.”40
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The growing importance of trade and commerce to po liti cal economists’ 
theories of how to produce national wealth  was an impor tant dimension 
of the ideology of improvement. Paul Slack notes that increasing affluence 
in En glish society in the 1700s led writers to link “material satisfactions . . .  
to developing notions of linear improvement, advancement, or betterment 
in  human affairs.”41  Those who  adopted Baconian scientific methods in 
their approach to po liti cal and economic affairs, such as Petty, connected 
scientific advancement to material improvement. Improvement,  whether it 
related to agricultural husbandry or increased commerce and trade, took 
on the cast of a linear, civilizational advancement. By the time Adam Smith 
penned The Wealth of Nations, civilization was not only linked to par tic-
u lar ways of holding and using land but was an explicit reflection of the 
existence of commercial trade.

As I’ve explored above, both race and the space of the colony figure quite 
centrally in Petty’s emergent po liti cal economy. The ideology of improve-
ment is grafted onto emerging ideas of racial difference, providing both 
the rationale for the perceived inability of par tic u lar populations to enter 
the pale of industrious, civilized life and the justification for the appro-
priation of their lands. Prior to the emergence of modern scientific racism 
in the nineteenth  century, the use of classification as the primary means of 
ordering plant, animal, and  human forms of life became the means of differ-
entiating among diff er ent races. For instance, as Siep Stuurman has argued 
in relation to the racial thinking of François Bernier, a seventeenth- century 
doctor and  career traveler, race was primarily conceived at this time on the 
basis of physical differences in skin color, facial features, and hair.42 In Stuur-
man’s analy sis of Bernier’s essay, “The Division of the Earth According to 
the Diff er ent Types of Races of Men Who Inhabit It,” originally published 
in 1684, Bernier’s classification of humankind into four or five “Species or 
Races” anticipates eighteenth- century racial anthropology. However, Bernier 
also locates the racial difference of Africans, who constitute a separate race, 
in the “blood or semen” of their bodies. Although  these bodily fluids are the 
“same colour” as  those of other species of  human, herein lies the cause of their 
physical differences.43

 These beginnings of racial classification and taxonomy reflect the fact that 
the predominant way of seeing  human life within emergent po liti cal econo-
mies of land,  labor, and commerce was inextricably tied up with colonial 
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spaces. As I have argued above, a concept of value emerged that linked the 
improvement of land through par tic u lar kinds of use (cultivation for com-
mercial purposes) to the improvement of populations who  were not cap i-
tal ist tenant farmers or engaged in waged  labor within emerging cap i tal ist 
agrarian markets. Further, in relation to both the Irish context of the sev-
enteenth  century and the settlement of British Columbia in the nineteenth 
 century,  those who  were not productive and industrious cultivators of land 
(or landowners, or engaged in commercial ventures of some kind)  were 
deemed to be lacking in the qualities befitting the civilized.

In many critical engagements with the significant role of the law of prop-
erty in colonial settlement, the work of John Locke is given primary at-
tention. As the po liti cal phi los o pher, legislator, entrepreneur, and colonial 
administrator who established land policy in the colony of  Virginia, this is 
unsurprising. However, in focusing on Locke’s rationales for the accumula-
tion of private property and the contours of the proper subject of owner ship 
without examining the work of Petty, it is difficult to fully appreciate how 
effectively Locke naturalized the rationales for colonial land appropriation 
found in Petty’s work. Petty’s po liti cal arithmetic is striking for the rather 
explicit and unabashed reduction of  human life (and  people’s relations to 
land and  labor) to economic criteria. Moreover, while one can mea sure and 
quantify the value of land based on economistic criteria, one cannot mea-
sure blood as a means of quantifying some illusory concept of race. Emer-
gent concepts of race and racial inferiority  were smuggled into new forms of 
value, constructed, ostensibly, on logics of mea sure ment and quantification. 
This becomes much more explicit in the nineteenth  century with the emer-
gence of racial science, explored in chapter 2.

historicizing the equation:  
private property = civilization

Before turning to aboriginal rights jurisprudence in the Canadian context, 
a brief excursion into the work of Locke, whose notion of wasteland would 
come to legally justify the dispossession of indigenous  peoples throughout 
North Amer i ca and beyond, is necessary. It is the writings of Locke and sub-
sequently Blackstone that provide the  legal architecture for dispossession 
based on the concept of use elucidated above. In other words, it is in the 
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work of Locke and Blackstone that we see the ideology of improvement 
achieve its full expression in the laws of property. Like Petty, Locke was 
influenced by the scientific method of Bacon, immersed as he was in de-
vising new means of improving productivity and wealth (both individual 
and national).44 But I want to suggest  here that the abstract, economistic 
logic of Petty appears naturalized and historicized in the work of Locke, 
who more explic itly articulates modern property logics through racial 
difference.

Locke, whose theory of owner ship and consciousness makes a longer ap-
pearance in chapter 4, is well known for the moral and  legal justification he 
devises for private property owner ship. In his attempt to secularize the di-
vine foundations of property law, he asserts that when man mixes his  labor 
with the earth, this gives rise to a right in that land that he has improved.45 
While God gave to mankind the world in common, the capacity and ability 
of man to create and produce his world according to a rational order meant 
that his industry would justify the private appropriation of land.

Industry and improvement  were defined solely in terms of the use of land 
for agricultural purposes. The value of uncultivated land is so  little, writes 
Locke, that “Land that is left wholly to Nature, that hath no improvement 
of Pasturage, Tillage, or Planting, is called, as indeed it is, wast [sic]; and we 
 shall find the benefit of it amount to  little more than nothing.”46 However, 
while in Petty we see the economic imperatives that ground the ideology 
of improvement, in Locke and Blackstone, improvement as a  legal concept, 
one that is constitutive of the racial regimes of owner ship emerging in North 
Amer i ca, is cast almost entirely in civilizational terms.

Locke queries  whether the “thousand acres . . .  [of ] wild woods and un-
cultivated waste of Amer i ca left to Nature, without any improvement, tillage 
or husbandry . . .   will yield the needy and wretched inhabitants as many con-
ve niences of life as ten acres of equally fertile land doe in Devonshire where 
they are well cultivated.”47 Indeed, the appropriation and cultivation of land 
was integral to the progression from a state of nature to a civilized state of 
being. Owning land in common, without individual private owner ship, re-
flected a “state of primeval simplicity.”48 Furthermore, the earth was given 
by God to industrious and rational men: men who “subdue the earth” and 
“improve it for the benefit of life.”49 Industrious men who cultivated God’s 
earth existed in contradistinction to  those who roamed the earth freely and 
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did not enclose the land. In order for the fruits of the earth (or the earth 
itself ) to  really improve one’s life, it was requisite to own that  thing exclu-
sively: “The fruit, or venison, which nourishes the wild Indian, who knows 
no inclosure [sic], and is still a tenant in common, must be his, and so his, i.e. 
a part of him, that another can no longer have any right to it, before it can 
do him any good for the support of his life.”50 Without owner ship, and the 
law that accompanies it,  there could be no civilization. The distinction be-
tween cultivated land and wasteland ultimately became the basis, during the 
eigh teenth and nineteenth centuries, upon which Eu ro pean colonial powers 
justified their  legal doctrines of terra nullius and discovery.51

The basis, according to both Locke and Blackstone, for exclusive owner-
ship derived from the sustained occupation and use of the land.52 While the 
earth was given to all mankind by God to enjoy, “ there must of necessity be 
a means to appropriate [lands] some way or other, before they can be of any 
use, or at all beneficial to any par tic u lar man.”53  Because man, in the state of 
nature, has property only in his body, he also owns the “ labour of his body,” 
“the work of his hands.”54 This princi ple, according to Locke, is one of natu-
ral justice. As the continuation of the God- given dominion over the earth’s 
territory, it was the God- given, natu ral right of men to appropriate land that 
was needed for sustenance as populations grew and land became scarce.55 In 
this way, Locke and Blackstone naturalize the ideology of improvement as 
the foundation of private property owner ship, casting it as a  matter of noth-
ing less than natu ral justice.

The last  matter of interest to draw from Locke and Blackstone is the ficti-
tious time of property and civilization that shapes their narrative of linear 
improvement. For Locke, as explored more fully in chapter 4, the seculariza-
tion of the divine origins of property owner ship to meet the needs of agrar-
ian capitalism and commerce requires a fictive time of the premodern and 
prelegal world of uncultivated, wild lands, inhabited by uncivilized Indians. 
For Blackstone, the fiction that underlies his attempt to rationalize the laws 
of property into a science is, in a proto- Malthusian vein, that of scarcity and 
overpopulation. As the “earth would not produce her fruits in sufficient 
quantities without the assistance of tillage,” property owner ship became 
necessary to  human survival. “As the world grew more populous, it daily 
became more difficult to find out new spots to inhabit, without encroaching 
upon former occupants,” and thus the art of agriculture developed.56
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The uncultivated wilds that threaten  human existence, the time before 
the emergence of laws of property upon which civilization depends, are 
mapped onto the space of the settler colony. As we  will see in the next sec-
tion, the ideology of improvement, with its roots firmly embedded in both 
rationales for property owner ship and the racial superiority of Eu ro pe ans, 
 will come to define the  legal response to strug gles for the recognition of ab-
original title to land.57 Whereas for Petty, Ireland became a laboratory for 
new methods of valuing and producing national wealth, Locke and Black-
stone naturalize  these new concepts of value as the basis for  legal categories 
and justifications for owner ship based on specific notions of use, rather 
than possession. The racial regime of owner ship that interpellated indig-
enous populations as lacking the requisite attachment to land and practices 
of cultivation to be  owners of their land continues to operate as a juridical 
stranglehold over movements for justice and restitution.

ways of surveying

On Sunday, October 26, 2014, the premier of British Columbia took part 
in a ceremony in Quesnel, a small town in the interior of British Colum-
bia, in Tsilhqot’in territory. The ceremony was held to mark the premier’s 
apology for the hanging of five Tsilhqot’in chiefs in 1864. Acknowledging 
that the hangings  were wrongful, premier Christy Clark marked the 150th an-
niversary of the hangings with an apology that was part of a larger recon-
ciliation effort that followed the Supreme Court of Canada’s judgment in 
Tsilhqot’in v. British Columbia ([2014] 2 S.C.R. 256), discussed at length 
below.58 While the apology from a provincial government whose argu-
ments at the Supreme Court appeal reflected a mentality deeply rooted in 
a colonial worldview, and for that reason alone is notable, it remains to be 
seen to what extent the provincial government  will honor the letter and 
spirit of the Supreme Court of Canada’s judgment on the Tsilhqot’in land 
claim that recognized aboriginal title to 1,750 square kilo meters of their 
traditional territory.

In 1864, Judge Matthew Begbie sentenced the five Tsilhqot’in chiefs to 
be hanged  because, in his words, “the blood of 21 white men calls for retri-
bution.”59 The Tsilhqot’in warriors had allegedly killed twenty- one white 
men in what Begbie described as the “first  thing approaching to a war” since 
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the formation of the colony of British Columbia in 1858.60 The Tsilhqot’in 
had been defending their land from increasing encroachment of settlers 
since the early nineteenth  century, when the Hudson’s Bay Com pany at-
tempted to establish a trading fort on Tsilhqot’in lands. Re sis tance to 
white settlement on their lands led to the fort being completely abandoned 
by 1844, a mere fourteen years  after it had been established.61 As Fisher 
notes, unlike many other First Nations, the Tsilhqot’in had “opted out of 
the fur trade.”62 As the fur- trading era transitioned to one of outright co-
lonial settlement, the threat of encroachment became ever more pres ent.

The appropriation of land by colonists that put the Tsilhqot’in in the 
position of having to defend their land through military means was typical 
of what was happening throughout the province. While the  legal founda-
tions of the settlement of British Columbia have been carefully recounted 
by scores of historians, I focus  here on the twin  legal devices of preemption 
and homesteading, which  were the means through which aboriginal lands 
 were appropriated and given their  legal veneer. The enactment of legisla-
tion was accompanied by that indispensable and necessary practice that 
precedes nearly  every colonial appropriation of land in the settler colonial 
context— the land survey. As Nicholas Blomley has argued, official repre-
sen ta tions of land have the power to “remake worlds.” Quoting from the 
work of James Scott, Blomley notes that a state cadastral map “ ‘does not 
merely describe a system of land tenure; it creates such a system through 
its ability to give its categories the force of law.’ ”63  Here, I am interested 
in the survey not only for its power in redefining relations of owner ship 
(also explored in chapter 2), but also to emphasize how it was a key device 
of mea sure ment, not only in terms of mapping land in a quantitative sense, 
but as a key method of valuing land and  people. Second, I aim to expose 
how individual surveyors such as Trutch, like Petty before him, exploited 
their offices to amass huge personal fortunes.

The proprietary colony of Vancouver Island was created in 1849, the 
Crown colony of British Columbia in 1858, and the two colonies  were 
amalgamated into one in 1861.64 James Douglas, chief  factor for Hudson’s 
Bay Com pany, became the governor of the colony in 1851 and remained 
in this position  until 1864.65 Douglas created and followed his own land 
policies, which included making treaties and purchasing land in some 
instances, while circumventing the issue of native title.66
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In the early part of his tenure as governor of the colony of Vancouver Is-
land, James Douglas recognized the proprietary interest of the native bands 
in their lands, and thus, in order to avoid justifiable anger against the set-
tlers that might be engendered by the nonconsensual appropriation of those 
lands, he had a policy of purchasing the native rights in the land prior to 
the settlement of any district.67 In mainland British Columbia, however, 
no such uniform policy was followed. Unlike in the rest of the colonial ter-
ritories that would come to constitute Canada, no treaties  were negotiated 
in mainland British Columbia.68 Douglas’s policies on the mainland had 
the twin objectives of creating reserves for aboriginal communities before 
settlement and, also, of facilitating the assimilation of aboriginal  people 
into the mainstream in order that they would eventually be treated and rec-
ognized as equal with white settlers.69 Douglas believed that native  peoples 
should be able to preempt land in the same manner as white settlers.70 And 
 until 1866, native  people  were entitled to preempt land, although, as Cole 
Harris points out, due to the arduous conditions “for most Native  people, 
pre- emption was still an unimaginable option.”71

In keeping with the idea that settlement was integrally tied to civilization, 
the colonial authorities believed that it was in the best interests of the Indi-
ans to  settle them in villages.72 This strategy had been  adopted by Sir George 
Grey in the Cape (of South Africa), and it was hoped that the “thoughtful 
policy of that vigorous and accomplished Governor” would enable the “long 
barbarous populations” to “[enter] into the pale of civilized life.”73 Settling 
the natives on reserve land was for their own protection from “oppression 
and rapid decay” in relation to the white settler population.74 Governor 
Douglas was thoroughly convinced of the benefit that would accrue to the 
native subjects through settlement; Indians  were not to be simply cast out 
of the colony, and through their confinement to reserves and leasing the 
remaining land allotted to them, they would be beneficiaries of the rent pro-
ceeds arising from the leases.75

In terms of reserving the land for First Nations, disputes  were ongoing 
over the appropriate quality and quantity of land to be reserved for Indian 
bands, leading to successive land surveys. The commissioners for land, colo-
nial governors, and colonial secretaries attempted to find a balance between 
appropriating the best and most fertile land for colonial settlers while re-
serving sufficient lands for First Nations to avoid violent disputes between 
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aboriginal communities and the settlers. However,  after the Douglas era, it 
became more and more clear that colonial administrators restricted the al-
location of reserve lands to sizes that  were not acceptable to many aboriginal 
communities. The fact that they  were unacceptable was marked by ongoing 
disputes over bound aries of the reserves and native protests against the at-
tempted settlement of foreigners on their lands.76 At the same time, some 
colonial administrators also perceived a need to redraw the bound aries of 
the reserves, which  were deemed to be too generous for the needs of aborigi-
nal  people.77 The most strident of the colonial surveyors to diminish Indian 
reserve lands was Joseph Trutch.78

While the views and policies of Edward Bulwer- Lytton, who became sec-
retary of state for the colonies in 1858, or Frederick Seymour, the man who 
replaced James Douglas as governor of the province of British Columbia, 
would no doubt offer insight into the prevailing colonial attitudes  toward 
land use, owner ship, and perceived En glish superiority over First Nations, 
I choose to focus on Joseph Trutch for two reasons. To begin with, he was 
responsible for significantly diminishing the reserve land base on the basis of 
a worldview that was thoroughly Lockean in nature. The sole criteria for the 
redrawing of reserve bound aries, effectively expropriating native lands twice 
over,  were  whether they  were being cultivated and the manner in which this 
cultivation was occurring. Coupled with this notion of use was a view of 
First Nations as savages, who lacked, in Trutch’s view, the capacities for im-
provement, including the capacity for abstract thought.

Joseph Trutch forged a successful  career as a colonial administrator, amass-
ing a personal fortune along the way.79 Born into a middle- class En glish 
 family whose vari ous members  were, like many such families of the time, 
spread throughout the empire in vari ous capacities, Trutch began his  career 
as a surveyor south of the U.S.- Canada border.80 In 1859,  after his  father had 
intervened on his behalf with government ministers, arranging a meeting 
between Trutch and colonial secretary Edward B. Lytton, Lord Carnarvon, 
and  others, Trutch arrived in British Columbia without a colonial appoint-
ment secured.81 Between 1859 and 1864, when Trutch was appointed chief 
commissioner of lands and works, he availed himself of private contracts to 
engage in road and bridge construction. In 1864, however, his new appoint-
ment afforded him the opportunity to make long- lasting and devastating 
changes to Indian land policy.
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Trutch’s actions  were symptomatic of the worst excesses and abuses of co-
lonial authority. As Robin Fisher has detailed, once he became lieutenant 
governor of the province, Trutch falsified rec ords and misled his colleagues 
and superiors as to the policies followed by James Douglas, and the ratio-
nales upon which they  were based.82 Trutch was systematic in his denial of 
First Nations’ land interests and his objective of reducing their land base 
down to a level that would not, in some cases, even support bare subsistence.

It is undeniable that Trutch held racist views of the aboriginal  people 
he encountered and would eventually govern. Robin Fisher argues that 
Trutch’s racism determined his attitude  toward the question of Indian land. 
He writes, “It was  these views regarding colonial development and the total 
inferiority of the Indian that governed Trutch’s attitude to the question of 
Indian land. His attitudes coalesced to produce something of an obsession 
with the idea that the Indians  were standing in the way of the development 
of the colony by Eu ro pe ans. The absolute superiority of En glish culture im-
plied an obligation to colonize new areas.”83

 Here, however, I offer a diff er ent interpretation of Trutch’s policies con-
cerning First Nations’ land. In my view, the governing ideology, if  there was 
one, of Trutch’s approach to land and aboriginal  people was that of im-
provement. Improvement was to be mea sured by agricultural production 
and the capacity to engage in rational— that is to say abstract— thought as an 
economic actor. For Trutch, First Nations  people lacked both  these qualities 
(despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, on both counts). Even  after 
attaining his appointment as the chief commissioner for lands and works, 
his attitude was determined by a view of what constituted the proper use of 
land, by proper subjects, in conjunction with one another. The En glishness 
that Trutch held up as superior was both racial in nature and based on a par-
tic u lar cultural and economic ideal of how to live as a rational, productive 
economic actor, which had a specific valence in the settler colony in relation 
to land use.

It is also clear from his voluminous correspondence with  family mem-
bers that Trutch was primarily concerned with his own financial interests. 
Colonial settlement was above all a business opportunity, and any religious 
imperatives that may have driven Trutch to civilize the natives (and I see 
no evidence of this in his case) came a distant second to personal profit. 
For instance, in the two years leading up to his move to British Columbia 
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in 1859, Trutch wrote several letters to his  brother John while working as 
a surveyor in Oregon and, before that, Illinois. In nearly  every letter, in 
addition to his brotherly concern for John, who apparently was a less than 
adequate letter writer, Joseph remarks on his financial interests. The value 
of contracts for surveying ser vices rendered, the “safe and profitable” op-
portunities for surveying work in British Columbia, the value of Trutch’s 
land speculation in Chicago, potential business ventures, the amount of 
money to be earned in the burgeoning settler colony of British Colum-
bia, and other financial concerns mark nearly all of his correspondence 
with his  brother.84

On July 27, 1858, Joseph was feeling particularly communicative and wrote 
a long letter to John, which is not only exemplary of much of his personal 
correspondence but captures the concerns of a private contractor, traveling 
throughout the colonies with the sole objective of making money. Why  else 
would an En glishman leave his beloved homeland? As Trutch notes with 
emphasis, “We  can’t live in  England for some years yet, that I have satisfied 
myself about, and a few weeks experience would equally satisfy you that it 
was not our destiny to live  there now.”85 While he expresses disappointment 
about being in Canada, a temporary home for him, he is consoled by 
the fact that he (and his  brother)  will be able to “live as En glishmen  under 
[their] own laws and flag.”86

The letter begins in typical fashion, Joseph admonishing his  brother for 
not writing with his news. Joseph then informs John of the travels of his 
 family members between  England, Madras, and Bombay, and the fevers and 
ailments they contracted in the colonies.87 In addition to documenting the 
imperial trajectories of the  family, the letter consists entirely of information 
regarding personal financial interests. He writes of having had “to pay an-
other instalment to this RRd [railroad] stock as I anticipated, making now 
$4000 paid in. I  shall have no chance of any dividend for a twelvemonth, 
so wait in patience. . . .  Business is dull as ditchwater all over the U.S. and 
we do not now hope for any improvement  until next Spring.”88 He contin-
ues to encourage his  brother to consider moving to Vancouver Island or the 
mainland, as property values  will rise, and to buy a farm  there. He reassures his 
 brother, “you  will have money— now is the time to get a chance in.”89 In con-
cluding, Joseph wrote, “My investments in this country although not readily 
convertible into money, are not by any means in a discouraging state, and if 
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you thought it advisable I could obtain money on them, although it is now 
a most unfavourable period to undertake to sell or mortgage.”90 Clearly, Jo-
seph knew he would have to be patient to realize a profit on his investments 
in the young colony. Accumulating wealth was the primary motivation for 
Trutch, surely as it was for many other private agents and state actors in-
volved in the appropriation and settling of First Nations’ lands. The divide 
between the private, personal interests of agents and  those of the state on 
whose behalf they  were working was porous indeed.

His personal correspondence includes few if any remarks on Indians, even 
when recounting his surveying work. In a letter to his  sister Charlotte in 1850, 
however, his virulently racist views emerge when he wrote from Oregon, “We 
have plenty of Indians in the neighbourhood but of course they are friendly, 
indeed we get all our fish  etc., through them, & they are also useful in carry-
ing letters & parcels up & down the river. I think they are the ugliest & laziest 
creatures I ever saw, & we should as soon think of being afraid of our dogs 
as of them.”91 Trutch’s views of Indians come to the fore  after he takes on 
his official position as commissioner for land and works and, subsequently, 
lieutenant- governor for the province of British Columbia. At the same time, 
it is also very clear that the rationale for reducing reserve lands has as much to 
do with his perception that First Nations  people  were not using the land (i.e., 
cultivating it) and therefore had no use or, more significantly perhaps, no right 
to this land. Seeing aboriginal  peoples as savages and incapable of improve-
ment is a consequence of how they use the land and, relatedly, their perceived 
cognitive capacities. The racial regime of owner ship that emerges during this 
period of colonization in British Columbia is constituted through the desire 
for personal profit, the views of British colonial agents moving through impe-
rial cir cuits, surveying and mapping as techniques of appropriation, and, ul-
timately, the fabrication of racial subjectivity that was tied to the ideology of 
improvement.

In 1867, three years  after becoming commissioner of lands and works in 
British Columbia, Trutch authored a report titled “Lower Fraser River In-
dian Reserves.” In this report, Trutch falsified the historical rec ord when 
he wrote that the pro cess of reserving lands for native use “does not ap-
pear to have been dealt with on any established system during Sir James 
Douglas’ administration. The rights of Indians to hold lands  were totally 
undefined.”92 This report is written in the context of a dramatic reduction 
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of Indian reserves in the Lower Fraser region.  After rewriting the historical 
rec ord to assert that Governor Douglas had given no “written instructions” 
as to how reserve lands should be determined, he asserted that Mr. Brew 
instructed Mr. McColl to mark out Indian reserves around existing Indian 
villages and “to mark out as Indian reserves any ground which had been 
cleared and tilled for years by Indians.”93 When Trutch makes his argument 
for a dramatic reduction of the Lower Fraser Indian reserves, his rationale 
is clear: “The Indians regard  these extensive tracts of land as their individual 
property but of by far the greater portion thereof they make no use what-
ever, and are not likely to do so; and thus the land, much of which is  either 
rich pasture, or available for cultivation and greatly desired for immediate 
settlement, remains in an unproductive condition, is of no real value to the 
Indians, and utterly unprofitable to the public interests.”94

For Trutch, Indians had no rights to the land  because they made no use of 
the lands, which  were not “of any  actual value or utility” to Indians.95 Such 
lands could only serve the public interest if they  were thrown open for pre-
emption. He had taken the same approach two years earlier in regard to the 
reduction of reserves in the Kamloops region and claims made by the Shus-
wap First Nation. Trutch concurred with the view of Philip Henry Nind, 
gold commissioner for the Cariboo region of the interior, that the Shuswap 
Indians’ claims to land  were baseless as “they made no real use” of the land. 
As  these claims  were “very materially” preventing “settlement and cultiva-
tion,” Trutch urged Colonial Secretary Lytton to authorize an enquiry into 
the true extent of Indian land interests throughout the province.96

Improvement, of both land and  people, was the reigning idea govern-
ing Trutch’s attitude  toward First Nations and their entitlement to ever- 
diminishing tracts of reserve land. Responding to concerns voiced by the 
bishop of British Columbia and the Aborigines Protection Society in 1871, 
he noted in his letter to the secretary of state for the provinces that despite 
the benefits accorded to Indians by white settlement, he had yet to meet “a 
single Indian of pure blood [who had] attained to even the most glimmer-
ing perception of the Christian creed.” Despite their concerted efforts to 
“advance the material and moral condition” and to “change their habit of 
mind,” the “idiosyncras[ies] of the Indians . . .  appear to incapacitate them 
from appreciating any abstract idea, nor do their languages contain words 
by which such a conception could be expressed.”97
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The language of savagery was deployed by Trutch to express what First 
Nations lacked in a racial and anthropological sense: the capacity for ab-
stract thought, which consequentially made it impossible for them to relate 
practices of cultivation to a general settler economy of agricultural produc-
tion. For Trutch, the lack of homesteads in the En glish model provided evi-
dence for his conclusion that aboriginal  people lacked the “habit of mind” 
required for civilization. In  either case, in Trutch’s view, aboriginal  people 
lacked the very capacities defined by Locke as the conditions for proper 
 human subjectivity (explored in depth in chapter 4). We can recall Fanon’s 
acute description of a related tautology: “In the colonies the economic in-
frastructure is also a superstructure. The cause is effect: you are rich  because 
you are white, you are white  because you are rich.”98  Here, and as we  will 
see in chapter 4 in relation to the racial assessment of Palestinians by early 
Zionist settlers, the alleged lack of  mental capacity for abstract thought ex-
plains the absence of legible forms of owner ship, and the apparent absence 
of owner ship justifies the conclusion that  these racial subjects lack the ca-
pacity for abstract thought.

As outlined above, Trutch redrew the bound aries of reserves  because 
he deemed them to be too generous for the needs of First Nations.99 The 
amount of land determined to be suitable for their needs in the Lower Fra-
ser amounted to “the villages and spots where they have been in the habit of 
cultivating potatoes, as would amount in the aggregate to ten acres of till-
able land to each adult male in the tribe, together with a moderate amount 
of grazing land for  those tribes which possess  cattle and  horses.”100 As the 
“Indians of Snatt Village,” situated at the Burrard Inlet (of Vancouver) 
wrote to Joseph W. Trutch in 1869, a mere ten acres per Indian  family was 
a “very small portion indeed” compared to the 160 acres allotted to each 
white  family.101

One of the primary devices utilized to endow white settlers with vast 
tracts of land was preemption. The law of preemption allowed white set-
tlers to stake out territory and, upon improving the land by cultivation, to 
obtain owner ship of that land. The first preemption act in 1860 was pro-
claimed by Governor Douglas and marked the definitive transition from 
the fur- trading era to one of formal colonial settlement. During Doug-
las’s tenure as governor of Vancouver Island, he provided that each  couple 
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would be given two hundred acres, with an additional ten acres provided 
for  every child. In mainland British Columbia, a settler could preempt 160 
acres and buy adjoining land at twenty- five pence an acre, as established by 
the Pre- Emption Consolidation Act in 1861.

Subsequent to Douglas’s policies, as set out in section  33 of An Act to 
Amend and Consolidate the Laws Affecting Crown Lands in British Co-
lumbia, 1875, settlers had to prove that  after two years they had made per-
manent improvements on the land to the value of $2.50 per acre in order 
to be granted letters patent for the land. It was not  until a certificate of im-
provement had been granted to the homestead settler that the fee  simple 
title to the land would be executed in  favor of the individual (s.36). Similarly, 
An Act Further to Amend the “Dominion Lands Act, 1883,” 1886 R.S.C. 
ch.27, amended clause 29 of the 1883 act to stipulate that in order to fulfill 
the conditions of cultivation, the settler had to break the land and prepare 
a certain number of crops in order to secure patent to the land (see clause 
38(d)). Consistent with Locke’s philosophy of owner ship, a settler could 
preempt land (i.e., appropriate it) and come to own it by mixing his  labor 
with the land and cultivating it to a degree deemed sufficient by the colonial 
administration.

By 1908, the homestead was one of the key methods of settling the land 
entrenched in federal legislation. A “homestead” was defined as “land en-
tered for  under the provisions of this Act or of any previous Act relating to 
Dominion lands for which a grant from the Crown may be secured through 
compliance with conditions in that re spect prescribed at the time the land 
was entered for.”102 The land that was available for homestead entry or for 
sale had been surveyed in accordance with the provisions of the Dominion 
Lands Surveys Act (along with other conditions), unlike the initial pre-
emption of land in British Columbia in the 1850s, where unsurveyed land 
was also available for preemption.

Homesteading was a heavi ly racialized and gendered phenomenon. A 
man who was eigh teen years of age could apply for a homestead. A  woman, 
however, could make such an application only if she was the sole head of 
a  family. Any doubt as to  whether she was the sole head of a  family was 
grounds for refusal of her application (Dominion Lands Surveys Act, sec-
tions  9(1) and (2)). A  woman could make an application to homestead 
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only if she was a single  mother; if she was involved in a relationship with 
a man who was resident in her home, then her right to application could 
be refused. Legislation passed in 1911 by the province of British Colum-
bia delineated similar conditions  under which a white  woman could pre-
empt land to include a  woman who was a  widow, a  woman over the age of 
eigh teen who was self- supporting, a  woman deserted by her husband, or a 
 woman whose husband had not contributed to her support for two years.103 
The ability of white  women to preempt land was informed by a Victorian 
morality that made their ability to own land conditional on their status as 
abandoned or widowed  women.

 Under An Act Respecting the Land of the Crown, rsbc, 1911, vol. 2, 
ch.128, the right to preempt land did not extend to “aborigines” except to 
such as  shall have obtained special permission.104 The dominion land legis-
lation was the same as the provincial legislation in the paucity of references 
to aboriginal  peoples. In An Act Further to Amend the “Dominion Lands 
Act, 1883,” referred to above,  there  were only two references to aboriginal 
 people. Section 39(2) stipulated that no lands  were to be set aside for the 
purpose of an Indian or other public reserve,  until other lands had been 
selected in lieu of  these lands.

What emerges from an examination of the land legislation enabling colo-
nial settlement is the creation of two separate economies of land and iden-
tity, the Indian reserve and the private market of individual owner ship. The 
near- total absence of any mention of First Nations  people in land legislation 
that secured their dispossession is symptomatic of this separation. Aborigi-
nal  people  were written out of this new economy of property relations that 
was being mapped onto the province, relegated to a time and space that was 
set apart, and, as we  will see in the next section, in a time prior to the instan-
tiation of modern law in the settler colony.

One exception to the general absence of provision for First Nations in 
land legislation is section 76 of An Act Further to Amend the “Dominion 
Lands Act, 1883,” which provides for the powers of the governor in council. 
 Under this section, he could “withdraw from the operation of this Act, sub-
ject to existing rights as defined or created thereunder, such lands as have 
been or may be reserved for Indians.” Section 76 also enables the governor 
in council to grant lands in satisfaction of claims of “half- breeds” arising 
out of the extinguishment of their Indian title. Third, the section enables 
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the governor to make  free grants of land to  people. Such grants would ef-
fectively extinguish Indian title if the settlers could “satisfactorily establish 
undisturbed occupation of any lands within the said territory or tract.” 
Indian lands, assumed to be  free or vacant lands,  were transformed into 
private property for settlers through the mere fact of their occupation and 
cultivation.

The early proclamations dealing with preemption and the granting of 
homesteads to British subjects and aliens made no mention of the rights 
of aboriginal  people to maintain their rights over their lands or indeed to 
preempt land.105 As mentioned above, James Douglas had allowed for the 
preemption of land by First Nations so long as they fulfilled certain require-
ments with re spect to its agricultural cultivation.  Those who preempted 
land  were expected to assimilate; in order to gain the same rights as British 
subjects they had to live in a nuclear  family, cultivate the land and produce 
crops, and forego their cultural practices and traditional ways of living, 
which included any notion of aboriginal title.106 (Another aspect of this 
racial regime of owner ship, explored in greater depth in chapter 4, was an 
acutely gendered notion of racial difference.)  These provisions foreshad-
owed similar aspects of the Indian Act, 1886, which had as its objective the 
civilization and assimilation of aboriginal  peoples.

constituting and capturing the subject of right

Nearly 120 years  after the hanging of the Tsilhqot’in warriors and strug gles 
waged for the recognition of aboriginal owner ship of land and resources in 
the courts, the incorporation of section 35 of the newly patriated Constitu-
tion would be hailed as a  legal and po liti cal victory. The patriation of the 
Constitution signified a putative break with Canada’s colonial history. Pu-
tative  because, as constitutional theorist Peter Hogg has written, the Can-
ada Act 1982, which included as Schedule B the Constitution Act, 1982, 
was in fact an imperial statute, enacted by the U.K. Parliament.107 Canada’s 
Constitution was not the result of a revolution, nor was it an act internal to 
the state.108 Rather, the Canada Act 1982 was an imperial statute that pro-
claimed that “the Constitution of Canada is the supreme law of Canada, 
and any law that is inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution is, 
to the extent of the inconsistency, of no force and effect.”109 The Canada 
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Act 1982 expressly abdicated the authority of the British legislature over 
Canada.

In yet another imperial gesture, this was done without any consultation 
or agreement by First Nations, many of whom still hold the view that the 
British Crown remains their partner in treaties signed during the nineteenth 
 century, despite British conclusions to the contrary. Thus, in 2013, members 
of the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations and other First Nations 
elders traveled to London to mark the 250th anniversary of the Royal Proc-
lamation of 1763. Issued by King George III at the conclusion of the Seven 
Years’ War, the proclamation recognized that all unceded lands of Indians 
would be left as such  until they  were ceded by way of treaty with the British 
Crown.110 While the unilateral decision to transmute its treaty obligations 
to the Canadian Crown seems legally tenuous (at best), the British Crown 
has resolutely denied that it has any continued obligations whatsoever to 
the First Nations of Canada. In yet another instance of the fractured tem-
porality that characterizes  legal modernity in the settler colonial context, 
the colonial sovereign imposes a new postcolonial temporal order on First 
Nations, who remain subject to a colonial sovereign power that has changed 
in persona but not, fundamentally, in substance.

The constitutional reforms and the patriation of the Constitution in 1982 
can be understood as a break with Canada’s colonial past only in terms of 
the settler society’s relationship to the imperial power. Along with this sig-
nificant movement  toward establishing an in de pen dent, postcolonial na-
tion was the introduction of a Charter of Rights and Freedoms, provisions 
for the protection and enhancement of multiculturalism, and section 35. 
The constitutionalization of fundamental rights and freedoms has become 
an iconic dimension of Canada’s identity as a nation, both within its own 
borders and internationally.

Section 35, which was lauded as a major po liti cal and  legal shift in the 
status of aboriginal rights in Canada, provides the following:

(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal  peoples of 
Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed.

(2) In this Act, “aboriginal  peoples of Canada” includes the Indian, Inuit 
and Métis  peoples of Canada.
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(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) “treaty rights” includes 
rights that now exist by way of land claims agreements or may be so 
acquired.

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the aboriginal and 
treaty rights referred to in subsection (1) are guaranteed equally to 
male and female persons.

Although aboriginal rights had been recognized at common law, sec-
tion  35(1) elevated  those rights, affording them constitutional status and 
protection. While governments may regulate aboriginal and treaty rights 
where justified, they cannot abolish  these rights. Section 35(1) ensures that 
constitutional amendments to the provisions of the Constitution Act 
that “apply directly” to aboriginal  peoples  will not be undertaken with-
out a constitutional conference to which representatives of the aboriginal 
 peoples of Canada  will be party. However, it is impor tant to note that this 
section does not provide aboriginal  peoples and their representatives with 
a veto power over potential amendments, which means that constitutional 
amendments can be made without their consent.111

Section 35 was a major milestone in First Nations’ strug gle for the rec-
ognition of their rights to their traditional territories and resources. How-
ever, the definition of the content of aboriginal title has been  shaped by 
Anglo- Canadian common- law concepts of owner ship, a reflection of the 
repeated insistence that the Crown holds under lying or radical title to the 
land. The historical weight of property logics that  were used to dispossess 
First Nations overshadows the attempts to reconcile aboriginal and Ca-
nadian interests. Aboriginal title is rendered as a hybrid form of property, 
based on the prior occupation of the land by First Nations but defined 
according to Anglo- Canadian concepts of private property owner ship. 
While the judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada in Tsilhqot’in Na-
tion has gone some distance in incorporating First Nations’ conceptions 
of use and owner ship into the concept of aboriginal title, as we  will see 
below, the court fails to fundamentally alter  legal pre ce dent that has con-
tinually reinscribed the primacy of Crown control over indigenous land in 
conjunction with the racialization of First Nations and their ways of life as 
inferior to settler society.112
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defining aboriginal title

In 1997, the Supreme Court of Canada handed down its long- awaited judg-
ment in Delgamuukw v. British Columbia. The appellants  were members of 
the Gitksan and Wet’suwet’en hereditary chiefs. Individually and on behalf 
of their Houses, they claimed separate portions of 58,000 square kilo meters 
in British Columbia. Their claim before the Supreme Court of Canada was 
for aboriginal title over the land in question, and the government of British 
Columbia counterclaimed for a declaration that the appellants had no right 
or interest in and to the territory or, alternatively, that the appellants’ cause 
of action  ought to be for compensation from the Government of Canada.113

Delgamuukw v. British Columbia was the first judgment to deal with the 
“nature and scope of the constitutional protection afforded by section 35(1) 
to common law aboriginal title.”114 The power and imperturbable nature of 
colonial sovereignty preempted the determination of the substantive issues 
on appeal  because of the court’s formalistic approach to the pleadings. The 
court found that a new trial was required on two bases and left the factual 
issue of  whether the appellants had aboriginal title unconsidered. The first 
ground for ordering a new trial was that the appellants tried to alter their 
pleadings on appeal so as to change the fifty- one claims brought by Gitk-
san and Wet’suwet’en Houses into two collective claims brought by the 
Gitksan and Wet’suwet’en Nations. The court found that such an amend-
ment would prejudice the respondents  because the pleadings had not been 
amended, and therefore the respondents had been denied the ability to ad-
dress the issue of a collective claim at trial. John Borrows has persuasively 
argued that this finding was “rather formalistic and inflexible”:

It is in ter est ing to note that the result of the Delgamuukw case, which 
considers the  wholesale territorial dispossession of two entire Aborigi-
nal  peoples, turns on the court’s finding that the province suffered preju-
dice in framing the pleadings. By imposing  these technical requirements 
on the form of a grievance, the courts, like the legislatures before them, 
make an assertion of sovereignty. By relying on a defect in the pleadings 
to refuse to consider the claim, this Crown Court announces that dis-
putes  will be resolved on the settlers’ terms.  There is something deeply 
troubling about allowing Crown assertions of sovereignty to drive the 
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decision in a case that radically challenges  these assertions and their 
effects.115

The other basis upon which the court found that a new trial was neces-
sary was the misapprehension of oral history testimony by the trial judge, 
evidence that was crucial to the appellants’ case. The court found that given 
the complexity and volume of the “factual issues at hand,” the court would 
not do justice to  either party by sifting through the evidence and coming 
to new factual findings.116 As a result, the factual issues before the court in 
the first aboriginal title case brought  under section 35(1)  were left unsettled. 
As Borrows has written, “given the imbalance in the parties’ financial and 
po liti cal resources, and the century- long denial of Aboriginal land and po-
liti cal rights in British Columbia, this sleight of hand is remarkable.”117 De-
spite the fact that the central factual issue before the court— whether the 
Gitksan and Wet’suwet’en had aboriginal title over their ancestral lands— 
was left undetermined, the court deci ded that when the factual issue went 
back to trial, the lower courts would need guidance as to the content of the 
right to aboriginal title itself. Accordingly, they proceeded to delineate the 
test for proving aboriginal title.

The court held that claimants must satisfy three criteria in order to 
prove the existence of aboriginal title:

 (i) the land must have been occupied prior to sovereignty;
 (ii) if pres ent occupation is relied upon as proof of occupation presov-

ereignty,  there must be a continuity between pres ent and presover-
eignty occupation; and

 (iii) at sovereignty, that occupation must have been exclusive.118

In defining the criteria necessary to establish aboriginal title, the court 
imports one of the central features of Anglo- European private property 
owner ship— exclusive possession— into the definition of aboriginal title. 
However, the definition of aboriginal title as being constituted by one of 
the central characteristics of Anglo- Canadian private property owner ship 
exists alongside (and perhaps in conflict with) the temporal requirement 
that aboriginal nations must have enjoyed exclusive occupation prior to the 
assertion of colonial sovereignty and the imposition of Anglo- European 
private property relations. This points to the fundamental paradox that lies 
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at the heart of aboriginal rights: they are based on aboriginal  peoples’ prior 
occupation of the land but defined in relation to Anglo- Canadian norms 
of private property owner ship and colonial sovereign power. The fact that 
Peter R. Grant, lead counsel for the Gitksan and Wet’suwet’en chiefs in the 
Delgamuukw  trials, has stated that the appellants argued for exclusive pos-
session to be one of the defining characteristics of aboriginal title, so that 
the Crown could not interfere with First Nations’ land held  under aborigi-
nal title, serves to emphasize the contradictory nature of aboriginal title. In 
this instance, protection from continued Crown interference even in the 
face of a (potential)  legal declaration of aboriginal title had to be sought 
(perhaps unsurprisingly) through recourse to common- law concepts of pri-
vate owner ship.119

Questions of what constitutes exclusive possession are highly contextual 
and depend on the facts of each case. But it is  here that we see the con-
cept of use and the ideology of improvement determining what constitutes 
possession.

The evidence at trial brought by the appellants was, as the majority 
judgment notes, “based on their historical use and ‘owner ship’ of one 
or more of the territories.” Recounting the trial judge’s findings, they 
note that the proof of use and “owner ship” [sic, placed in scare quotes by 
Chief Justice Lamer of the scc],  were “physical and tangible indicators 
of their association with the territories . . .  totem poles with the Houses’ 
crests carved, or distinctive regalia” [para 13]. The Gitksan Houses had 
presented their adaawk at trial, the “sacred oral tradition about their an-
cestors, histories and territories. The Wet’suwet’en each have a ‘kungax’ 
which is a spiritual song or dance of per for mance which ties them to 
their land.”120

In defining aboriginal title, the court noted that the source is the “prior 
occupation of Canada by aboriginal  peoples.”121 The prior occupation of the 
land is relevant not only as the source of aboriginal title but as the physi-
cal fact of occupation derives from the common- law princi ple that occupa-
tion is proof of possession in law.122 The characteristics of this sui generis 
form of title also include its being held communally: “Aboriginal title,” notes 
the court, “cannot be held by individual aboriginal persons.”123 Further, the 
court noted that the uses to which the aboriginal claimants may put the land 
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are not restricted to the customs, activities, or practices that are integral to 
the distinctive aboriginal culture of the claimant.124 At the same time, the 
inherent limit on aboriginal title is defined by the “nature of the attachment 
to the land which forms the basis of the group’s claim to aboriginal title.”125 
Aboriginal title is sui generis and distinct from “ ‘normal’ proprietary inter-
ests” such as fee  simple.126

This means, in practice, that “a group [who] claims a special bond with 
the land  because of its ceremonial or cultural significance may not use the 
land in such a way as to destroy that relationship (e.g. by developing it in 
such a way that the bond is destroyed, perhaps by turning it into a park-
ing lot).”127 Of course, the court notes that this does not negate the right 
of a First Nation to surrender their lands to the Crown in exchange “for 
valuable consideration”  were they to seek development of their land in a 
way deemed inconsistent with their cultural or spiritual relationship to that 
land.128 The definition of aboriginal title was, at this point, clearly caught 
within the epistemological framework of the colonial  legal system of prop-
erty; fee  simple owner ship that allows for modern commercial relations 
of exchange and alienability exists in contradistinction to aboriginal title, 
which is defined overwhelmingly by a notion of culture firmly separated 
from modern economies of owner ship. Race and racial difference are cast 
in the idiom of culture, which defines the specificity of the racial regime of 
owner ship produced through aboriginal title litigation.

In Delgamuukw, the court found that both aboriginal perspectives and 
the common law are to be used as the basis for proving aboriginal title. How 
would aboriginal laws relating to owner ship be translated into a legible form 
in Canadian courts? As the court notes, “if at the time of sovereignty, an 
aboriginal society had laws in relation to land,  those laws would be relevant 
to establishing the occupation of lands which are the subject of a claim for 
aboriginal title. Relevant laws might include, but are not limited to, a land 
tenure system or laws governing land use.”129

It is clear that in addition to identifying exclusive possession as a defining 
characteristic of aboriginal title, the criteria for establishing exclusive posses-
sion are only derived from aboriginal laws insofar as they mirror common- 
law concepts of use. How is factual possession to be established? Once 
again, the characteristics are  those that are potentially legible to common- 
law concepts of private property owner ship: “Physical occupation may be 
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established in a variety of ways, ranging from the construction of dwellings 
through cultivation and enclosure of fields to regular use of definite tracts 
of land for hunting, fishing or other wise exploiting its resources.”130 Occu-
pation, which grounds the claim of possession, is defined on the basis of 
cultivation, enclosure, or regular use of the land claimed. Settled villages, as 
Trutch would have remarked upon in the course of surveying, provide proof 
of occupation.

While the court notes that the common- law concepts of exclusive posses-
sion must be “imported into the concept of aboriginal title with caution,” 
the test remains “the intention and capacity to retain exclusive control.”131 
Where two or more First Nations used or occupied the same territory, this 
would be translated into the common- law concept of “joint title.”132 First 
Nations’ ways of owning and using land, assuming that they  were indeed 
based on a completely diff er ent system of law, find no recognition in the law 
of aboriginal title as it was initially delineated,  unless they  were already 
compatible conceptually with the common law.

The emphasis on improvement reaches its apex in the justification test for 
the limitation of an aboriginal right. When an aboriginal right has been 
established, it can be justifiably limited if certain conditions are met. The test 
for a justifiable limitation on an aboriginal right was first established in R. v. 
Sparrow [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075. In determining  whether a right has been in-
fringed, the court initially makes three inquiries:  whether the limitation on 
the right is reasonable,  whether the regulation at issue imposes undue hard-
ship, and  whether the regulation denies holders of the right their preferred 
means of exercising the right.133  After determining  whether  there has been 
an infringement according to  these three criteria, the court then inquires as 
to  whether the infringement can be justified. In making this determination, 
the court must ask  whether the government is acting pursuant to a valid 
legislative objective (conservation of fish, for example, was held to be a valid 
legislative objective in R. v. Sparrow). Second, the government must demon-
strate that its actions are consistent with its fiduciary duty  toward aboriginal 
 peoples.134

The doctrine of limitation and the justification test developed in Spar-
row, Gladstone, and Van der Peet are transposed to the context of an aborigi-
nal title claim in Delgamuukw. The court reiterates the proposition that 
the objective of reconciliation under lying section 35 informs the limitation 
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analy sis and justification test. As established in Gladstone, the court notes 
that the objective of reconciliation (of aboriginal prior occupation with the 
assertion of the sovereignty of the Crown)  will be the one most relevant to 
the justification test. This is  because, just as aboriginal rights are central to 
the “reconciliation of aboriginal socie ties with the broader po liti cal com-
munity of which they are a part,” “limits placed on  those rights are, where 
the objectives furthered by  those limits are of sufficient importance to the 
broader community as a  whole,” equally necessary.135

In the context of aboriginal title claims, the court finds that “the range of 
legislative objectives that can justify the infringement of aboriginal title is 
fairly broad.”136 In Delgamuukw, the court goes on to list any activities that 
further the improvement or development of the land: “In my opinion, the 
development of agriculture, forestry, mining, and hydroelectric power, the 
general economic development of the interior of British Columbia, protec-
tion of the environment or endangered species, the building of infrastruc-
ture and the settlement of foreign populations to support  those aims are the 
kinds of objectives that are consistent with this purpose, and in princi ple, 
can justify the infringement of aboriginal title.”137 The development of in-
dustry and the improvement of the land in order to  settle foreign popula-
tions continues, it seems, from the beginnings of formal settlement in the 
nineteenth  century to the post-1982 realm of constitutional recognition, as 
a rationale for the dispossession of First Nations. Unlike the colonial admin-
istrators who oversaw the settlement of the province of British Columbia in 
the nineteenth  century, con temporary courts recognize aboriginal title to 
land while justifying its limitation according to the same rationale used to 
justify the original dispossession of First Nations.

Similarly, the racial logic of improvement that emerges so blatantly in the 
legislative provisions and views of colonial administrators such as Trutch 
continues well into the pres ent day. In  Dying from Improvement: Inquests and 
Inquiries into the Deaths of Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, Sherene Razack 
explores in forensic detail the structural vio lence embedded in the public 
inquiries into the cause of death of aboriginal men in British Columbia and 
Saskatchewan. She argues that having been deemed to be “beyond improve-
ment” by the settler state, aboriginal bodies become a site where settler vio-
lence is repeatedly enacted in order to secure and legitimate settler owner ship 
over aboriginal land, particularly in the urban context.138 The routine and 
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often lethal vio lence that aboriginal  people are subjected to at the hands of 
the police reveal the function of police power in enacting the vio lence of a 
settler  legal regime, evidenced by the outcomes of the inquests, which rarely, 
if ever, result in police prosecution. At the same time, the inquest functions 
as a means of quelling settler anx i eties about their dominant status, by al-
lowing the settler regime to commit itself to “improving Aboriginal lives.”139 
Improvement thus functions as both the ideological cause of systemic and 
structural vio lence against aboriginal bodies, and the proposed policy solu-
tion for settler crises of legitimacy.

While Razack points to the connection between land appropriation and 
racism as the twin forces of dispossession in the settler colony, her focus re-
mains steadfastly on the racial dimensions of settler vio lence.  Here, my aim 
is to elucidate the other side of the equation, that is, the modern concepts 
of property that subtend racial formations in the settler colony. Rationales 
for appropriation and private owner ship emerging from the seventeenth 
 century onward produced and reflected new conceptions of value, in rela-
tion to land, goods, commodities, and the value of  human life. The racial 
logic that is continually reinforced in settler colonial spaces has economic 
roots among its origins, in that it emerges in conjunction with new forms of 
value and methods of evaluation used to classify land as available for par tic-
u lar kinds of use and owner ship. As discussed throughout this chapter, the 
racial regime of owner ship takes the notion of improvement as its primary 
mode of articulation.

The content of aboriginal title was reconfigured to some extent by 
the Supreme Court of Canada in Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British Columbia. 
The Tsilhqot’in First Nation challenged the blatantly Eurocentric nature 
of the  legal criteria required to be fulfilled to establish occupation (and 
therefore possession) in their appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. 
Among the issues on appeal in Tsilhqot’in Nation was the test for ab-
original title to land, the nature of that right, and the means of reconcil-
ing broader public interests with the rights conferred by aboriginal title 
(para. 1).

The court held that the Tsilhqot’in hold owner ship rights “similar to 
 those associated with fee  simple.”140 This includes “the right to decide 
how the land  will be used; the right of enjoyment and occupancy of the 
land; the right to possess the land; the right to the economic benefits 
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of the land; and the right to pro- actively use and manage the land.”141 
However, the court maintained that the nature of aboriginal title, as a 
collective form of title, means that it “cannot be developed or misused in 
a way that would substantially deprive  future generations of the benefit 
of the land.”142

It is clear in Tsilhqot’in Nation that the court goes further in this judg-
ment than before, in recognizing what they refer to as “the aboriginal per-
spective.” In fact, during the hearing, one of the justices interrupted counsel 
for one of the provinces, and asked, “ Can’t we just look at this from the 
aboriginal perspective?”143 What would it mean to look at this case “from 
the aboriginal perspective” of the claimants? Where does the law of the 
Tsilhqot’in enter into the deliberations of the court, and, specifically, where 
do their laws relating to land appear in the judgment? To what extent did 
the court decenter the En glish common- law concept of improvement as 
the basis for an owner ship right?

As to the content of aboriginal title, the court posed the issue in the fol-
lowing way: “How should the courts determine  whether a semi- nomadic 
indigenous group has title to its lands?” They clarify the test as established 
in Delgamuukw to provide for the way of life and perspectives of First Na-
tions who are characterized as “semi- nomadic.” In the appellant’s factum, 
counsel argues that Tsilhqot’in use of their territory was historically ex-
clusive, and that the exclusive possession of their lands as an “occupying 
owner” bears “the very stamp of possession at common law.”144 At the same 
time, they argue that the standard applied by the Court of Appeal, that the 
test for aboriginal title requires proof of “intensive presence” at par tic u lar 
sites, “leaves no space to consider Aboriginal perspectives on land, includ-
ing their systems of law.”145

A perusal of the appellant’s factum reveals that the aboriginal perspective 
on occupation differs from the common- law princi ples elucidated above, 
in that the Tsilhqot’in, among  others, used and cultivated their lands in a 
seasonal fashion, and planted and harvested root plants, medicines, and 
berries for subsistence purposes, rather than commercial exchange.146 In 
their judgment, the court extends the bound aries of recognition when they 
redefine “occupation” to include “the way of life of the Aboriginal  people, 
including  those who  were nomadic or semi- nomadic.”147 They summarize 
the test as follows:
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[W]hat is required is a culturally sensitive approach to sufficiency of 
occupation based on the dual perspectives of the Aboriginal group in 
question— its laws, practices, size, technological ability and the charac-
ter of the land claimed— and the common law notion of possession as 
a basis for title. It is not pos si ble to list  every indicia of occupation that 
might apply in a par tic u lar case. The common law test for possession— 
which requires an intention to occupy or hold land for the purposes of 
the occupant— must be considered alongside the perspective of the Ab-
original group which, depending on its size and manner of living, might 
conceive of possession of land in a somewhat diff er ent manner than did 
the common law.148

They find that a “culturally sensitive approach” means that the regular, 
as opposed to the intensive, use of territories for “hunting, fishing, trap-
ping and foraging is ‘sufficient’ use” to establish aboriginal title.149 The test 
for occupation is augmented to include ways of living on the land that did 
not conform to the model of settlement outlined in the section “Ways of 
Surveying” in this chapter. To this extent, the judgment marks a dramatic 
improvement in the approach developed hitherto. Even though the basic 
princi ples as established in Delgamuukw and other section  35 jurispru-
dence (notably Sparrow, Haida Nation, and Marshall) are reaffirmed by 
the court,  there is a clear shift in the emphasis placed on perspective of the 
Aboriginal claimant.

However,  there remains an outstanding question regarding the status of 
aboriginal laws in the  legal pro cess through which the content of aboriginal 
title is defined. The Supreme Court affirmed the trial judge’s findings, which 
 were based on the ac cep tance of a  great deal of evidence given by elders of 
the Tsilhqot’in, along with anthropologists and historians who testified as 
expert witnesses. Oral history testimony was accepted by the court as proof 
of historical occupation of the lands by the claimants. Tsilhqot’in collective 
memory and the passing down of history through an oral tradition was 
given due weight in the adjudication of the land claim.

In the appellant factum, counsel described the relationship between the 
landscape and the meaning it holds for the Tsilhqot’in  people: “The land-
scape of the Claim Area resonates for Tsilhqot’in  people with deep mean-
ing: it is the physical expression of the legends that describe their origins, 
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their laws, and their identity as Tsilhqot’in  people. Some of the Claim Area’s 
most distinctive features, such as the towering Ts’il?os (Mount Tatlow), are 
revered  today as living persons with power ful personalities that must be re-
spected.”150 The testimony of the elders demonstrated a long history of sea-
sonal rounds that took place throughout the claimed territory. Tsilhqot’in 
forms of land use that did not, historically, conform to settled modes of cul-
tivation and the laws and their identity as Tsilhqot’in are rendered in the 
archaeological and anthropological language of nomadism. It is arguable 
that the “aboriginal perspective” is taken into account only insofar as it can 
be rendered legible within an epistemological frame  shaped by an anthropo-
logical discourse that has long been embedded within racialist discourses of 
 human development.

Do the Tsilhqot’in see themselves as seminomadic? Do their laws, upon 
which their rights to land are grounded, recognize the language of nomad-
ism? According to one journalist who interviewed chief Roger Williams, 
apparently not: “That’s why the habit of government officials, of media and 
even of supreme court judges to call the Tsilhqot’in ‘nomadic’ bothers Wil-
liams so much: his  people have lived on  these lands for thousands of years, 
while it is non- natives who are constantly moving and resettling. And what 
could be more nomadic and transient than the extractive industry itself— 
grabbing what resources and profits it can before abandoning one area for 
another.”151 The nomad, and the more con temporary notion of the semi-
nomad are terms devised within the fields of archaeology and anthropology 
to describe ancient modes of life that persist into the pres ent in some parts 
of the world. However, historically, rendering indigenous  people (and the 
nonindigenous poor and homeless) as “mobile and unfixed” has been used 
to “force a separation between a population and the space it occupies, ren-
dering a collective claim to this space void, even invisible.”152 As Blomley 
has argued persuasively, mobility “compromises the telos of property,” that 
improvement to land as a ground of legitimate owner ship claims is utterly 
inconsistent with populations of  people who are in transit and who move. 
As we  will see in chapter 3, the Bedouin in southern Israel have been dispos-
sessed of their lands on the basis that as nomads, they have no attachment 
to the land they claim as theirs.

What are we to make of the use of the term “seminomad” for progressive 
purposes by the Supreme Court of Canada? In Delgamuukw, the Supreme 
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Court ordered a new trial, in part on the basis that neither the trial judge 
nor the majority on the Court of Appeal had sufficiently taken into 
 account the perspectives of the aboriginal claimants, and had failed to 
give adequate weight to the oral history testimony. As the majority held, 
“[A]lthough the doctrine of aboriginal rights is a common law doctrine, 
aboriginal rights are truly sui generis, and demand a unique approach to the 
treatment of evidence which accords due weight to the perspective of aborig-
inal  peoples. However, that accommodation must be done in a manner 
which does not strain ‘the Canadian  legal and constitutional structure.’ ”153

Even where the court moves  toward recognizing modes of land use that 
do not conform to an ideology of improvement as the basis for an aboriginal 
title claim, they have yet to do so on the basis of aboriginal concepts of land 
use and owner ship. Furthermore, in not overturning the test for a justifi-
able infringement of aboriginal title established in Delgamuukw, the court 
refuses to address the constitutive vio lence that is repeated with  every judg-
ment that reiterates the fiction that the Crown maintains under lying sover-
eignty over First Nations lands. As John Borrows has pithily observed, with 
regard to the Tsilhqot’in judgment, “[The] assertion of Crown sovereignty 
leading to radical Crown title rests on an ‘inanis iustificationem’: an empty 
justification. It is a restatement of the doctrine of terra nullius despite protes-
tations to the contrary. The assertion of radical title retroactively affirms the 
Crown’s appropriation of Indigenous  legal interests without their knowledge 
or consent. In some other contexts, this would be called stealing—at the least 
it would be considered dishonest to say you own something when it previ-
ously belonged to someone  else.”154 Stealing, speculation, appropriation— 
all the corollaries of owner ship in the settler colony, where the mystical 
foundation of colonial sovereignty is per sis tently and doggedly repeated by 
the highest  legal authorities in the land. The racial regime of owner ship that 
articulates improvement and use as rationales for owner ship together with 
the figure of the native who requires civilizational uplift remains intact;  here 
with the modification afforded by the racial- anthropological figure of the 
seminomad.

In chapter 2, I examine the shift to more abstract conceptualizations of 
property owner ship reflected in the system of title by registration. Whereas 
the ideology of improvement was rooted in a turn to the quantification and 
mea sure ment of land in relation to the  labor of cultivation, the logic of ab-
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straction deracinated land and its multiple usages even further, rendering 
its value in the form of a general equivalence with other commodities. The 
quantification and assessment of agricultural  labor as a means of assigning 
racial and economic value to colonial populations is rearticulated in more 
abstract and putatively scientific terms as colonized  peoples are taxono-
mized in a globalized schema of racial difference.
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Chapter 2  /  Propertied Abstractions

In The Mystery of Capital, neoliberal economist Hernando de Soto argues 
strenuously for the formalization of property rights through land titling 
programs as a key means of advancing a development agenda. For de Soto, 
the primary reason that countries outside of the monolithic entity he 
describes as “the West” continue to be rife with endemic poverty can be ex-
plained, for the most part, by the absence of abstract, formalized  legal sys-
tems of property owner ship. The key to improving economic development 
and social equality among the poor, whose  houses are “built on land whose 
owner ship rights are not adequately recorded,” is to formalize their owner-
ship through a repre sen ta tional pro cess by which their homes could become 
assets and used as collateral for credit.1 Writing before the seismic financial 
crash of 2008, de Soto identifies the ability of the poor to access mortgages 
as a necessary precondition for unleashing the wealth- creating potential of 
“dead capital” into a valuable, liquid asset.2 To the contrary, studies have 
shown that in the aftermath of “a comprehensive urban titling programme 
in Lima and seven other cities [in Peru] . . .  property titles had no significant 
effect on access among the poor to business credit.”3 Rashmi Dyal- Chand 
has noted how titling programs in many cities of the global South led to 
land speculation and a rise in the value of residential homes, but often at the 
expense of the original low- income  owners.4
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My aim, however, is not to assess  whether the neoliberal promise of the 
potential benefits of formalizing title for the poor has thus far been borne 
out, or not, as the case may be. Rather, I argue that land titling programs 
such as  those advocated by de Soto, the World Bank, and some governments 
are the con temporary manifestation of a  legal device that has had a long 
and pivotal position in the appropriation and transformation of indigenous 
lands into individually held private property. The rational and abstract form 
of a system of title by registration, so admired by de Soto and his support-
ers, is exemplary in its signification of modern laws of property as the sine 
qua non of civilized life and pro gress. Placed within view of the historical 
development of systems of title by registration, de Soto’s thorough disregard 
for the  owners and users of land whose interests  were covered over (and, in 
some cases, legally eliminated) by a system of title by registration appears as 
an inheritance from a long line of colonial property reformers, as explored 
throughout this chapter.

De Soto exhibits a tendency in The Mystery of Capital to dismiss cultural 
explanations for “Third World” poverty while at the same time relegating 
this Third World to a historically prior state of development. The Third 
World, to stick with de Soto’s terminology, is what the United States was 
150 years ago.5 Writing against the grain of de cades of postcolonial critique 
that has firmly refuted the notion that modern cap i tal ist development in 
the colonies unfolded in a temporally linear manner, de Soto also seems to 
view the development of modern property law in  England and the United 
States with a degree of Occidental romanticism that mirrors the Orientalist 
discourses of a previous era.6 Furthermore, the discussion of the develop-
ment of property law in the United States, his much- vaunted model, pro-
ceeds without any recognition of the effects of land titling on indigenous 
nations who occupied the land prior to settlement. Many critical engage-
ments with de Soto seem to miss  these dimensions of his work, with a few 
notable exceptions.7

In settler colonies and postcolonies alike, land titling systems have effec-
tively diminished ways of relating to land that do not conform to cap i tal ist 
property norms and, once imposed, have worked to the radical disadvan-
tage of indigenous  people who did not adopt the formalities of owner ship 
as prescribed by settler laws. For instance, J. Kēhaulani Kauanui notes how 
in the mid- nineteenth  century, foreign residents and missionaries believed 
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that native Hawaiians could be “saved from extinction through the acqui-
sition of land in fee  simple, which would help them in re- establishing a life 
of farming.”8 Individual land titles  were viewed as the panacea for the large- 
scale displacement and dispossession of indigenous Hawaiians, with small, 
individual farmholdings established as the most desirable model to follow.9 
However,  after the large land division of 1848 (called the Māhele), which 
created three categories of landholder including the monarch, the govern-
ment, and the chiefs, it became evident that common native Hawaiians had 
received a very small portion of their allotted acreage.10 “Less than 1  percent 
of the total land acreage passed in fee  simple to Hawaiian commoners, and 
 little more than 8000 fee  simple titles  were allotted to them  under the Ku-
leana Act of 1850.”11 The rationale for why so few native Hawaiians formalized 
their owner ship through fee  simple title is strikingly similar to that used to 
explain why so few Bedouin in Palestine registered their land interests dur-
ing the Ottoman period in the mid- nineteenth  century: the costs involved 
(in procuring a survey of their land, which was a precondition for claiming 
title in fee  simple) made it prohibitive; and with re spect to native Hawai-
ians, the “fraud, adverse possession, tax sales, and undervalued sales to spec-
ulators” often rendered the formalization of their owner ship irrelevant.12

The use of a system of individual fee  simple titles to diminish or abolish 
indigenous systems of land tenure that do not conform to an economic sys-
tem based on an ideology of the possessive individual (as was the case with 
First Nations of Hawai‘i and parts of the continental United States, Brit-
ish Columbia, and South Australia; and Palestinians throughout historic 
Palestine and the West Bank), and a juridical structure premised on private 
property owner ship remains prevalent in both settler colonial and postco-
lonial contexts. Attempts to transform land collectively held by First Na-
tions and aboriginal communities in Canada and Australia have also been 
met with criticisms that this move  will only serve to reduce the indigenous 
land base. In Australia, with regard to the Northern Territory specifically, 
proposals to convert land held communally (restored to its  owners through 
the use of the Native Title Act, 1993) into property held in fee  simple by in-
dividuals has met with criticism on the grounds that it  will not ameliorate 
social and economic conditions in aboriginal communities.13

The imposition of fee  simple title was (and perhaps remains) the juridi-
cal expression of an economic system and philosophical worldview that 
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posits individual private property owner ship as a necessary precondition 
for individual and national development and pro gress. Indeed, fee  simple 
owner ship interests, the strongest owner ship interest within a common law 
system, and  those parasitic on this right, such as leasehold interests, have 
consistently been privileged over aboriginal title. For instance, in British 
Columbia, where aboriginal rights to land have been constitutionally pro-
tected since 1982 (as discussed at length in chapter 1),  there has not been a 
single successful claim on registered land that is privately held in fee  simple. 
Aileen Moreton- Robinson notes how in Australia, the Native Title Act, 
1993, delivered to pastoralist leaseholders “the guarantee that they would 
be able to renew their existing leases on identical terms and conditions 
without ever consulting with a native titleholder.”14 Private owner ship in-
terests, even that of a lessee, that are secured by a state guarantee of their 
certainty and trustworthiness appear to be insurmountable obstacles to the 
restitution of indigenous lands.

The drive to register land and impose a system of owner ship rational-
ized through the bureaucratic function of the registry has a long and varied 
history. From the early nineteenth  century in colonial Bengal, the British 
devised systems of registration for land as a means of increasing their rev-
enue base; the formalization of land rights enabled them to more effectively 
tax the  owners.15 In addition to concerns about revenue, the rationaliza-
tion of land holdings to suit the imperatives of a cap i tal ist agrarianism by 
colonial authorities was also facilitated by a system of title by registration. 
In Mandate Palestine, as discussed below, the British authorities attempted 
to survey and register a  great deal of rural land on the basis that civilizing 
the area required En glish property laws that would improve agricultural 
productivity.16

At the same time, however, the uneven application of this mode of 
owner ship in settler colonial and neo co lo nial settings reveals fissures in the 
narrative of a linear and progressive movement to a system of owner ship 
that, ostensibly at least, does not privilege possession as its basis. Maurer 
and Schwab, for instance, argue that the exigencies of accelerating owner-
ship over natu ral resources in postinvasion Iraq meant that “establishing 
title to property was set  behind the immediate push to allow Iraqis the 
freedom to contract with foreign trading companies and to grant foreign 
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trading companies the right to Iraqi property— even before the latter could 
be appropriately registered and assessed.”17

Maurer and Schwab argue that the usual trappings of the liberal po liti cal 
sphere in which the rights of individual citizens are recognized by a public 
sphere that upholds private law was bypassed in order to secure trade and 
property for foreign investors.18 The neoimperial drive to exploit Iraqi re-
sources privileged expediency over the type of administrative and  legal regu-
lation that would have created at least the appearance of a liberal  legal order 
that protects formal property rights, a tendency that echoes colonial modes 
of appropriation from earlier times. In South Australia, for instance, coloni-
zation ventures  were funded through the sale of lands to En glish investors 
before proper surveying of the land had even been carried out (discussed 
below). In Mandate Palestine, on the other hand, the drive to register land 
was halted in areas where po liti cal sensitivities might have jeopardized the 
po liti cal authority of the Mandate government.

The contradictory and uneven imposition of a system of title by registra-
tion in diff er ent settler colonial contexts challenges a developmental nar-
rative of property law, in which possession as the basis of owner ship has 
slowly been displaced by a system of title by registration. Rather, it seems 
evident that  these two rationales for owner ship coexist alongside one an-
other. The fragmented and recombinant nature of property law in the set-
tler colony reflects the real ity of colonial modernity. The imperatives of 
settler colonialism, itself a cap i tal ist formation, require the maintenance 
of noncapitalist rationales for the appropriation of indigenous lands. Dis-
possession achieved through ongoing forms of primitive accumulation re-
quires a panoply of premodern and modern property logics that operate in 
conjunction with one another, reflecting the fragmented and contradictory 
nature of colonial modernity.

In this chapter, I argue that the progressive move  toward a system of title 
by registration, first instituted in its most pervasive form in the colony of 
South Australia in 1858, reflects logics of abstraction that determine the nature 
of both the commodity form of landed property and the racial abstraction 
of the Savage. The colony was, in the minds of En glish land reformers, quite 
con ve niently  free of a population with recognizable preexisting owner ship 
of the land. The transformation in prevailing conceptualizations of property 
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and the drive to render land as fungible as pos si ble, the desire to commod-
itize land, which had been pursued in earnest since the seventeenth  century, 
could be realized in this vacant land so much more easily than in  England 
itself.19 As such, the Torrens system of registration was inaugurated in South 
Australia some seventy years prior to its introduction on a national scale in 
 England and Wales.  After its successful trial in South Australia, it was next 
 adopted in the colony of British Columbia, which was with the exception 
of approximately fourteen treaties (concluded during governor James Doug-
las’s tenure on Vancouver Island) treated as if it  were terra nullius. Thus, I 
argue that the space of the settler colony was highly significant in the devel-
opment of this par tic u lar system of owner ship.

The fact that the Torrens system was first imposed in the colony of South 
Australia was no accident; the racial abstraction embodied in the figure of 
the Savage or Native, encoded in the doctrine of terra nullius, reflects a dual 
vision of property and race that colonists carried with them to South Aus-
tralia. The land was understood as a commodity without any  owners, to be 
claimed, partitioned, securitized, and cultivated. Indigenous  peoples who 
had lived on the land for thousands of years prior to the arrival of Eu ro pe-
ans  were cast as a primitive race, which would vanish from the landscape 
or, failing that, could be sal vaged through assimilation. The counterpart to 
the alchemical nature of conjuring fictitious value in land as a commodity 
was the burgeoning pseudoscientific classifications of race and racial differ-
ence. Echoing earlier movements of enclosure in  England and Wales, title 
by registration functioned during the nineteenth  century as a technique of 
dispossession in the settler colony.

This chapter proceeds in three parts. In the first part, I examine the devel-
opment of the Torrens system of title by registration in the colony of South 
Australia and argue that it gave expression to a “new grammar of property” 
that reflected an increasingly abstract concept of owner ship.20 In the United 
Kingdom, long- held justifications for and practices of owner ship that  were 
based on possession and use gave way to an affective grounding of owner-
ship rooted in expectation and the desire for security.21 Property owner ship 
came to be defined by  these abstract qualities and required diff er ent  legal 
forms and techniques, such as title by registration, to structure and realize 
newly configured relations of exchange and modes of alienation. While the 
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myriad  factors involved in the history of land reform are inevitably complex 
and irreducible to any singular causal explanation, the logic of abstraction 
 shaped a new grammar of property owner ship and, consequently, the  legal 
form of property that emerged during the nineteenth  century in Britain 
and its colonial possessions.22

In the second part, I examine the racial logic of abstraction that enabled 
En glish colonial authorities to treat Australia as terra nullius. Focusing on 
the emergence in the mid- nineteenth  century of racial science, it is clear 
that abstraction, as a mode of scientific thought, underpinned methods of 
mea sur ing and evaluating  human value based on anatomy and biology. I 
argue that racial formations in the settler colony, like modern property log-
ics, do not adhere to a strictly teleological development; while the emer-
gence of racial science marked a departure from natu ral history taxonomies 
of racial difference to a biologically grounded notion of race, they both 
rely on a logic of abstraction that situates whiteness at the apex of civilized 
 human life.

In the third part, and by way of conclusion, I turn from the historical 
context of South Australia to the con temporary scene of Palestinian dis-
possession in East Jerusalem, to demonstrate how possession retains its im-
portance to settler colonial control over indigenous land and urban spaces. 
In the context of East Jerusalem, the imperatives of Israeli ethnonational-
ism compete with and hamper the imposition of mechanisms that a ratio-
nal market in land requires. In other words, the objective of Israeli settler 
nationalism to reduce the presence of Palestinians in the city of Jerusa-
lem requires the frustration of the logical development of a land market 
in which formal title is a precondition. Many Palestinian homeowners, 
holders of Ottoman- era title deeds that exist in an “unsettled land regis-
try,” cannot formalize their title  because of the state’s aim to disenfranchise 
and dispossess Palestinians of their long- established presence in Jerusalem. 
The repeated attempts to evict Palestinian residents from East Jerusalem 
illustrate the importance of  actual, physical possession, accompanied by a 
colonial animus to control the city, over formal and more abstract concepts 
of owner ship. Ultimately, possession retains its status as a ruling concept 
with re spect to ideologies of owner ship that both maintain and exceed (the 
bound aries of ) property law itself.
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registration as a means of creating  
social and  legal facts

Possibly, some . . .  may concur with me in regarding it [En glish property law]  
as altogether too splendid and ingenious a work of art to suit  either our means  
or our requirements in  these colonies; that, like  those exquisite carvings in ivory 
which we see marshalled in order in some recess or cabinet of a lady’s boudoir,  
but never drawn out when the game of chess is  really to be played, the proper  
place for this “splendid code” is the cabinet of the antiquary, where  those who have 
leisure and a taste for that sort of  thing, may admire this “proof of the vast powers  
of the  human intellect, however vainly or preposterously employed” [quoting from 
Blackstone]. In playing out the game of life in this work- a- day part of the globe,  
we require something less costly, something less artificial, something which we  
may  handle with more freedom and rapidity.
— Robert Richard Torrens, Notes on a System of Conveyancing by Registration of Title

Robert Richard Torrens, who would become the third premier of South 
Australia  after campaigning largely on the basis of land reform, wrote con-
fidently about the unsuitability of En glish land law for the colonies. Rel-
egating the art (as opposed to the science) of En glish property law to a 
prior time that could find its proper place only in the vitrine of a bourgeois 
drawing room—or indeed, in Torrens’s masculinist vision of land and law, 
the unattainable reaches of a lady’s bedroom—he counterposes this image 
with that of the unencumbered and empty space of the settler colony where 
the everyday business of settlement demanded a more con ve nient mode of 
owner ship.

Torrens was the primary architect of the land registration system that 
came to be known as the Torrens system, in which the owner ship of prop-
erty is registered on a title document and archived in a state- run registry.23 
The state thus becomes a guarantor of the indefeasible title of the owner, 
along with  those who have lesser interests listed on the title document, by 
way of liens, easements, covenants, or mortgages. The land title document is 
intended to mirror owner ship as well as any other  legal interests that another 
person might have over that piece of real property, which is represented on 
the title document as a drawing indicating the bound aries of the property 
and a description of it in words. Of significance to the analy sis pursued  here 
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is that the system of title by registration renders prior owner ship interests 
irrelevant; that which is recorded on the document archived in the state 
registry becomes the proof of owner ship, not the historical memory, social 
use, kinship ties, or other relations that  were bound up with land use and 
owner ship for centuries prior to becoming more fully commodified.24 As I 
explore below, even En glish landowners had difficulty with a move  toward 
what they viewed as a fictitious form of owner ship. But the drive to render 
land as fungible as pos si ble, pursued in earnest since the enclosures began, 
could be secured only with a system of conveyancing that made property 
owner ship and its alienation as secure, predictable, and certain as pos si ble.

In 1925, the United Kingdom enacted the Land Registration Act 1925 (15 
Geo. V ch.21) and the Law of Property Act (15 Geo. V ch.20). This legislation 
imposed throughout  England and Wales a compulsory system of title by reg-
istration, bringing to a close a series of failed attempts by land law reformers 
to rationalize the laws of property conveyancing, pursued from as early as the 
sixteenth  century.25 It is impor tant to note that the system of title by registra-
tion implemented in 1925 was not introduced ex nihilo. A system of registration 
existed in Scotland as early as the seventeenth  century.26 However, the strug gle 
to impose a system of title by registration in  England and Wales was a long one, 
with key sites of re sis tance based in two quarters: one was the  legal profession, 
who stood to profit from the continuation of a baroque system of conveyanc-
ing that required their expertise.27 The other was an aristocracy who  were not 
inclined to make the alienation of their vast estates any easier. As Torrens noted:

The lands of  England are held by a comparatively small number of pro-
prietors, and are handed down in the same  family from  father to son for 
generations, so that transfers are rare, and when they do occur are for 
amounts so considerable that the costs of conveyancing,  great though 
they be, amounting on the average to two and a- half per cent on the 
purchase- money (as shown by the evidence taken by the late Parliamen-
tary Commission), does not constitute a very heavy percentage upon the 
value of the property transferred. The class immediately affected (the 
landed gentry of  England) are proverbially averse to changes in existing 
institutions; the genius of conservatism is opposed to any such radical 
reform as would lead to diminish obstructions which tend to preserve 
the hereditary acres in the old lines of descent.28
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The logic of registration begins to emerge, as noted above, with the shift 
to an increasingly commoditized vision of land. Local county registries 
and a fledgling one in London itself emerged in the 1860s, but it would 
take  until 1925 for the system to be imposed in a definitive and compulsory 
manner throughout  England and Wales.29 Thus, the  legal profession and 
other opponents of the system of registration  were not abruptly defeated, 
but land law reformers won the day gradually and, notably, as I argue  here, 
sometime  after the Torrens system had been introduced in vari ous British 
colonies.30

It is also clear, however, that the aristocracy and landed gentry  were 
using their vast estates to engage in speculative financial ventures. The far-
away plantations in the West Indies that served as the backdrop for much 
Georgian-  and Victorian- era lit er a ture, such as Austen’s Mansfield Park to 
name but one novel of many, and, indeed, for Bentham’s own speculations 
on the nature of owner ship in his Theory of Legislation,  were emblematic of 
the enormous amounts of capital invested in the slave trade, plantations, and 
land speculation throughout the empire. The rise of a system of financial 
speculation premised on credit (see discussion of Baucom, below) required 
the use of landed property as collateral. At the same time, the social- cultural 
significance of land that developed during the feudal era did not diminish 
with the long transition to an agrarian cap i tal ist economy. As Sugarman 
and Warrington note, “In the strange, half- timeless world of the traditional 
En glish landed estate, feudal concepts blissfully lingered long  after feudal 
relations had been eradicated.”31 In a compelling analy sis, the authors show 
how the equity of redemption, a core device in the law of mortgages, was 
utilized to protect the rights of landholders from the encroachments of capi-
tal, while at the same time “fostering the extension of commercial contracts 
sustained by credit.”32

Prior to a system of registration, the sale of land was based on contractual 
princi ples.33 The seller had to produce each and  every deed of conveyance 
( going back as far as pos si ble) to show the purchaser a good chain of title. 
Of course, one of the major defects with this system is that “not  every inter-
est in the land was created by or recorded in the deeds forming the chain of 
title”; the same held for interests created outside the frame of conveyancing 
(such as inheritance).34 In other words, even the most thorough searching 
of the title deeds did not always provide sufficient security for prospective 
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purchasers. In light of this, contracts for sale and purchase of land reflected 
an amalgam of title deeds and local knowledge of the land.

Given that the formal ideal of a good root of title was often unattainable, 
contract formation became a practical art, which referred only obliquely 
to the theory of conveyancing. In practice, conveyancing was an exercise in 
evaluating the plausibility of a paper title against practical senses of prop-
erty that had arisen from land use, and which lay in local memory or in the 
memory of an estate inventory.35

Pottage explores in depth how the system of conveyancing that preceded 
the introduction of registration relied upon “a local sense of place and prop-
erty.”36 Prior to the cartographic mapping of the country, which happened 
at diff er ent moments throughout the nineteenth  century, bound aries  were 
determined and identified by reference to natu ral or local landmarks, and 
what Pottage calls “a logic of localised practice.”37 This local knowledge 
was gradually codified with the emergence of mapping from the sixteenth 
 century onward, and Pottage illuminates both the emergent techniques of 
cadastral mapping and the significance of the transposition of owner ship 
signified by the memory of lived, social experience to owner ship signified 
by paper held in an administrative archive, the registry.38

The defects with the contractual system of conveyancing  were many, 
reiterated at length throughout the nineteenth  century as members of the 
British Parliament repeatedly attempted to introduce local registries of 
titles and, ultimately, a national system of title by registration. As noted 
above, the greatest defect with the system was considered by many to 
be the insecurity of title.39 As the commissioners stated, “In all civilized 
countries, the Title to Land depends in a  great mea sure on written docu-
ments.” They went on to detail all of the circumstances in which  every 
material document might not be produced, and even in cases not involv-
ing fraud, as noted above,  there might be interests that  were not conveyed 
in a deed.

The re sis tance among the aristocracy to a system of title by registration 
that would render land more easily fungible was thus consistent with the 
paradoxical nature of the uses of landed property during this period: its 
value as social- cultural capital remained undiminished, while it was si mul-
ta neously retooled to facilitate emergent financial forms of capital investment 
and speculation. Moreover, archaic forms of entitlement attached to status 
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property clearly did not dis appear with the transition from feudal property 
relations to an agrarian capitalism. The possession of aristocratic, noble, or 
royal lineage was an indicator of the value of one’s self and a prime deter-
minant of one’s life chances. The degree to which this type of inheritance 
has diminished in force in con temporary British society is an open ques-
tion. The identity- property nexus encapsulated in the concept of status is 
explored in length in chapter 4.

In making the case for the adoption of a system of title by registration in 
the colony of South Australia, Torrens wrote with  great conviction about 
the opportunity for property law reform presented by a place that was 
unencumbered by a landed En glish aristocracy and the remnants of a feu-
dal property regime. Setting sail for South Australia in 1840, Torrens was 
elected to the Parliament of South Australia in April 1857, largely  because 
he campaigned on a platform of conveyancing reform.40 He was to become 
the third premier of South Australia in that same year, and worked tirelessly 
to promote the  wholesale reform of the conveyancing system. Introduced 
as a private member’s bill in 1858, the Real Property Act eventually came 
into force at the beginning of July that year.

Prior to moving to South Australia, Robert Richard Torrens worked as 
a landing waiter in the Port of London. Once he had arrived in Australia, 
he was appointed as a customs officer in the Port of Adelaide. It was at the 
Customs Department that he gained experience of the shipping system, 
where funded property was bought and sold within a system of registra-
tion. Working with a system of property that was funded rather than 
landed, Torrens was to gain an acute appreciation of the similarities in 
forms of moveable and fixed property. The system of registration for land 
title that was introduced into South Australia was in part modeled on the 
system of registration of the Hanseatic states of Germany, and Torrens relied 
upon the expertise of his German collaborator Hübbe in no small mea sure.

His formative experiences with the system of registration employed by 
the shipping industry influenced Torrens’s vision of landed property as a 
commodity, abstracted from prior relations of owner ship and, to what ever 
degree pos si ble, from par tic u lar and individualized characteristics or traits. 
One of the many objections to a system of registration for land titles was 
that unlike funded property, landed property was subtended by the facts of 
occupation, possession, and individual characteristics that required special 
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attention in the selling and purchasing of land. It was in response to  these 
objections that Torrens elaborated on what he saw as the likenesses between 
funded property and landed property.41

The pro cess by which property comes to be seen in abstract terms, both 
generally and specifically, is typified by Torrens’s comments on the simili-
tude between fixed and moveable property. Torrens wrote that “this ob-
jection on the score of difference in essential attributes dis appears like a 
mirage upon investigating closely the nature of property in shipping.”42 He 
argued that a ship is even more indivisible than land and also bears the trait 
of individuality. He also argued that registration was even more suitable for 
immobile property as compared to that which is shipped, as the latter “may 
be removed beyond the ken and jurisdiction of the registering officer.”43 
Torrens refuted the notion that  there are material differences between land 
and funded property, and argued that land is essentially the same, for pur-
poses of conveyancing, as intangible and/or mobile forms of property. He 
quotes from J. S. Mill, who remarked, “to make land as easily transferrable 
as stock would be one of the greatest eco nom ical improvements which 
could be bestowed upon the country.”44

Registration was a necessity in the shipping trade  because in order to 
be transferred, ships had to be identified by a long description in the reg-
ister.45 The shipping registers kept by customs officers reflect a system 
of recording that emerged as a form of writing as early as the thirteenth 
 century. Entry books emerged as a form of rec ord keeping that stood 
somewhere between the official rolls and the literary treatises connected 
to them:

 Here, as in other branches of record- making, the Exchequer was the 
pioneer. In the two Black Books and in the Red Book of the Exchequer 
we have perhaps the earliest instances of this kind of compilation. In 
 later times the example of the Exchequer was extensively followed. . . .  
From the period of the Restoration the War Office possesses a series of 
entry books. Many corporate towns made similar collections; and the 
 great landowners, lay and ecclesiastical, possessed registers and cartu-
laries which  were used for their possessions in the same manner as the 
official publication  were used for the department of state to which they 
referred.46
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The register as a form of rec ord keeping emerges as one means of creating 
social and  legal facts. Registers recorded surrenders of land to the Crown, 
along with copies of statutes, state papers, and other public documents that 
related to the activities and jurisdiction of the Exchequer. By the eigh teenth 
 century, registers recorded all manner of transactions that related to vari ous 
state departments. Significantly for my purposes, it is in ter est ing to note 
the primary place of registers in colonial governance. In registers produced 
by colonial administrators and customs officers, every thing from each 
bushel of wheat that was produced in the British North American colo-
nies and imported into Britain, to the number of tons of cotton exported 
from India, to parcels of land carved up for sale in the colony of Australia, 
 were recorded in registers and thus became a crucial instrument in creating 
colonial taxonomies of productivity, income, and expenditure. The laws of 
customs, as they related to shipping, navigation, and revenue, are digested 
in successive tomes that detail in the form of a register the revenue collected 
from the importation of each and  every item that was arriving by ship from 
the colonies and elsewhere.47

The registers for shipping, with which Torrens would have been well ac-
quainted, first arose in order to make the national provenance of ships easily 
identifiable and legally verifiable.48 As Thring points out, “Ships, by interna-
tional law, are for the most purposes considered as a portion of the territory 
of the nation to which they belong,” and thus the  legal identity of the ship’s 
paternity was essential to secure commerce and to determine “without dif-
ficulty which ships are subject to our municipal laws and regulations.”49 The 
system of registration for British ships became a precondition for enjoying 
the privileges afforded British seamen. Moreover, it also provided a means of 
making the title and transfer of ships much more efficient in an increasingly 
globalized system of trade.

Thring, writing a memorandum that was published in 1854, addressed 
the similarities between the two types of registry, that of shipping and  those 
proposed for real property: “It is the more impor tant to look at the law 
determining the rights to ships in this general point of view [the rights of 
 owners as established by En glish law], as the registration of real property, 
now so much discussed, rests on precisely the same princi ples, and the same 
rules might, with certain modification of details, accommodate the migra-
tory character of shipping and the fixity of land, be applied to both species 
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of property.”50 The logic under lying this argument that property,  whether 
fixed or mobile, landed or seaborne, could be governed by the same type of 
system of registration rests on the assumption that despite their differences, 
the realization and use of their value as commodities required a system that 
would allow for maximum amounts of security in trade and exchange. From 
the late sixteenth  century, a variety of diff er ent mercantile and commercial 
devices such as double- entry bookkeeping, trade agreements, commercial 
sales contracts, and precise rec ords of price and value  were generalized across 
fields in order to produce a “general logic of contractual exchange.”51 Para-
phrasing Alain Pottage, registration was a key device utilized to codify and 
rationalize the fictive and abstract quality of property.52 This is evidenced by 
the use of registration across a range of fields during the nineteenth  century, 
including life insurance and patent law.53

Pottage has persuasively shown how the system of title by registration, 
inaugurated with the 1925 Law of Property Act in the United Kingdom 
and, subsequent to that, the 1930 Land Registration Rules relating to convey-
ancing, embodied a “logic of registration” that replaced the property logic of 
contract and conveyance. Registration “superimposed” a new sequence onto 
practices of conveyancing, which essentially reordered primary ele ments of 
the old scheme “according to a new grammar of property.”54 This new gram-
mar of property gave expression to an increasingly abstract concept of owner-
ship. Property owner ship came to be defined by  these abstract qualities and 
required diff er ent  legal forms and techniques, such as title by registration, 
to structure and realize newly configured relations of exchange and modes 
of alienation. Pottage has traced the rules and practices of conveyancing, 
and the cartographic techniques that  were essential to the transformation 
in landholding that title by registration inaugurated. Significantly, he illu-
minates how the coexistence of two diff er ent forms of registration (in rela-
tion to mortgages, for instance) during a long transitional phase from one 
paradigm of owner ship to another exposed property  owners’ distrust of this 
new logic of registration, which, in their eyes, created a form of owner ship 
of real property that lacked real ity. A registered owner of a mortgage charge 
was understood to be a “person with power” but bereft of a  legal estate in the 
property.  Actual possession of the title deeds by the mortgagee, deeds that 
signified owner ship, was being displaced by a bureaucratic and abstract repre-
sen ta tion of owner ship interests in an administrative archive. The coexistence 
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of a system in which the mortgagee took the registered charge and also held 
the mortgage off register was “[c]onsistent with the idea that registration in-
volved the construction of fictitious owner ship.”55

As explored above, the anxiety created by a space  imagined to be empty 
and unpopulated by law was thus quieted through the use of land as fi-
nancial collateral. Once propertized in this way however, land owner ship 
still augured fear in relation to the insecurity of title. Torrens, in introduc-
ing the Real Property Bill in the South Australia legislature, was somewhat 
dramatic about the evils of insecurity accompanying conveyancing.  After 
citing the pecuniary loss involved in procuring a good title, he said, “But 
the pecuniary loss is not the worst feature. The harassing, spirit- wearing 
perplexity in which the land- owner is too frequently involved is yet more 
distressing. . . .  How many purchasers for bona fide consideration, having 
parted with their money, pass their days in anxiety and bitterness, dreading 
lawsuits, eviction and ruin.”56 The prob lems of conveyancing reiterated in 
the colonial context, which do not at any point acknowledge the presence 
of aboriginal communities on the land (which at a minimum may have at 
least constituted a prob lem for the security of title) reflect a degree of non-
recognition that is truly revealing of the meaning of terra nullius.

The imposition of the Torrens system of registration was explic itly in-
tended, like all registries, to provide greater security to title holders.57 In 
order to identify the parcel of land represented on the title document with 
sufficient precision, surveying and cadastral techniques of mapping became 
indispensable. However, as many  others have noted, the surveying and map-
ping of territory, “when allied with state power, enable much of the real ity 
they depict to be remade.”58

A  great deal of scholarly work has been done on mapping, examining its 
emergence as a technique of appropriation and a mode of knowledge pro-
duction. The cadastral map was, for James Scott, “the crowning artifact” of 
the pro cess of simplification of land tenure that modern property law has 
had as its objective.59 This simplified repre sen ta tion was a means of creating 
a very narrow and partial vision of land as fungible, taxable property. As 
discussed in chapter 1, Nicholas Blomley has written cogently of the role 
that the cadastral survey and map making played in the reconceptualization 
of land (and their attenuating rights) as commodity property during the 
enclosure movement and during colonial settlement.60 Maps based on the 
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cadastral survey “help make pos si ble the very idea of ‘space’ as an abstract 
category” and, as Blomley continues, “If space can be  imagined as abstract, 
perhaps, it begins to be pos si ble to treat it as the reified and alienable ‘object’ 
of property.”61

The surveying and mapping of land rearticulated it in entirely diff er ent 
terms (temporally, spatially, and materially) from what existed prior to the 
mapping exercise. In the specific context of land titling, Pottage argues that 
the move to registration effectively reduces land to paper, and surveying 
and mapmaking are the means through which this reduction happens. 
“Registration extracted land from the network of relations and under-
standings which formed the ‘local knowledge’ of diff er ent communities, 
relocated it on an abstract geometric map, and deciphered it according to a 
highly conventionalised topographic code.”62

The surveying and mapping of territory was certainly an integral dimen-
sion of implementing a system of title by registration and, more significantly, 
effacing preexisting ways of knowing and using the land.63 Surveying and 
mapping of territory had par tic u lar force in relation to agricultural laborers 
in the En glish context, and indigenous communities in the settler colonial 
context whose relationships to land  were to be dramatically suppressed, lit-
erally buried  under the vision of colonial surveyors.64 In South Australia, 
however, Torrens argued that mapping was not a necessary precursor to the 
registration of title,  because in new colonies the size and bound aries of new 
estates  were constantly changing and being created. Quoting from the Real 
Property Commissioners’ reports, he noted that “[o]ne of the witnesses has 
observed in his evidence that ‘A map is a good servant but a bad master; very 
useful as an auxiliary, but very mischievous if made indispensable.’ ”65 The 
necessity of procuring maps as a prerequisite for a system of registration was 
thus a contested issue in South Australia. “The grant or certificate of lands 
contained a diagram of the land, drawn accurately and to scale, and a verbal 
description of the parcels and of the parties entitled.”66 And as I have out-
lined above, surveying and mapping was not carried out on a large scale prior 
to a vast number of sales of parcels of land being sold prior to settlement.

In fact, the mode of settlement of the colony of South Australia illumi-
nates both the financial dimension of colonization and the centrality of the 
operation of terra nullius to colonial settlement, two  factors that  were, I 
argue, quite intimately related to one another. The land, infamously claimed 
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by the Crown on the basis that it was uninhabited, was sold to settlers be-
fore their arrival. The colonization commissioners for South Australia note 
that by 1839 (three years  after the first settlers had landed on the coast of 
St. Vincent’s Gulf ), 250,320 acres of public land had been sold for the sum of 
229,756 pounds. The customs and license duties added a further yield in rev-
enue of 20,000 pounds per year.67 The enabling legislation that established 
the Colonization Commission provided that the surveying of the land was 
to be funded by a combination of the advanced purchase of public lands in 
South Australia (35,000 pounds) and a further 20,000 pounds raised “on 
the security of its  future revenues and un- appropriated lands.”68

Thus the survey of land was funded not by the British colonial government 
but by private individuals and the South Australian Com pany, who bought 
“unexplored land” that was intended for settlement.  After much exertion by 
the commissioners, 437 preliminary land  orders for 135 acres each (composed 
of 134 acres of rural land and one acre of town land)  were sold at the fixed 
price of twelve shillings per acre.69 Moreover, the legislation required the 
commissioners to raise a guarantee fund “by raising a loan upon the security 
of the probable revenues of a proposed settlement, the site of which was yet 
unknown.”70 They  were authorized to raise a loan for up to 200,000 pounds 
at an interest rate not exceeding 10  percent per annum. The money borrowed 
was to be a charge upon the revenue or the monies received from duties and 
taxes levied in the colony with the unsold lands as collateral.71 A portion of 
this loan would be invested in government securities, to protect the metro-
pole from any liabilities that might result in the course of colonization.

Colonial settlement was thus privatized from the very beginning, with 
the techniques of finance capitalism, such as speculative investment on 
 futures, funding the colonial venture. What is also very clear from the en-
abling legislation is that the land was viewed, even prior to settlement, as 
a fungible commodity to be used both to finance settlement through its 
sale and speculatively, as collateral for securities. This mode of colonization 
reflected a concept of property imbued with the characteristics of the com-
modity form, abstracted from any preexisting social relations or use, even 
before the arrival of the settlers. It also reflects the spatialization of capital; 
South Australia was produced as a space of colonial settlement through the 
use of land for financial speculation.72
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For Torrens, the colony of Australia was a space unencumbered by the 
social relations of aristocracy, by history, by a past. The colony of Australia 
as a terra nullius provides a space for a radical break with the po liti cal and 
 legal inheritance of  England. “ Here feudal tenures— the source of all the 
complication— never had existence.”73 Contrary to the assertion made by 
Elizabeth Povinelli that the En glish carried the “prior” with them in the 
very substance of En glish property law, it is clear that the primary objective 
in the reforms sought by Torrens and his supporters was to begin anew, and 
the doctrine of terra nullius provided the means and justification for creat-
ing this new system of owner ship in the colony.74

Aboriginal communities in Australia  were not consigned to a time of the 
prior; and, significantly, nor  were En glish property  owners. The specific con-
cept of owner ship that was imposed had as its primary objective to displace 
the concept of the prior, and prior owner ship, from the juridical sphere. 
Perhaps the most radical aspect of a system of title by registration is that it 
renders all prior owner ship claims irrelevant. Title by registration precludes 
any consideration of what was  there before. This is more akin to a logic of 
elimination, radically negating what was  there before, based on the doctrine 
of terra nullius. Coupled with this erasure of indigenous interests was the 
desire to shed the weight of En glish land conveyancing and the aristocratic 
stranglehold over forms of land owner ship, in order to implement a new sys-
tem of registration of title. The retrospective recognition of aboriginal com-
munities’ prior presence on the land comes much  later; but to assert that 
a governance of the prior arrives in Australia with the colonists is to mis-
characterize the nature of property owner ship that was imposed in South 
Australia in the form of the Torrens system.

Torrens, like Bentham, rejected Blackstone’s rather more romanticized vi-
sion of En glish property law, as evidenced by the quotation that opens this 
section. Blackstone’s concern with how colonists  ought to deal with the ex-
istence of prior  legal relations among indigenous communities at the point 
of colonial encounter reflects his overarching preoccupation with how to 
theorize the transition from natu ral law conceptualizations of owner ship to 
a more rational scientific basis, which he attempted to construct in the Com-
mentaries. In other words, the existence of prior  legal relations in the state 
of nature pres ents a logical prob lem for Blackstone’s objective of creating 
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a rational science of law, more than an ideological concern with modes of 
governance or the legitimacy of colonial sovereignty.

The bifurcation of issues relating to aboriginal  peoples from consider-
ations of property law in several diff er ent archival sources (Reports of the 
Colonization Commissioners, legislative debates of the South Australian 
Parliament, and colonial correspondence) make it clear that the land was 
viewed as a commodity entirely divorced from the  people living on it. Ab-
original  peoples  were an inferior race, racialized as black, to be displaced 
and corralled into reservations, educated, civilized, and protected by the 
Crown. It is often argued that  because the land was viewed as terra nullius, 
the colonists  were able to impose a system of private property owner ship 
in Australia. However, it seems that this misses the significance of how the 
land was viewed and the prevailing concept of property held by the colo-
nists even prior to settlement. The discourse of savagery makes aboriginal 
rights to their land a nonquestion, and the doctrine of terra nullius facili-
tates the materialization of this vision of the land as  free and fungible.

Armed with a battery of new concepts grounded in the po liti cal philoso-
phy of the Utilitarians, an En glish government desirous of colonization, and 
deep- rooted re sis tance to a transformation in the existing modes of land 
owner ship and conveyancing in  England, the colonists  were able to push 
forward radical reforms in land law. The ultimate vio lence of abstraction that 
lay at the basis of the proposed rationales for the imposition of the Torrens 
system was that land was deemed to be vacant, a tabula rasa. The relation-
ship between a colonial ontology (based on a racial taxonomy) and property 
owner ship was thus central to this pro cess of transformation. Abstraction as 
a central modality of propertization was based not just on changing justifica-
tions and conceptualizations of owner ship, as I have explored above, but on 
an abstract fiction that posed a continual threat to civilization and security: 
the figure of the Savage.

logics of abstraction and the  legal form of property

The transition to more abstract concepts of owner ship that character-
ized the commodification of land required new  legal forms to express, 
in the form of a general equivalence, a singular property value. As many 
 others have observed, title by registration was a  legal device that reflected 
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and facilitated more abstract conceptualizations of property.75 This logic 
of abstraction effectively transformed the idea of property (in land) as a 
socially embedded set of relations premised on use, po liti cal hierarchies, 
and exchange, to a commodity vision of land that rendered it fungible in 
the same way as any other commodity.76 This is qualitatively diff er ent from 
the ideology of improvement explored in chapter 1, where Petty’s notion of 
a general equivalence between the value of land and  labor was still  shaped 
by the belief in the specific significance of cultivation (and productive 
agricultural  labor) as the source of national wealth. However, the method 
for quantifying value devised by Petty, the general emphasis on mea sur ing 
the value of populations, and his concept of the racial inferiority of the Irish 
remain as traces in the growing predominance of racial science in the nine-
teenth  century. The commodity logic of abstraction reflected in a system 
of title by registration emerged in conjunction with a racial science that 
reified taxonomies of  human value.

The logic of abstraction, in a basic, Marxian sense, reflects the separation 
of the material and ideal from one another. As Derek Sayer argues in The 
Vio lence of Abstraction, Marx’s radical challenge to the presuppositions of 
Hegel’s dialectic of consciousness was to reject the validity of separating the 
material conditions in which consciousness is formed from its ideal con-
cept.77 When the material (world) and the ideal are separated, it comes “at 
the cost of the ‘abstraction’ or reification of both.”78 Laws, to take another 
example, cannot be separated from the material conditions in which they 
are produced, and the social relations that par tic u lar modes of production 
sustain. To posit property as a general category is thus to render historically 
bound social relations in the form of an abstract category: “In each his-
torical epoch, property has developed differently and  under a set of entirely 
diff er ent social relations. Thus to define bourgeois property is nothing  else 
than to give an exposition of all the social relations of bourgeois produc-
tion. To try and give a definition of property as an in de pen dent relation, a 
category apart, an abstract and eternal idea, can be nothing but an illusion 
of metaphysics or jurisprudence.”79

Of course, property laws effectively materialize just such a jurisprudential 
illusion, much like the commodity form itself. However, the vio lence of 
abstraction does not simply lie in the creation of a false distinction between 
the material world and ideal notions of property, and the reification of 
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concepts that are divorced from the social and po liti cal realities from which 
they emerge. Marx’s notion of “real abstraction” reflects a passage, as To-
scano writes, “from [a] fundamentally intellectualist notion of abstraction . . .  
to a vision of abstraction that, rather than depicting it as a structure of 
illusion, recognizes it as a social, historical, and trans- individual phenom-
enon.”80 The  legal device of title by registration reflects the culmination of 
a long transformation to a commodity form of property (and law) that was 
forged in both  England and its colonies, and significantly in relation to the 
latter, embedded in social relations of race and racial domination.

Property law, as noted in the introduction, was central to the appropria-
tive objectives of colonialism. A theory of  legal form, offered by Soviet 
Marxist  legal theorist Pashukanis, is useful (to some extent) for under-
standing the  legal changes that accompanied the commoditization of land 
from the seventeenth  century onward. Pashukanis’s theory of law as a form 
is derived from the  actual, real operation of law and  legal relations, chal-
lenging the empty formalism of neo- Kantians such as Kelsen.81 Pashukanis 
analyzed the central role that law plays in structuring and facilitating rela-
tions of exchange and the regulation of  labor, resulting in a theory of law as 
a form rather than as a system of norms and rules or, conversely, as ideology.

A  legal form analy sis helps to orient our attention  toward the mecha-
nisms, in this case, title by registration, that  were developed in order to trans-
form land into private property in its modern, commodity form. Modern 
landed property becomes the “basis of the  legal form only when it becomes 
something which can be freely disposed of in the market.”82 Property, in the 
hands of  legal subjects defined through their self- ownership, provides the 
fertile soil for a world to be made through the logics of owner ship, alien-
ability, and exchange. The Marxist critique of the cunning of abstraction 
reveals how the commodity form congeals multiple forms of use value, the 
vari ous types of  labor involved in producing, cultivating, and tending to 
the land (or scientific invention, or coats, or hats for that  matter), into a 
“material shell of the abstract property of value.”83 In masking  these diff er-
ent forms of  labor and use, the commodity logic of abstraction obliterates 
preexisting relations to the land, and preexisting conceptualizations of land 
as something other than a commodity. The  legal form renders invisible (and 
severely constrains) the ways in which  people live, act, (re)produce the con-
ditions of their existence, and relate to one another in ways not confined 
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to commodity relations of owner ship and exchange.84 Echoing the words 
of Marx, Pashukanis notes that the general “concept of property loses any 
living meaning and renounces its own prejuridical history.”85 The  legal form 
of property imposes its homogenous time on the title document held in the 
registry, or the patent registered in the Patent Office, and condenses multi-
plicity into a singular figure of the own er.

Of central significance to the theory of  legal form elucidated by Pashu-
kanis is the relationship between the subject of law and property. While 
anything that approaches a satisfying or fully fleshed out theorization of 
property in Marx’s Capital eludes us, Pashukanis’s focus on the close rela-
tionship between the  legal subject and the commodity form places prop-
erty at its center. The transition from feudal to cap i tal ist social relations 
brought into being an abstract  legal subject who was defined by his capac-
ity for self- ownership.86 Whereas possession in the broadest sense, includ-
ing relations of subservience and dominance, was “inextricably bound up” 
with property, perhaps especially prior to the emergence of modern forms 
of property, the  legal subject of cap i tal ist relations of exchange and owner-
ship assumes the illusory mantle of equality in its status as an abstract  legal 
subject.87

So far, this rendition of Pashukanis may seem familiar to anyone with 
a passing acquaintance with the commodity- form theory of law, one that 
has been subject to sustained critique by successive generations of po liti cal 
theorists and  legal scholars. Paul Hirst, for instance, criticizes Pashukanis 
for reducing the figure of the  legal subject to that of the “archetypical 
cap i tal ist . . .  who engages in economic calculation” or alternately the in-
de pen dent laborer, united with all other individuals through exchange.88 
Hirst also points to the limits of conceiving of property law solely in its strictly 
cap i tal ist forms, thus ignoring what  were once emergent and new forms of 
economic organ ization in capitalism, such as the joint stock com pany. This, 
in his view, radically and unjustifiably limits the purview of a Marxist theo-
rization of property and, consequently, capitalism itself. He also criticized 
Pashukanis for devising a concept of law that, in his view, “mirrors that of 
the idealist  legal philosophies he opposes. In defining law as form he seeks 
a common defining essence of the  legal sphere.” The prob lem with what he 
sees as a mistaken form of idealism is ultimately that this concept of the 
 legal form “is naively apo liti cal: law becomes an ‘expression,’ a recognition 
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of what is, rather than an arena of strug gle, a form with potential po liti cal 
and economic effects.”89

Hirst’s criticisms of Pashukanis’s theory of the  legal form are helpful in-
sofar as he points to the limits of what was understood as germane to a 
critique of property relations, that is, the limits of a Marxist purview that ex-
cluded juridical and economic forms of owner ship that did not fall within 
the triumvirate relation of “property, possession and calculation.”90 Simi-
larly, the figure of the  legal subject in the work of Pashukanis presumes a 
near- Lockean subject who is defined by his capacity to alienate his  labor 
and constituted through his capacity to know and reason. While a more 
thorough deconstruction of the self- possessive individual is undertaken in 
chapter 4, it is clear that the imposition of private property relations in 
the colony of South Australia (as elsewhere) presumed not only the exis-
tence of the abstract individual proprietor but an abstract figure of the 
Native whose lands  were open for appropriation.

While we approach Pashukanis’s theory of the  legal form with a rec-
ognition of its limitations, the attempt to denaturalize and to reveal the 
masking of economic and social relations that occurs in the consolidation 
and articulation of the  legal form of property is crucial to the argument 
presented  here, which emphasizes the importance of the colony in the de-
velopment of the  legal techniques that facilitated this transition to mod-
ern landed forms of property. From Ireland in the seventeenth  century to 
South Australia in the nineteenth or Mandate Palestine in the twentieth 
 century, the abstractions of property as a  legal form are best understood by 
grasping the social and historical pro cesses through which they are brought 
into being, a point that Marx makes in the first pages of the Grundrisse. 
The  legal form of property works to naturalize modern private property 
relations, rendering illegible all preexisting relations of use and owner ship; 
this is more easily realized in places where the inhabitants are deemed by 
the force of law to be something less than civilized (defined, of course, in 
spectacularly circular reasoning, by the absence of private property). The 
treatment of the landless during the long period of enclosure in Britain, 
premised on a similar logic, if not habit of mind, as the racialization (and 
criminalization) of indigenous  peoples in the colonies, may certainly be 
viewed as having established the ideological grounding for what followed 
elsewhere.
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Beyond the Marxist critique of abstraction, the practices of abstraction 
find their philosophical ground in the work of Locke, Bentham, J. S. Mill, 
and  others, who had reconceived of land owner ship as based not on heredi-
tary titles and inheritance (birthright), but on  labor, expectation, and secu-
rity. In the work of Bentham, we see an abstract notion of owner ship not 
based on physical possession or occupation. Primary to the property relation 
is law, which secures the property relation, or guards and protects the expecta-
tion.91 Title by registration can be seen, then, as an ideal form for articulating 
and representing this abstract notion of owner ship.

In addition to emphasizing the essence of owner ship as being, for Ben-
tham, rooted in expectation, it is equally impor tant to understand the 
centrality of security to this notion of owner ship. Law’s raison d’être, for 
Bentham, is security. The expectation of being able to use and exploit one’s 
property hinges on this ability to be  free from the imposition of  others’ in-
terests, be it the state authorities or arbitrary powers. Further, the law must 
protect the owner from the needs of  others and work to diminish the fear 
of loss by any other means. The fear of losing one’s property arguably func-
tions as an expression of a fear of losing civilization altogether. Savagery, 
defined by the lack of re spect for property law, is that which property law 
must guard itself against.92 In another instance of tautological reasoning, 
the “beneficent genius” that civilizes savagery is security.93

The figure of the Savage runs throughout Bentham’s theorization of 
property. He extols the acts of William Penn, who, landing upon “the savage 
coasts,” established a colony with other “men of peace,” avoiding bloodshed.94 
North Amer i ca is a place of savage nature prior to its colonization and cul-
tivation, the rulers of the Ottoman Empire a bunch of “barbarous conquer-
ors,” and governments of the east inflicted with “oriental despotism.”95 The 
language of primitivism conflates with a racial discourse of savagery and 
tribal life, both defined by the absence of property.96

racial abstractions

As I have argued, the commoditization of land required a system of owner-
ship that would facilitate exchange without the bothersome encumbrances 
of the past and of preexisting relationships to the land, and with the maxi-
mum pos si ble amount of security for  owners. The settler colony of South 
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Australia afforded En glish settlers a place where they could experiment 
with a system of registration that had been resisted in  England and would 
not be fully implemented at home for another sixty years.

The concept of terra nullius, or vacant land, was based on a racist dis-
course of the civilized and noncivilized, with civilization being signified by 
private property owner ship, the cultivation of land, modes of governance, 
and social organ ization.97 Ironically, while the racist under pinnings of the 
doctrine of terra nullius have been repeatedly disavowed by con temporary 
courts in the context of aboriginal rights litigation, aboriginal title is per sis-
tently defined in relation to the same Anglo- European norms and concepts 
of property owner ship that  were the basis of indigenous dispossession. 
However, dispossession was not, as I have been arguing thus far, simply a 
 matter of racist notions of civilized and barbaric  peoples. Dispossession 
was both a prerequisite and a consequence of the coproduction of racial 
value and property owner ship, rendered pos si ble by a logic of abstraction 
that was central to emergent cap i tal ist forms of property and the racial sub-
jugation of indigenous  peoples and their lands and resources.

The emergence of a cap i tal ist economy that was based on the exploitation 
of colonies required new forms of knowledge. Baucom has referred to the 
novel forms of knowledge that accompanied the economy of exchange and 
trade in slaves as a new episteme. The eigh teenth and nineteenth centuries 
mark a moment when  human life and property are imbricated in relations 
of exchange to the extent that one stands in for the other. This is a moment 
when the meaning of the word “stock” is rendered ambiguous, referring 
to cargo that is inanimate, slaves that become property like any other, and 
animal livestock. It is a time when the term “specie” refers to both money 
and slaves, a species of property that is utilized as a stand-in for currency.98 
While the histories of the transatlantic slave trade are clearly germane to 
the formation of property and racialized indigenous subjects in the United 
States, they are somewhat less directly of import to the colonial settler con-
texts of Australia and Canada.

Nonetheless, the fact of blackness certainly was a live and material con-
cern in the Australian context. Indigenous communities, referred to as 
blackfellas from the time of colonial settlement onward,  were marked and 
identified as a vanishing race. Certainly this racial identification was re-
lated to a myriad of radical differences between them and the colonists, 
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and blackness no doubt was among them. While aboriginal bodies  were 
not commoditized in the same way as  those of African slaves, I argue that 
the logic of abstraction was a formative influence on the racialization of 
aboriginal populations; racial difference was quantified and mea sured as a 
property that could be bred out. The pseudoscience of blood quantum fig-
ured significantly in colonial policies on aboriginal  peoples in Australia.99

By the mid- nineteenth  century, racial science emerged in both Eu rope 
and the United States, and it would exert a lasting influence on racial for-
mations for the next hundred years.100 Racial science marked a departure 
from earlier conceptualizations of racial difference, based on vis i ble dif-
ferences and similarities to a concept of race based on putatively scientific 
methods of mea sure ment and quantification. At the same time, however, 
it is also apparent that like property logics themselves, modern concepts of 
race and racial difference did not develop in a linear fashion. For instance, 
early modern anatomists sought explanations for black racial difference 
through the analy sis of tissues, organs, and blood extracted from black bod-
ies in the first part of the eigh teenth  century, long before the emergence of a 
fully biologized concept of race.101 The emphasis on blood as being the car-
rier and determinant of racial difference in the eigh teenth  century persists 
alongside the development of both craniometry and phrenology.

With re spect to Australia specifically, Anderson and Perrin argue that 
the shift to scientific racism in the nineteenth  century (and the attendant 
assertion that indigenous  people  were biologically and innately inferior to 
whites) provided a resolution to the failed attempts to civilize indigenous 
 peoples through the imposition of practices of cultivation and settlement. 
Modern racial science, then, despite its putative epistemic differences 
from theological and natu ral history accounts of racial difference, added 
evidence to a consistent narrative of racial inferiority. As discussed in the 
introduction, the production of racial subjects, like foundational rationales 
for owner ship in modern property, does not adhere to a coherent, linear 
narrative of development that sees a clear departure from one epistemic 
framework to another, but rather uses diff er ent concepts of race recombi-
nantly to buttress theories of racial inferiority.

The modern discourse of race that emerged during the seventeenth 
 century in po liti cal and philosophical discourses laid some of the ground-
work for the anthropological history of humanity that followed.102 The 
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modern discourse of racial science was to a  great extent influenced by the 
inauguration of the science of natu ral history and, subsequent to that, the 
shift to the modern science of biology.103 The development of mea sure ment 
and quantification as the primary techniques utilized to taxonomize and 
classify life forms was globalized, in the making of what Mary Louise Pratt 
has termed a “planetary consciousness.”104 Abstraction as a modality of 
thinking and as central to modern scientific method underlay the reifica-
tion of ethereal concepts such as intelligence for the purposes of mea sure-
ment and taxonomization.105 In the words of Nancy Stepan:

The goal of science was to extract regularities from variation in nature 
and to discover the laws  behind variation. The model for the  human sci-
ences was Newtonian science, or perhaps the geological sciences, which 
had under gone their own “revolution” between 1770 and 1840. Trav-
ellers who visited Africa or the New World in the eigh teenth  century 
knew at first hand the range of variation in the colour, physical structure, 
languages and customs of the vari ous  people they encountered. The ten-
dency in science was, however, to abstract general notions from the mass 
of information, ideas and suggestions about  human groups collected by 
explorers—to transform travel lit er a ture into scientific text.106

Whereas racial difference was in the period prior to the eigh teenth 
 century defined primarily in relation to vis i ble physical traits and differences 
(evident in Petty’s observations of the Irish, as discussed in chapter 1), this 
framework shifts from the eigh teenth  century onward with the develop-
ment of a racial discourse that is based in both anatomy and biology. Race 
(and the racial superiority of white Eu ro pe ans) came to be grounded in 
something other than theological precepts of the God- given sovereignty of 
the Christian races over  others; rather, the mea sure ment of skull size and, 
subsequently, the segregation and displacement of  peoples based on the 
mea sure ment of the quantum of black or aboriginal blood that bodies car-
ried as a result of their biological and ancestral inheritance served to justify 
dispossession in settler colonial contexts.107

Linnaeus and Cuvier in the eigh teenth  century questioned the basis for 
classification that had preceded the classical age, namely, resemblance, simi-
larity, and difference.108 Linnaeus first classified  human beings according 
to a racial taxonomy divided into four categories, determined by geogra-
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phy: Americanus, Europaeus, Asiaticus, and Africanus.109 Gould notes that 
Linnaeus “mixed character with anatomy”; African men  were described as 
“indolent” while Homo sapiens europaeus was “ruled by customs.”110 None 
of the foremost naturalists of the eigh teenth and nineteenth centuries “held 
black  people in high esteem,” as Gould puts it, in a rather understated fash-
ion.111 Cuvier, as he notes, referred to native Africans as “the most degraded 
of  human races, whose form approaches that of the beast and whose intel-
ligence is nowhere  great enough to arrive at regular government.”112

However, the obscene degrees of racism evident in the attributes ascribed 
to the vari ous taxonomic categorizations of Africans and Asians is in some 
ways beside the point I emphasize  here; it’s the logic of the taxonomy and 
the drive to categorize and to mea sure that render racial thinking part of 
an articulation with modern property logics. We cannot, in other words, 
understand the emergence of modern concepts of race without under-
standing their imbrication with modern ideologies of owner ship and prop-
erty logics, as is the case vice versa. Pratt argues that Linnaeus’s proj ect of 
classification extended to the colonial world in a way that relied upon the 
same navigational mapping utilized to “search for commercially exploitable 
resources, markets, and lands to colonize.”113 It shored up and produced 
a “world historical subject” who was “Eu ro pean, male . . .  and lettered.”114 
The logic of abstraction serves the interests of commerce and colonization, 
with a natu ral history of humanity that charts racial difference in a tax-
onomy that standardizes notions of white Eu ro pean superiority.

The naturalists of the eigh teenth  century eventually gave way to evo-
lutionary theory, which was accompanied by what Gould describes as 
a trend that reached all corners of the  human sciences, a near- religious 
faith in the idea that “rigorous mea sure ment could guarantee irrefutable 
precision.”115

Evolution and quantification formed an unholy alliance; in a sense, their 
 union forged the first power ful theory of “scientific” racism. By the end of 
Darwin’s  century, standardized procedures and a developing body of statisti-
cal knowledge had generated a deluge of more trustworthy numerical data.116

While the mea sure ment of the  human body becomes a key site in the 
production of scientific racism, the role of mea sure ment in assessing  human 
value emerged much earlier, as we observed in the work of William Petty. 
Petty, as noted above, was heavi ly influenced by the work of Francis Bacon, 
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who in the sixteenth  century transformed prevailing ideas of nature, set-
ting the scene for changes in predominant understandings of how “newly 
discovered  people” inherited their observable physical and  mental traits.117

If the emergence of racial science in the nineteenth  century was reli-
ant upon larger scientific developments in philosophies of life itself, one 
might well speculate about the ways in which prevailing notions of race 
as biologically grounded come to bear on forms of knowledge central to 
cap i tal ist relations of exchange. This is precisely the point that O’Malley 
makes when he argues that racial knowledge was used to fix value in rela-
tion to currencies, which, during the late eigh teenth and early nineteenth 
centuries, lacked any fixity of value. Abstracted from the  actual lives of non- 
European  peoples, blackness and indigeneity came to signify a lesser value 
not only in relation to white Eu ro pean settlers but with re spect to relations 
of owner ship.

In Australia specifically, racial science emerged in the nineteenth  century, 
and the mea sure ment of aboriginal skulls marked them as a “distinct and 
degraded type.”118 Warwick Anderson remarks that Adelaide, South Austra-
lia, would become the center for the scientific study of indigenous  people in 
Australia for much of the twentieth  century.119 Prevalent uses of racial sci-
ence in the nineteenth  century  were combined with well- entrenched ideas 
about racial status and biological difference being determined by climactic 
and environmental  factors. This was the case as much for the construction 
of whiteness and white identity as it was for race science studies of indig-
enous  people. The monogenist and polygenist theories of the  human spe-
cies, in contestation throughout the nineteenth  century, took on a par tic u-
lar valence for white scientists in Australia, where the tropical climate and 
physical environment  were at the center of scientific study of the capacity 
of white immigrants to adapt to their new surroundings. In other words, 
even if indigenous  people  were part of a single  human species, climatic and 
environmental  factors  were far from irrelevant in accounting for racial dif-
ference. With the advent of Darwinian evolutionary theories, indigenous 
 people  were cast as remnants of an earlier historical period. By the 1890s, 
leading biologists “regarded Aboriginal Australians as predominantly a form 
of archaic Caucasian.”120

In the settler colony of South Australia, racial science produced a scene 
of violent dispossession and displacement.121 The taxonomy of racial classi-
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fication that accompanied the imposition of the systems of land owner ship 
across vari ous types of colonies becomes clear by contrasting the way in 
which aboriginal communities and Indians  were viewed by the Australian 
colonists, evidenced by a short but lively debate that took place in the South 
Australian Legislative Council on Wednesday, January 27, 1858. Moved by 
the Honourable Mr. Morphett was a motion to pres ent to Her Majesty the 
“sympathy and feelings of this Council in reference to the insurrection in 
India.” They  were referring to, of course, the Indian Mutiny of 1857, which 
is often understood as symbolizing the beginnings of the nationalist, anti-
colonial movement. The members of the Legislative Council duly noted 
their upset and quibbled over  whether their sentiment  ought to be backed 
up by something more material, such as  horses for the British cavalry or fi-
nancial support. The other affect that is expressed, and more significant for 
my purposes  here, is disappointment and vicarious shame at the “disgrace 
which [the Sepoys] had heaped upon themselves, knowing how gallantly 
 those regiments had formerly fought when  under the command of British 
officers.”122

The Sepoys  were rebellious colonial subjects, but  were more in need 
of stronger authority and discipline, which their British colonial masters 
would undoubtedly provide, than anything  else. This horrid warfare was to 
be roundly condemned, and, with perceptible melancholia, some members 
of the Legislative Council lamented that during the time they had served 
as British officers in India, it was evident that very few of the native soldiers 
could be depended upon for loyalty.

This is in stark contrast to the way in which aboriginal communities are de-
scribed in correspondence between Lieutenant- Governor Arthur and Her 
Majesty’s secretary of state for the colonies relating to aboriginal commu-
nities living on Van Diemen’s Land ( today known as Tasmania). Although 
the correspondence covers an earlier period, around 1831, the contrast is 
dramatic. Aboriginal communities are described as “predatory hordes,” as 
“partially civilised,” and as “abject beings” (Dispatch No. 1). The “tribes of 
savages” (Dispatch No. 2) are described as though they are another species 
altogether, driven by an insatiable “love of plunder” (Dispatch No. 7). The 
only remedy for  those with an inherently “savage spirit” is expulsion from 
settled areas and, eventually, extermination. While the history and settle-
ment of South Australia are vastly diff er ent from  those of the penal colony 
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of Van Diemen’s Land, the discourse of the vanishing race of aborigines was 
certainly pervasive throughout Australian colonies. What I am gesturing 
 toward is the racial taxonomy that marked black aboriginal bodies as abject 
and capable of expulsion. This abstract notion of the irredeemable Savage 
accompanied the vision of their lands as  free of encumbrance, malleable and 
capable of being  shaped into a new commodity form that embraced the mer-
cantile and marine logic of registration as the most expedient and future- 
oriented means of owner ship.

The long transition from feudal to cap i tal ist property relations in land 
and the gradual transformation in concepts of owner ship and systems 
of land tenure can appear as a linear, developmental pro cess. Possession 
became an irrelevance; owner ship  under a system of title by registration 
displaced older property logics with the primacy of the paper title. How-
ever, as noted at the outset,  there are many historical and con temporary 
instances of land titling systems  either postponed (see discussion of Maurer 
and Schwab, above), rendered unnecessary by local practices, or, in the case 
considered below, cast aside at the expense of an ethnoracial nationalism 
that requires the physical dispossession and displacement of Palestinian 
residents of East Jerusalem.123 In the final section of the chapter, I explore 
how possession, as a juridical concept, remains central to settler colonial 
control over land despite the diminution of possession as a basis for owner-
ship in most common- law jurisdictions.

unsettled registration

During the British Mandate in Palestine, colonial authorities, with Sir 
Ernest Dowson at the helm, surveyed and registered approximately 
20  percent of rural Palestine. As Forman notes, Dowson’s firm belief in the 
superiority of En glish property law (and Western civilization more gener-
ally), coupled with an interest in improving agricultural productivity along 
cap i tal ist agrarian lines, was among the primary rationales for land reform 
undertaken during the Mandate.124 Dowson was enthralled with the success 
of the Torrens system elsewhere and was  eager to spread this rationalized 
system of landholding throughout Palestine.125

While the protection of the fellahin’s land interests was another osten-
sible motivation for land settlement in Palestine, Ghandour argues that the 
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primary concern of the Mandate government “and its agents and experts 
was not the improvement of the natives’ agricultural practices, but the 
requisition of as much land as pos si ble.”126 And certainly,  after 1948, land 
registration came to be a primary tactic in the expropriation of Arab land 
in vari ous parts of the newly established Israeli state.127 However, it is ques-
tionable to what extent the British drive for registration was influenced by 
po liti cal Zionism rather than colonial land policy as it had taken shape else-
where. As Bunton notes, Ernest Dowson’s detailed rec ords “paid very  little 
attention to Zionism.”128

Given that the Torrens system of registration effectively renders all prior 
relationships to the land legally null and void, its utility in the colonial set-
ting becomes quite evident. The name that appears on title in the registry 
designates the owner, regardless of the prior claims of  those who cultivated, 
occupied, and possessed the land prior to the moment of registration. How-
ever (as I discuss in chapter 3) one of the  things that distinguishes Palestine 
from other settler colonial jurisdictions is the fact that the British, and sub-
sequently the Israelis, did not treat Palestine as if it did not already have a sys-
tem of property law. In fact, the Ottoman administration could not impose 
its own reforms at the village level by pretending they  were operating on a 
 legal tabula rasa.129 The Ottoman  legal system, unlike indigenous  legal sys-
tems in other colonies, was legible to Eu ro pe ans, the history of the Ottoman 
Empire being enmeshed with that of Eu rope in a way that subject popula-
tions of lands “discovered” by Eu ro pean explorers  were not. Through the 
land reforms of 1858, the Ottomans had also attempted to impose the tapu 
registration system.130 In the Palestinian context, therefore, it is necessary to 
employ a more flexible periodization in characterizing land reform, and to 
acknowledge the persuasive argument that in some areas at least (such as the 
West Bank), a cadastral survey and the allotment of titles to Arab landown-
ers could provide some protection, in theory at least, against the colonial 
appropriation of their land.131 The relevance of the Ottoman land titling re-
forms becomes apparent when considering the types of evidence that some 
Palestinian landowners have proffered, usually to no avail, in their attempts 
to protect their property from misappropriation.

The drive to survey, map, and register land undertaken by the British was 
slow and time consuming;  after 1929 the rise in po liti cal unrest and re sis-
tance also impeded  those efforts. One place that was relatively untouched 
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by the registration pro cess that the British undertook was Jerusalem. In East 
Jerusalem specifically, much residential property is held as unsettled land. 
The deed registry exists separately from the “rights registry.”132 This rather 
sui generis form of unsettled title contributes to the relative lack of security 
of tenure that Palestinian residents and property  owners of East Jerusalem 
have faced for de cades.133 Owner ship for many Palestinian residents of East 
Jerusalem is reflected in title deeds and fiscal rec ords held in Ottoman reg-
istries. Not based on modern surveys of the land, this title is deemed less 
trustworthy than title established  under the Torrens system of registration, 
which the British attempted to impose throughout Palestine.134 It is also 
impor tant to note the historic re sis tance on the part of many Palestinians 
to registering their land;  whether it was due to a reluctance to pay the taxes 
associated with registered land or to move to a system of landholding that 
would dispense with the kinship relations and social, communal memory 
in which older forms of owner ship are embedded, this reluctance did not 
help  matters.135 For  under Israeli law, only registered title gives  owners full 
proprietary rights over their land; rights held within the unsettled registry 
are merely contractual. Thus, Palestinian property rights are rendered inse-
cure and inconclusive for the purposes of establishing property bound aries, 
inheritance, or duration (unregistered title deeds are subject to statutes of 
limitations).136

For Palestinians in other parts of Israel who want to register their property 
interests in the rights registry, the pro cess is often expensive, complicated, 
and burdensome.137 In Jerusalem, the situation is somewhat diff er ent. To 
begin with, much Palestinian land was appropriated prior to 1967 through 
the abuse of the Absentee Property Law. In East Jerusalem, 30 to 35  percent 
of the land was appropriated through the use of a Mandate- era law, the Land 
Ordinance (Acquisition for Public Purposes Law) of 1943.138 Of the remain-
ing land in East Jerusalem owned by Palestinians, as advocate Elias Khoury 
explains, more than 70  percent remains unsettled and unregistered.139 In Je-
rusalem, the settlement pro cess itself has been frozen since the 1967 war, and 
Israel did not continue with land registration in Palestinian areas. In East 
Jerusalem, Palestinian  owners have thus been unable to utilize their prop-
erty as other  owners would, for instance, as leverage for raising capital for 
other investments or, indeed, to make improvements on their own homes. 
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As Khoury notes, owner ship remains legally unclear, while life somehow 
continues.

As noted above, the practical realities of land registration rules in Jerusa-
lem make it virtually impossible for Palestinians to formalize their rights. 
 Unless a settlement commissioner gives permission for settlement and 
registration— and the holder of this office does not usually give any such 
permission—it remains impossible for Palestinians to shift the title they 
hold to one that is registered. Palestinian  owners can make a claim in the 
settlement office; however, as noted above, the pro cess of land settlement 
(the precondition for registration) has been frozen since 1967 in Palestin-
ian areas. Palestinians have thus been making claims for settlement and reg-
istration for nearly half a  century with no hope of having their owner ship 
rights formalized.140 It is difficult to square Israel’s claims of being the only de-
mocracy in the  Middle East when the basic tenets of a liberal democracy— 
the protection of private property rights— are denied some of its own citizens 
on the basis of a racialized national identity.

The uneven application of the land settlement pro cess in Jerusalem  after 
1967 is consistent with land policies followed elsewhere: the registration of 
title for land owned by Jewish Israelis to secure owner ship and the use of 
land laws to weaken Arab owner ship.141 Land registration in con temporary 
Israel/Palestine is a vastly complicated issue in some ways; but the refusal 
of the Israeli courts to recognize preexisting owner ship evidenced by 
Ottoman- era title deeds reflects the blatantly ideological treatment of 
property law rules in the Israeli context. It also, however, challenges the 
idea that the global drive to title and register land has displaced possession 
as a central part of owner ship in settler colonies. In Palestine, title to land 
in the older form of deeds that should provide the basis for the settling and 
registration of title, which is in turn meant to provide the highest form of 
security of owner ship, is often rendered meaningless in the face of physical 
dispossession.

In historic Palestine/Israel, and Jerusalem specifically, one does risk stating 
a banal and obvious fact in noting that the primary objective  behind Israeli 
infrastructure proj ects, land use planning and property laws, archaeological 
and heritage proj ects, and control over the  legal status of Palestinian Jerusa-
lemites is to radically diminish (if not wipe out) the Palestinian presence in 
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the city.142 The strategic plan for Jerusalem, set out in the Israel 2020 Master 
Plan for Jerusalem, is understood by some to have the aim of reducing the 
Palestinian population to approximately 8 to 12  percent of the city’s popula-
tion.143 Possession, in this instance, reflects and is effected through property 
laws that render Palestinian owner ship insecure, but also describes the larger 
colonial animus to appropriate the city as an Israeli capital. It is this nexus 
between property law concepts and the sovereign imperatives of settler co-
lonial regimes that I continue to explore below.

We can recall  here Edward Said’s poetic analy sis of one of the final scenes 
in Michel Khleifi’s film Fertile Memory. The film, released in 1980, depicts 
the lives of two Palestinian  women, one living in the West Bank and the 
other in Nazareth. Farah Hatoum, an el derly  widow, was dispossessed of 
her land through the Absentee Property Law. As she is still in possession of 
her title deeds, her  children beseech her to make a deal, to sell the land, to 
exchange it for another piece of land being offered by the Israeli state. She 
steadfastly refuses. In one of the last scenes of the film, Farah is taken to 
her land for the first time in her life; she had been dispossessed of it al-
ready when her late husband bequeathed the deeds to her. In Said’s words, 
“Somehow Khleifi has managed to rec ord Farah’s first visit to her land. We 
see her step tentatively onto a field; then she turns around slowly with arms 
outstretched. A look of puzzled serenity comes over her face.  There is  little 
hint on it of pride in owner ship. The film unobtrusively registers the fact 
that she is  there on her land, which is also  there; as for the circumstances 
intervening between  these two facts, we remember the useless title deed 
and Israeli possession, neither of which is actually vis i ble.”144

Possession, despite having been surpassed by the modern grammar of 
property that is built on a logic of abstraction, remains central to the real-
ity of property relations in the settler colony. In chapter 3, we  will examine 
the nature of possession and its corollary, use, which remain at the fore-
front of indigenous strug gles over land in Israel/Palestine. I  will analyze the 
ideology of improvement as it traveled to Palestine in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries with Zionist settlers. The notion that existing 
modes of cultivation by Palestinian peasantry reflected an inferior intel-
lectual capacity and less developed culture bears a remarkable resemblance 
to the racial regime of owner ship explored throughout chapter  1. Land 
that required improvement was the result of its stewardship by  people 
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who required improvement; the colonial authority had the technology, 
vision, and, most importantly, the cultural habits and intellectual capac-
ity to modernize spaces that had yet to become modern. Modern property 
laws defined according to par tic u lar types of cultivation and use emerged 
in conjunction with racial thinking that relegated indigenous  people to the 
margins of civility and deprived them of the status required to be  owners 
of their land.
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Chapter 3  /  Improvement

notes from al- araqib

On a warm spring day in April 2014, we visited Al- Sira,1 an unrecognized 
Bedouin village several kilo meters away from the small outpost city of Bir 
Al Sabe, or Be’er Sheva as it’s known in Hebrew. Khalil Al- Amour was our 
host. Khalil is head of Al- Sira’s village council, representing his community 
and the Bedouin more widely at national and international forums. He ex-
plained to us the prob lem of the unrecognized Bedouin villages, took us on 
a tour of his  house, and described to us the workings of the small village.2 
The large number of unrecognized Bedouin villages in the Naqab desert of 
southern Israel are denied the basic municipal ser vices, including  running 
 water, electricity, sewage, health care, and education, enjoyed by Israeli 
citizens, even though the Bedouin hold Israeli citizenship.3 Approximately 
84,000 Bedouin reside in unrecognized villages,  under crushing levels of 
poverty, denied the resources that they are entitled to.  These villages, which 
bear the literal designation of nonrecognition, provide a near- transparent 
instance of the perilous effects of the state’s refusal to recognize the  legal 
and historically based rights of the Bedouin to their land.

We sat on the terrace of Khalil’s  house, listening to him summarize a 
long history of the ongoing strug gles of the Bedouin for recognition of 
their land rights in a short span of time. It was his second meeting of the 
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day, and it became clear that this meeting was one stop on a tour of sites in 
the Naqab, surrounding Bir Al Sabe, designed to educate foreigners (journal-
ists, politicians, nongovernmental organ ization [ngo] workers, academics, 
and diplomats for the most part) on the plight of the Bedouin. The brief 
conversations that we had with Khalil at this first meeting  were confined to 
a well- honed discourse of advocacy that addressed the illegality of Bedouin 
dispossession, their rights, and environmental and economic concerns. This 
was traditional Bedouin territory, misappropriated  under an abuse of the Ot-
toman doctrine of mewat land, as well as through the seizure of territory for 
military purposes, along with outright misappropriation.  Legal pre ce dent had 
established that the withholding of basic ser vices such as  water and electricity 
 was a violation of their rights; they  were actively fighting this long- standing 
dispossession in the courts and through po liti cal activism; and the Bedouin 
had environmentally sound economic plans for development of their villages, 
 were their autonomy and land rights to be given their due recognition.

 Later that after noon, the confines of this well- rehearsed tour would be shat-
tered by another kind of ritual, the destruction of Bedouin tents by the Israel 
Land Authority. Driving around the desert, grappling with the extreme differ-
ences in wealth and the standard of living between the unrecognized Bedouin 
villages and the neighboring suburban gated Israeli settlements, camouflaged 
by colorful bougainvillea and small saplings courtesy of God tv, a Christian 
Zionist evangelical tele vi sion channel in the United States (whose billboards 
 were yet another blight on the landscape), our party received a call from an 
activist about an impending de mo li tion. We drove to the village of Al- Araqib, 
which has received a lot of international focus in media coverage of the Bed-
ouin and the Prawer Plan.4 While  there, we witnessed a type of vio lence that 
had both ritualistic and performative dimensions, a display of brutal destruc-
tion characteristic of the Israeli settler colonial regime. The vehicles rolled up 
to several tentlike structures on the land outside of a cemetery. (Inside the cem-
etery, dozens of residents had taken shelter for weeks, thinking that the security 
forces would not destroy homes located on consecrated ground. In June 2014, 
however, the Israel Land Authority would order the de mo li tion of even  these 
homes.)5 Bulldozers and a small pickup truck drove right onto the land adja-
cent to the cemetery- cum- village.  After destroying the Bedouin tents, they 
planted their yellow flags, indicating their intention to evict and claiming the 
land as state property.  After they drove off, several young boys from the village 
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immediately went up to the piles of rubble, extracted the flags, and helped each 
other to tear them up.

The destruction was ritualistic in the sense that what we witnessed was the 
seventieth such event since 2010.6 The village has now been razed, at the 
time of writing, ninety- one times.7  After the destruction, the community 
rebuilds. The repetition made it no less violent and, if anything, reflects the 
per sis tent harassment and oppression of the Bedouin in the Naqab region 
of southern Israel. As Hanna Nakkarah documented, the destruction of 
Bedouin homes and crops began in the 1970s, notably  after the creation of 
the Green Patrol (discussed below)  under Ariel Sharon’s tenure as the min-
ister of agriculture, which began in 1977.8  Today, some Bedouin construct 
their homes out of makeshift materials not only due to high levels of pov-
erty but  because their pliable nature makes reconstruction somewhat eas-
ier  after such de mo li tions. Atheel Athameen, committee chairman of the 
Khasham Zaneh unrecognized village near Bir Al Sabe, stated that several 
residents of the unrecognized villages demolish their own homes, to avoid 
the costs charged to the residents of the  house when it is demolished by the 
state authority. He explained that if you are taken to court in the pro cess of 
having an eviction order executed against you, you  will be criminalized and 
 will also have to pay the court costs. He paid for someone to build his  house 
and paid the same person to destroy it.9 The state’s determination to deny 
the historic and con temporary presence of Bedouin on their land requires 
the constant and repeated destruction of the very evidence of their owner-
ship rights— settlement in the form of homes, villages, and crops.

While the Bedouin had some interaction with early Zionist settlers in 
the first half of the twentieth  century, the history of their displacement be-
gins in earnest with the establishment of Israel in 1948. The expulsion of 
approximately 80  percent of the Bedouin population from their traditional 
territory began a strug gle for reclamation that  doesn’t appear to have any 
end in sight, with  every single land claim to reach the Israeli courts having, 
at the time of writing, been defeated. The  legal claims, one of which I dis-
cuss in some detail below, focus on the facts of Bedouin owner ship of their 
land, as evidenced by their cultivation of the land for centuries prior to the 
establishment of the state of Israel. Other forms of evidence, such as rec ords 
relating to the payment of tax on agricultural produce during the period 
of Ottoman rule, and tax receipts relating to land transactions, are used 
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to establish proof of Bedouin settlement on their lands and to support the 
claim that they did indeed own and cultivate their lands. Cultivation plays 
a central role in defining who is entitled to own land in Israel/Palestine 
legally, but also, ideologically. In ways that are similar to the colonial settle-
ment of indigenous lands in British Columbia, a lack of cultivation or, in-
deed, land cultivated according to traditional methods by non- Europeans, 
was the basis upon which early Zionists justified their encroachment on 
Palestinian lands. In keeping with the Eu ro pean colonial worldview of the 
nineteenth  century, subsistence agriculture (or even agriculture bound for 
internal markets) was a sign of cultural and intellectual inferiority, a prime 
indicator of a backward, premodern  people. Modern civilization meant 
modernizing agriculture, which was central to the early Zionist settlement 
mission in Palestine during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centu-
ries. Cultivation became the prime basis for establishing a moral and  legal 
right to land in Palestine, in the eyes of po liti cal Zionists.

However, cultivation in the context of Israel/Palestine is a primary  legal 
determinant of owner ship in indigenous land claims  because of its imputed 
quality as a defining characteristic of owner ship and, indeed, modernity itself, 
as explored in chapter 1. In the de cades prior to the establishment of the state 
of Israel, cultivation figured prominently in many po liti cal Zionists’ vision 
of how Jews  ought to return to their primordial territory. It was through 
the mixing of his sweat with the soil of Palestine that the exiled Jew would 
redeem himself, re- forming his attachment to the land of Zion, while at the 
same time creating a  viable and sustainable Jewish economy in Palestine.

Thus, when the Bedouin attempt to prove that they have been cultivating 
their lands as a means of establishing a  legal owner ship interest, they are not 
only confronting a racially inflected concept of owner ship that is based on 
modern Eu ro pean forms of cultivation, but they are challenging the ideologi-
cal basis of their dispossession as embedded in a very par tic u lar form of nation-
alism. For the found ers of modern po liti cal Zionism, such as Theodor Herzl 
and Arthur Ruppin, Jews needed to reestablish themselves as the  people of 
the land of Palestine, and this could only be accomplished, practically speak-
ing, through an attachment to the soil through acts of cultivation. Moreover, 
the  people who  were already  there, and who had indeed been cultivating the 
land for generations, needed to be cast as mere tenants of the land, unable to 
“make the desert bloom,” as the hackneyed Zionist slogan goes.
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In this chapter, I explore the place of cultivation in early Zionist thought, 
primarily through the writings of Arthur Ruppin, then examine the state of 
Jewish cultivation in Palestine leading up to 1948, and note the somewhat 
rapid decline of  actual agricultural production in Israel in the first few de-
cades of the state’s existence. I argue that cultivation retains its force largely 
as an ideological bulwark against challenges to po liti cal Zionism that seek 
to expose its primary claims as recent historiographical inventions. In other 
words, the history of agricultural settlements of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries provides a basis (however thin) for the Zionist 
narrative of a successful return to the land, a negation of exile that was real-
ized through working the land. Through the ideal of agricultural coloniza-
tion, Zionist po liti cal claims came to have a territorial real ity. Despite the 
fact that cultivation remains a heavi ly ideological phenomenon rather than 
a reflection of  actual economic and social realities on the ground, its status 
as a flashpoint for contestations over proving entitlement to land remains 
undiminished. The Bedouin, who inhabited the lands of the Naqab for 
hundreds of years prior to the establishment of Israel in 1948, are reduced 
to claiming recognition of their land rights on the basis that they cultivated 
their land in a manner cognizable to what is in essence a Eu ro pean settler 
colonial proj ect.

the ideology of improvement in zionist thought

Zionism, as a modern po liti cal, cultural, and theological ideology, has al-
ways contained within it many diff er ent schools of thought.  Here, my focus 
is on the brand of po liti cal Zionism that had, from its beginning, explicit 
territorial aspirations, which clearly prevailed in the mode of coloniza-
tion pursued in Palestine. As Amnon Raz- Krakotzkin, Maxime Rodinson, 
Gershon Shafir, and Gabriel Piterberg, among  others, have argued, the 
Zionism of Theodor Herzl, Arthur Ruppin, Chaim Arlosoroff, and other 
founding  fathers of settlement was heavi ly influenced by, or indeed mod-
eled upon, Eu ro pean colonialism. Furthermore, Herzl argued repeatedly 
that Britain should support the establishment of a Jewish homeland in Pal-
estine  because of its strategic location on the imperial map. As the crow flies 
from  England to India, Palestine was located, geopo liti cally, in a position of 
prime importance to British colonial interests.10
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As such, the notion that land that was not being cultivated according to 
Eu ro pean models of agriculture was waste, and capable of being legitimately 
appropriated, was certainly a formative notion in early Zionist thought. 
What is of significance, however, is that the early Zionists  were influenced 
not primarily by Lockean property rationales based on the imperatives of a 
burgeoning agrarian capitalism, but by German idealism. The notion of the 
volk as being of the land, rooted in the soil of their national homeland, forms 
the basis for entitlement to a state based on their natu ral ties to that territory. 
Zionism was a po liti cal, spiritual, and territorial nationalist proj ect.

Gabriel Piterberg has stressed the continuity between Eu ro pean colonial 
thought and early po liti cal Zionism. Herzl’s novel Altneuland is analyzed 
by Piterberg as an example of utopian colonialism.11 The aspirations of cre-
ating a territorial homeland for the  people who had been hitherto spiritu-
ally defined by exile could be realized in Palestine, the utopian dimension 
of settlement rendered pos si ble by acting as if Palestinians  were not already 
 there, on the land.  Whether the early settlers  were socialists or believed that 
collective forms of agricultural settlement  were more feasible and efficient, 
at least initially (as with Ruppin, discussed below), they based their modes 
of colonization on Eu ro pean (first French and then En glish and German) 
colonization proj ects.12 In the early twentieth  century, Ruppin sought out 
expert advice from the American agriculturalist Professor Mead on how 
best to proceed with agricultural development based on the perceived sim-
ilarity between the colonization of California and that of Palestine. It is 
difficult to understand how anyone can object to con temporary character-
izations of Israel as a settler colony; the early found ers and advocates of the 
Jewish colonization of Palestine had absolutely no difficulty in using the 
term “colonization” to describe their intentions and actions in Palestine. To 
differentiate the founding of Israel in 1948 from the early Zionist proj ect to 
colonize Palestine is to engage in a revisionism that  doesn’t warrant further 
comment. Israel, like Canada, Australia, and a multitude of other places, 
remains a colonial proj ect.

However, as noted above, the Zionist colonization proj ect was not pri-
marily driven by economic or financial considerations of profit and resource 
exploitation, and herein lies one of the differences between the founding of 
Israel and other settler colonies. As I argued in chapter 2, the ethnonational 
imperatives of Zionism, which have as their primary objective populating 
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the land with Jewish settlers and diminishing the Arab presence, have pre-
cluded markets in land that are or ga nized according to a cap i tal ist rationality 
from taking hold. Owner ship of land was a necessary precondition for the 
establishment of a homeland for the Jewish  people, not, as with other set-
tler colonies, a precondition for creating and growing a productive, cap i tal ist 
economy that would enrich both individuals and the coffers of the imperial 
state. The collective nature of owner ship pursued by settler organ izations 
such as the Jewish Colonization Association during the Mandate and  after 
1948 attest to the primary objective of acquiring land for the Jewish  people, 
as a collective national entity. Indeed, the Jewish National Fund, established 
in 1901, had the mandate of purchasing lands to be held in trust for the meta-
physical entity called the Jewish  people. Arlosoroff pointed out the explicit 
differences between Eu ro pean and Zionist colonial aspirations: “Contrary 
to the Eu ro pean colonial experience, in the case of Palestine, the land it-
self which is to be settled is not of any appreciable economic value, nor has 
the specific territory— Palestine— been chosen for economic reasons as the 
most profitable or potentially bountiful land. The choice was determined 
by considerations transcending economics— historical memory, national 
identity— and consequently the means required to carry out such a proj-
ect cannot be articulated in purely economic terms.”13 However, despite the 
higher spiritual princi ples involved in Zionist colonization, the rationales 
devised to justify colonization, and, specifically, an idea of cultivation that 
was heavi ly inflected with a racial discourse of superiority, bear  great similar-
ity to Eu ro pean colonial models.

While early Zionists such as Arlosoroff  were committed to Jewish so-
cialism, Piterberg argues that “in terms of ideational flows from Eu rope to 
Palestine, ideas of colonization and race rather than socialism”  were the 
ones that prevailed. Indeed, in examining the writings of Arthur Ruppin, 
one of the primary architects of the agricultural colonization of Palestine 
in the early twentieth  century, it becomes quite apparent that his primary 
concerns lay with the economic viability of settlement, successful models 
of colonization that could prove useful to Jewish settlers, and the par tic u lar 
challenges of establishing a permanent presence on the land for Eu ro pean 
Jews who had a higher standard of life and greater intellectual capacities 
than the Arab fellahin. The primary economic concerns of Ruppin are 
thoroughly immersed in racial thinking about Eu ro pean Jews, Yemeni 
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Jews, and Arabs;  these economic concerns and racial thinking produce, in 
dialectical fashion, a vision of the most appropriate mode of colonization 
that fuses together the value of land and the racially differentiated  labor of 
the  people living on it.

Arthur Ruppin grew up in a small town on the Prussian- Polish border and 
would  later move with his  family to Magdeburg, Germany. He describes 
a  family life consumed by a crushing and per sis tent poverty. It seems that 
Ruppin’s first experiments in po liti cal economy took place in the  family 
 house hold, where he attempted to master the provision of nourishing meals 
for a  family of seven on a meager income.14 Ruppin would go on to com-
plete a law degree in Berlin and then a doctorate in philosophy (po liti cal 
economy) at Halle, and eventually find success as a businessman.15 Ruppin 
writes in his memoirs of moving away from the strictly religious practices 
of his youth as a university student, while he faced increasing levels of 
anti- Semitism.16

In 1904,  after he spent several weeks in the Whitechapel area of London, 
 England, Ruppin published The Jews of  Today, a book that was warmly re-
ceived by Zionists. At this juncture, Ruppin recounts traveling to Berlin to 
acquaint himself with “practical Zionists,” Martin Buber among them. He 
rejected the “diplomatic Zionism of Herzl” as “hopeless and unrealistic” 
and eventually joined the Zionist Organisation in 1905.17 In his own words, 
he had by 1907 become “such an ardent Zionist” that he left for Palestine 
to study the conditions of the Jewish settlers in Palestine. He accepted the 
invitation of the Zionist Action Committee to emigrate to Palestine as 
the representative of the Zionist Organisation.18 From that time onward, 
Ruppin devoted himself to analyzing, documenting, and advocating for 
the agricultural colonization of Palestine, based on Eu ro pean and American 
models of colonization.

In The Agricultural Colonisation of the Zionist Organisation in Palestine, 
published in 1926, Ruppin pres ents an analy sis of the successes, failures, and 
 future directions for Jewish settlers based on seventeen years of experience 
in the field. He remarks on the failure of the plantation- style settlements 
established in the years before the twentieth  century, an initiative that was 
largely funded by Baron de Rothschild.  These settlements of the “1st Ali-
yah” failed, in Ruppin’s view, for a number of reasons. The plantations failed 
 because the  owners relied on “cheap Arab  labour.”19 When Jewish settlers 
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hired Arab workers who knew more about agricultural production than 
the settlers, this prevented  those settlers from developing a genuine and 
organic attachment to the land.20 Attempts to cultivate extensive tracts of 
wheat also failed,  because, in Ruppin’s view, “the Jewish mentality cannot 
conform to its monotony, and the small produce is not enough for a Eu ro-
pean minimum of existence.”21 Right from the beginning of his analy sis, the 
racial difference of Jews from Arabs is put forward as a rationale for why 
par tic u lar modes of cultivation could not succeed, and shapes his advocacy 
of par tic u lar modes of agricultural settlement. The formation of the racial 
regime of owner ship in Palestine during colonial settlement encapsulated 
cultural, social, and scientific rationales that took specific economic and 
 legal form.

The primary challenge for Jewish settlers, in Ruppin’s view, lay in the fact 
that Eu ro pean standards of living  were superior to  those of the Arab fel-
lahin, and  were thus more costly. As such, Jewish settlers  were at a distinct 
disadvantage; they could not compete with the low wages paid to Arab 
 laborers, for whom such wages  were perfectly adequate given their low 
standard of living.22 What followed the observation that Jews would be 
competing with  people who required less income, given their backwardness, 
was an indictment not only of Palestinians but of the entire geohistorical 
space that was  imagined as the Orient:

The  whole Orient is characterised by a frightful exploitation of  human 
 labour, especially that of  women and  children. The  woman, who in Ana-
tolia or Persia sits in front of the carpet- loom from her childhood till 
her last days, and all the time scarcely earns a crust of dry bread; the fel-
lah  woman in Egypt, who, when but thirty years old, is turned into an 
old  woman through a combination of the poorest of foodstuffs and the 
heaviest of  labour; the Egyptian and Syrian  children who work in facto-
ries then and twelve hours daily for 2–3 piastres (half gold- franc) a day, 
 these are all examples of this terrible exploitation. Thus Palestine only 
shares the fate of the  whole Near East if the standard of the life of its na-
tive population is wretched in the extreme, and if wages are at the lowest 
pos si ble level.23

In this passage, the echoes of the well- worn Eu ro pean image of Oriental 
culture rife with despotism in which  women and  children in par tic u lar are 
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oppressed and exploited forms a core part of Ruppin’s po liti cal anatomy of 
Palestine.24 The wretched conditions he observes are then cast in historical- 
civilizational terms, with Eu ro pean Jewry belonging to modernity: “Even 
in Palestine, the Jew wishes to remain a product of the twentieth  century.”25 
As such, only  those modes of colonization that could support the Eu ro pean 
standard of living that Jews  were accustomed to would be pursued.

The racial typologies that Ruppin relied upon in assessing the viability 
of the agricultural colonization produced a racialized vision of  labor. In 
turn, it is through agricultural  labor and the act of cultivation that the Eu-
ro pean Jew—as an exilic figure with a higher intellectual aptitude than the 
Arabs, and also a Eu ro pean subject who had been rejected and cast out of 
Europe— would redeem himself in Palestine. The  mistake that the earlier 
colonists made was precisely to ignore the spiritual imperative of agricul-
tural  labor, the basis of the Jewish  future in Palestine:

The present- day settlers are no less intelligent than the earlier colonists, 
and they have the same Jewish mentality, i.e. that same  mental mobility 
and the same esteem for learning and the cultivation of the mind. This 
mentality is inseparable from the life and soul of the Jew. But it can be 
guided into another channel, namely that of an elevation and hallowing 
of agricultural work. . . .  The new settlers look upon agriculture not only 
as the means of existence, but as the source of new national life. They 
feel that they are laying the foundations of a new Jewish community in 
Palestine, and that an im mense responsibility rests on them, the found ers 
and creators. The monotonous  labour  behind the plough is connected by 
many fine- spun threads with the distant  future, in which the work  will be 
continued by new generations of  free Jewish peasants, increased a hun-
dred times in number, continuing on the lines on which their  fathers . . .  
have started.26

Unlike the backward styles of cultivation of the fellahin, the agricultural 
 labor of the Eu ro pean Jewish settler was of a rather more elevated quality.

Mere owner ship would not suffice. Ruppin viewed Palestine as a place of 
redemption for Jews who had labored  under the accusation that as landless 
“middlemen and parasites” they had never produced and contributed to 
the economic and social life of Eu ro pean states.27 For this reason, he em-
phasized that mere owner ship of land in Palestine was not enough to over-
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come this age- old prejudice. Ruppin took Lockean rationales for the moral 
legitimacy of owner ship into the field of German idealism, and argued that 
only by mixing one’s sweat with the soil of Palestine could an au then tic pos-
sessive nationalism be borne: “We must not only own the land, but also till 
it in the sweat of our brow, and thus show the world that  there are mighty 
forces latent in us, which only need suitable conditions in order to spring 
again to new life.”28 Mere investment in the land of Palestine could not sus-
tain a genuine claim to the national home of the Jewish  people, and while 
Ruppin emphasized the necessity for Jews in Amer i ca and Eu rope to invest 
in the colonization effort, he did not think this was a sufficient criterion for 
establishing an au then tic national home in Palestine.29

Ruppin had clearly  adopted the racial- scientific thinking of his time. He 
had a firm belief in a racial difference that was biologically grounded in 
physical traits, appearance, and variations that  were hereditary. Morris- 
Reich has noted that in the En glish edition of Ruppin’s diary, a crucial 
entry is omitted, from August 16, 1933, which recorded a meeting between 
Ruppin and Hans F. K. Günther, who was none other than Himmler’s men-
tor.30 Ruppin accepted without question a deterministic racial theory that 
led him to warn against the pitfalls of interracial marriages, which would 
dilute the Jewish racial type. Exposing his Darwinist roots, Ruppin’s views 
on how to manage immigration to Palestine is expressed in the article “The 
Se lection of the Fittest”:

Since it is our desire to develop in Palestine our Jewish side, it would nat-
urally be desirable to have only “race” Jews come to Palestine. But a direct 
influence on the pro cess, via the se lection of such immigrants as most 
closely approach the racial type, is not practically pos si ble. On the  whole, 
however, it is likely that the general type in Palestine  will be more strongly 
Jewish than the general type in Eu rope, for it is to be expected that the 
more strongly Jewish types  will be the ones which are most generally 
discriminated against in Eu rope, and it is they who  will feel themselves 
most strongly drawn  towards a Jewish community in Palestine.31

How are we to interpret the distinction that Ruppin makes between “ra-
cial Jews” and “Jewish types”? His concern  here is  whether it is pos si ble 
to keep the “Jewish racial stock pure” in Palestine.32 We know that Rup-
pin distinguished between  those who  were racially Jews, and  those who 
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 were not racially Jewish but part of the Jewish national body (such as the 
Falashas in Ethiopia, and converts to Judaism in Rus sia).33 We also know 
that Ruppin held a firm belief in a Jewish racial difference that was inter-
nally differentiated according to metaracial categories of “white, yellow and 
black” as depicted in a “Diagram of Jewish Racial Populations” contained 
in his Sociology of the Jews.34

Ruppin’s theory fit with the racial thinking of the time, as noted above, 
but also reflects the development and use of full- blown racial scientific 
thinking in determining the types of  labor and modes of colonization that 
 were appropriate for par tic u lar racial groups. For instance, the Yemeni 
Jews, who, facing persecution in Yemen circa 1910, immigrated to Israel, 
are viewed by Ruppin as incapable of performing the same types of  labor 
as their superior Ashkenazi Jewish brethren. He writes that “[c]ompared 
with the Ashkenazic Jews, they [the Yemeni Jews] possess smaller powers 
of insight and organisation. It would thus be extremely difficult for them 
to undertake in de pen dent work.”35 Ella Shohat has argued that seeing Sep-
hardic Jews as “ ‘natu ral workers’ with ‘minimal needs’ . . .  came to play a 
crucial ideological role, a concept subtextually linked to color.”36

Given the par tic u lar nature and needs of Jewish settlers to form an or-
ganic attachment to the land of Palestine, and given their modern and civi-
lized standards of living as compared to the native inhabitants, what modes 
of colonization would be most expedient and profitable for Zionist aspi-
rations? Ruppin compared the agricultural settlements in Palestine to the 
ones that had been established during the Rothschild administration, the 
German colonies in Prus sia, and the American colonization of California. 
On the basis of  these comparisons, he advocated strongly for mixed farms 
over plantations, emphasized the need for the formalization of land rights 
for Jewish settlers, and believed that collective agricultural work required 
much more private capital investment than had hitherto been afforded the 
settlers. Collective forms of organ izing agricultural settlement  were under-
stood to be the most expedient, but this form of colonization required, as 
in vari ous British colonial contexts, a  great deal of private investment.37

Thus the influence of Eu ro pean colonial endeavors on the founding  fathers 
of modern po liti cal Zionism, such as Herzl and Ruppin, was not solely in 
regard to racial ideologies of Eu ro pean superiority, but was also about the 
 legal and economic form that colonization would take. Arrangements for 
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private investment to fund settlement, backed by  legal pronouncements as 
to the legitimacy of investment schemes and settler land owner ship,  were 
central to the Zionist vision. In what can now be read as an ironic twist of 
history, given the repeated violations of international law by the state of Is-
rael since its founding, Herzl’s address to the first Zionist Congress, held 
in Basel, Switzerland, in 1897, proclaimed that “[t]he Aim of Zionism is to 
create for the Jewish  people a home in Palestine secured by Public [Interna-
tional] Law.”38 Herzl emphasized the need for any Jewish settlement to be 
recognized by the laws and  legal structures that govern relations between 
sovereign states, for the po liti cal protection that this would afford.39

Herzl emphasized, as Ruppin would  after his death, the necessity to 
establish a bank that would fund the establishment of colonies,  whether 
they  were to be held collectively or individually. In his pamphlet The Jewish 
State, published in 1896 (shortly  after Herzl had attended the Dreyfus trial 
in Paris), he outlines in some detail a proposal for a Jewish Com pany that 
would, like its precursors, be a joint stock com pany subject to En glish 
jurisdiction. Partially modeled “on the lines of a  great land- acquisition 
com pany,” this Jewish chartered com pany would be “strictly a business un-
dertaking” that was to facilitate the private acquisition of land in Palestine 
for settlers.40 The com pany would raise capital through appeal to big banks, 
small banks, and public subscriptions, would acquire large areas of land in 
Palestine, and through this centralized mode of purchase the Jewish Com-
pany would facilitate settlement and receive “an indefinite premium” when 
selling the land onward to its officials.41 At the same time, this arrangement 
would avoid the perils of excessive land speculation to which many settler 
socie ties fell prey.

Subsequent to the proposals set out in The Jewish State, Herzl would 
author a charter that he believed  ought to be the basis of an agreement 
between the World Zionist Organ ization and the Ottoman government.42 
The charter, and specifically the proposed entitlements and jurisdiction of 
the Jewish- Ottoman Land Com pany (jolc), was modeled, like the Jew-
ish chartered com pany described above, on the colonial charters that had 
hitherto empowered joint- stock companies, such as the East India Com-
pany and the Dutch East India Com pany, to inaugurate Eu ro pean colonial 
endeavors in the eigh teenth and nineteenth centuries.43 Herzl’s proposal 
provided that the jolc would have varying degrees of property rights over 
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land that it acquired: owner ship and usage of land that it purchased out-
right from private landholders; owner ship of land belonging to the sultan 
for a yearly payment; and the right to occupy land to which  there was no 
 legal title, also in return for a yearly payment.44 With the right of owner ship 
in article 1 came the entitlement to use the land for purposes of settlement, 
including the building of roads, bridges,  houses, and industry and having 
the right to use the lands for agriculture, forestry, mining, and horticulture. 
The jolc would also have powers of taxation over its areas of jurisdiction. 
Walid Khalidi has commented on the “impressively extensive” powers that 
the jolc would attain through such a charter, pointing out that popula-
tion transfer was perhaps the “most crucial right requested by the jolc.” 
Colonization was to happen through private investment structured accord-
ing to En glish laws of contract, property, and com pany law.45

A number of diff er ent companies  were established at the turn of the twen-
tieth  century in order to finance settlement, both for individuals and for 
collective associations. Herzl’s blueprint as set out in his pamphlet would be 
realized with the establishment of the Jewish Colonial Trust Fund, brought 
into being at the second Zionist Congress in 1898. The trust’s primary aim 
was to finance settlement. The Anglo- Palestine Bank was formed in 1902 
as a subsidiary of the trust, to carry out its activities in Palestine. The trust 
would operate with mixed success  until 1934, when it was dissolved and be-
came a holding com pany for shares of the Anglo- Palestine Bank.46 The Jew-
ish National Fund would be established at the fifth Zionist Congress in 1901. 
The purpose of the Jewish National Fund was, as it is  today, to buy land in 
Palestine as “the permanent possession of the Jewish  people.”47 The Palestine 
Land Development Com pany, an institution established  under the auspices 
of the Zionist Organ ization, had as its purpose “systematic land purchases” 
in Palestine, in order to resell  these purchases without profit to private per-
sons.48 The need for private investment to colonize Palestine, wherein land 
would be held collectively, distinguished the Zionist proj ect from other Eu-
ro pean colonial endeavors.49

One complicating  factor for the Zionist Organ ization was existing laws 
that would determine to a large extent the  legal forms that settlement could 
take. Unlike colonists in British Columbia or South Australia, the Jewish 
colonists could not impose a  legal tabula rasa that allowed for blanket exper-
imentation in  legal form.  There was the Ottoman  legal system to contend 
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with, and then the application of British common laws  under the Mandate. 
Shafir has argued that changes in the Ottoman Land Code (olc) of 1858 
facilitated the Jewish purchase of Arab lands in Palestine from the late nine-
teenth  century. The “centralising and modernising reforms” inaugurated by 
a significant period of reform changed both the social strata and the laws 
governing owner ship that subtended it, in ways that made it easier for large 
landowners to sell their land.50 “The Tanzimat, a  grand movement of top- 
down internal reforms between 1839 and 1878, reformed taxation, land ten-
ure, public administration, and many other facets of life and concomitantly 
transformed the social hierarchy in the Empire and, within it, in Palestine. 
By so  doing the Tanzimat created the specific  legal and economic precondi-
tions that served as the backdrop to Jewish colonisation.”51 Specific to land 
reforms and taxation, Shafir describes how reforms in 1867 liberalized rights 
of succession, encouraged land improvement, and increased the freedom of 
landowners to rent their land.52  These changes  were one aspect of the at-
tempt to reform the agricultural sector to increase cash crops and exports 
to Eu rope. Wheat and oranges in par tic u lar  were integrated into an inter-
national market and “gave rise to a cap i tal ist industry.”53 The gradual rise in 
land values (and, accordingly, revenue for the Ottoman administration) and 
the increasing commodification of land made the sale of land by notables 
and large landowners an attractive option. As Shafir notes, between 1878 
and 1936, only 9.4  percent of the land sold to Jewish settlers and settlement 
companies was sold by fellahin; over 75  percent was sold by big landowners, 
“most of whom had acquired their land in the last half of the nineteenth 
 century.”54

Ultimately, despite the complexities, the model of colonization was, as 
discussed above, similar to other settler colonies in its use of private invest-
ment in property owner ship facilitated by companies and associations to 
establish a colonial presence on the land, and to lay the scaffolding for a 
 future state. In addition to the land being held collectively, the other strik-
ing difference was that unlike other settler colonial contexts, profit was not 
the driving motivation; in the words of Patrick Wolfe, Zionists had “free-
dom from the discipline of the bottom line.”55

Territorial acquisition was the means through which the Jewish Question 
could fi nally be settled. And of course, settling the land of Palestine and creat-
ing a homeland for the Jewish  people is what differentiates po liti cal Zionism 
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from other forms of settler nationalism. While settler colonial nationalisms 
in Canada, the United States, and Australia  were also racial formations, it 
would be a  mistake, as Raz- Krakotzkin has argued, to fail to account for the 
theological dimension of po liti cal Zionism. Indeed, in the writings of Herzl 
one sees precisely the collapsing of theological and po liti cal treatments of 
exile, resolved through the ideal of territorial acquisition. This is distinct 
from the civilizational imperatives of white settlers in Canada and Australia, 
which while cast in indisputably Christian terms, did not purport to carry 
with them the biblical burden of a return to history through the appropria-
tion of lands to which they had a divine right.

Raz- Krakotzkin invites us to reject the distinction between the religious 
and secular and, instead, identifies a secularized messianism of po liti cal Zi-
onists.56 The settlement of Palestine becomes the return to their ancient 
homeland but, more than that, signifies the return to history of the Jewish 
 peoples, cast out of history  after the destruction of the Second  Temple. This 
return to history, argues Raz- Krakotskin, is premised upon a “Christian 
attitude concerning Jews and their destiny.”57 While I cannot engage with 
Raz- Krakotzkin’s arguments in much depth  here, I want to emphasize one 
of his insights. The concept of history that is deployed by the Zionists is one 
that emerges from Enlightenment thought, based on a linear- teleological 
model that emphasizes  human pro gress.58 The Zionist return to Palestine 
incorporated both Christian theological and Enlightenment perspectives 
on history that posited the Jews on the side of modernity in opposition to 
the Orientalist world of the Arab, who became for the Jewish, as for Chris-
tian Eu ro pe ans, a backward, inferior  people. The ideology of improvement 
and pro gress, informed entirely by a Eu ro pean episteme, was an inherent 
part of modern po liti cal Zionist ideology.

The return to history has a companion concept, the negation of exile, 
which was effected through the territorial acquisition of Palestinian lands. 
Ruppin’s writings on the agricultural colonization of Palestine exemplify 
the Zionist desire to negate the physical and spiritual exile of Jews through 
settlement.59 The Jew was “unable to feel ‘at home’ anywhere and at any 
time”  because of po liti cal persecutions that kept the East Eu ro pean Jew 
on the move. The only  thing that could create an attachment “to a locality, 
a  house, a garden, property in general” was “long- lasting possession.”60 In 
keeping with a Lockean rationale for (land) owner ship premised on  labor, 
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and a German romanticism that posited an ideal of ethnonationalism 
rooted in the possession of land, the Zionists believed that an organic at-
tachment to the land of Palestine could be cultivated, literally and meta-
phor ically. This aspect of Zionist thought also involved a transformation in 
the self- conception of the Jewish subject as a strong, masculinized farmer, 
as opposed to the effeminate Jewish figure of the Diaspora, who was unable 
to sufficiently defend himself from anti- Semitism.61

But to what extent did agricultural settlement prevail in the de cades 
leading up to 1948 and in the first de cades of Israel’s existence? It is clear 
that  today, agricultural production accounts for a very small proportion of 
the Israeli economy. In fact, in 2010, total agricultural produce in Israel ac-
counted for a mere 1.9  percent of Israel’s gdp.62 The agricultural kibbutzim 
that  were at the center of Zionist attempts to establish a landed presence 
in Palestine from the late nineteenth  century suffered a sharp decline from 
the 1960s onward.63 Scholars mapping the social, cultural, and economic 
changes in the kibbutzim  after 1948 have identified a number of diff er ent 
causal  factors. The shortage of  water for cultivation and the inability of kib-
butz members to meet the demands of the quotas for the production of 
vari ous crops produced a  labor crisis, which led to the need to hire laborers 
from surrounding immigrant and refugee camps, something which contra-
vened the social and cultural objectives of the kibbutzim movement. As 
Vallier noted, as early as 1962, “The concept of self- labor was so impor tant 
to the  whole of Zionist objectives that it had visibly dominated the land 
settlement and colonization program for fifty years. To hire laborers was 
tantamount to rejecting the very core of the kibbutz social order.”64 Ne-
cessity, however, required just such a rejection. Vallier documented how, 
on one par tic u lar kibbutz, the “hirelings” who  were mainly mi grants from 
Eastern Eu rope and North Africa  were excluded from the social life of the 
community and assigned “subordinate occupational roles” throughout the 
kibbutz economy.65

Other challenges included government support for industrialization, 
the desires of older kibbutz members for alternative and less taxing forms 
of work, and  those of well- educated Jewish immigrants for types of  labor 
suited to their work experience.66 Some scholars have noted that the early 
emphasis on “productive work” in the kibbutzim movement facilitated the 
transition from agricultural to industrial activity.67 By the 1980s, crisis in 
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the agricultural sector led to an economic restructuring that increased the 
amount of private owner ship in the kibbutzim.  Today, many kibbutzim are 
home to private enterprises that are run like any other business. Twenty- two 
kibbutzim  were, as of 2010, listed on the stock exchanges in Tel Aviv, Lon-
don, and New York.68 While agriculture and cultivation remain impor tant 
to Israeli nationalist ideals, it is clear that the model of communal landhold-
ing and collective agricultural  labor began to diminish not too long  after the 
founding of the state in 1948.

The  legal scaffolding of the kibbutzim has also under gone radical trans-
formations since the early 1990s, whereby collectively held land designated 
specifically for agricultural use has been rezoned to allow for private land 
owner ship. As Oren Yiftachel writes:

[I]n the beginning of the 1990s a profound change occurred in the status 
of agricultural landholders. Starting in 1992, the ila [Israel Land Au-
thority] passed a number of resolutions allowing rezoning and redevel-
opment of agricultural land, thus greatly increasing the property rights of 
agricultural landholders. Contrary to the contract and ila Resolution 1, 
landholders would now be able to rezone their land and acquire owner-
ship over part of the redeveloped land. This increased the transfer of funds 
to the farmers by a thousand- fold, as compared with the previous regula-
tion, and granted control over a large portion of Israel’s land reserves to a 
small group.69

Israel embarked on further land privatizations in 2009.
The Naqab has become a focal point for Israeli agribusiness. The Min-

istry of Agriculture and Rural Development, in a booklet produced for 
“Overseas Visitors” presumably engaged in the agro- biotechnology indus-
tries, describes the presence of Israeli agricultural settlement in the Naqab 
as follows: “Population dispersion and a national economic and develop-
ment policy made it necessary to inhabit this region, while si mul ta neously 
meeting challenges posed by the desert conditions.”70 “Population disper-
sal,” a bureaucratically rendered euphemism for the Nakba, belies the na-
ture of Israeli settlement in the area in the aftermath of 1948. The laws that 
 were used to dispossess Palestinians of their land from 1948 onward have 
been detailed by many scholars, and it is not my intention to reiterate them 
 here.71 However, a brief overview of the  legal regime imposed on the Naqab 
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is essential prior to analyzing the Israeli Supreme Court’s rejection of the 
al- Uqbi  family’s claim to their land in el- Okbi v. the State of Israel ( June 2, 
2014, Case 4220/12).

The Bir Al Sabe (Be’er Sheva) district in Southern Israel currently makes 
up about 62   percent of Israel’s territory.72 The Naqab, an arid desert that 
stretches from the Gulf of Aqaba in the south to the city of Bir Al Sabe in 
the north, has been inhabited by the Bedouin for centuries, and evidence of 
their presence on and cultivation of the land has been noted over the course 
of centuries by travel writers, geologists, archaeologists, and eventually co-
lonial administrators during the Mandate. As Abu Sitta writes, the British 
Mandate rec ords of the area document the presence of seventy- seven “of-
ficial Arab clans (ashiras) grouped into 7 major tribes in the district,” in 
addition to the Bedouin presence in the town of Bir Al Sabe.73 Throughout 
the Ottoman period, Bedouin customary law prevailed, determining the 
way in which land was owned, sold, inherited, mortgaged, or divided.74

While some Jewish settlements had been established in the Naqab prior 
to 1948, Jewish owner ship of land that was registered, at the time of the un 
recommendation to partition Palestine in 1947, did not amount to more 
than 0.5   percent of the Bir Al Sabe district.75 The mass expropriation of 
Bedouin lands occurred during 1948 and its aftermath, when Israeli forces 
occupied the entire area, expelling most of the Bedouin inhabitants of the 
Naqab to Gaza, Jordan, and the Sinai, and imposed military rule on  those 
who remained, about 12   percent of the original population. The military 
zone, or siyag, to which the Bedouin  were confined, operated much like a 
reserve. The siyag constituted a very small proportion of the total area of 
the Bir Al Sabe district, approximately 7  percent.76 The Bedouin required 
permits to leave the siyag, making it extremely difficult for them to main-
tain a presence on their land. The Israeli authorities leased a small amount 
of land to Bedouin to cultivate, in the amount of approximately 250,000 
dunams. Military rule, imposed upon all Palestinian villages, was not lifted 
 until 1966.77

The  legal architecture of Bedouin dispossession, as noted at the outset, 
has been well documented by  others. However, three aspects of the  legal 
devices used to dispossess the Bedouin are germane to the contours of the 
 legal claims explored in the third section of this chapter. The first relates to 
the role of title registration in the dispossession of the Bedouin; the second 
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is the creation of the Green Patrol, a paramilitary force that was established 
to displace the Bedouin  under the pretense of nature preservation and en-
vironmental protection; and the third is the manipulation of the mewat 
land doctrine.

As noted above, the Ottoman regime recognized Bedouin owner ship 
and customary laws of property owner ship. The 1858 olc initiated reforms 
that  were intended to increase revenues for the Ottoman administration 
and, relatedly, to modernize landholding so as to render land more fun-
gible.78 The Land Code divided all lands into five diff er ent categories of 
owner ship: (1) miri land, which was owned by the state but vested a usu-
fruct right in the individual holder; (2) waqf land, which was controlled by 
the Supreme Muslim Council and reserved for pious or religious purposes; 
(3) mulk land, which was privately owned by individuals; (4) matruka land, 
“owned by the state but preserved for public use”; and (5) mewat, unculti-
vated land that was owned by the state but could be claimed by individuals 
for cultivation and use  under certain conditions.79 In 1913, the Ottoman 
government reformed the law to allow a much wider range of uses to hold-
ers of miri land, which is translated as a right to possess state land and is 
likened to the common- law concept of a usufruct, including the right to 
lease, lend, and mortgage the land as security for a debt.80 This was accom-
panied by the requirement that miri land be registered by individual titles 
in newly established Land Registry offices.81 As Bisharat and  others have 
noted, many Palestinians did not register their lands in order to avoid tax 
liability.82 Kedar notes that “only 5% of the land in Palestine had been 
registered by the end of the Ottoman period.”83

However, in the Naqab, such land reforms did not take hold. The Otto-
man land registers  were not based on cadastral surveys, and Hadawi as-
serts that the Naqab was never surveyed by the Ottomans.84 In any case, the 
Ottoman administration did not require the Bedouin to register title to 
their lands as a precondition for recognition of their owner ship. The Brit-
ish also recognized Bedouin owner ship of the land, implicitly at least, as 
evidenced by two ordinances that encouraged the Bedouin to register their 
title in the Land Registry. The Mewat Land Ordinance of 1921 provided for 
the registration of Arab land that had been claimed and cultivated accord-
ing to the Ottoman land doctrine of mewat (discussed in detail below). 
Hanna Nakkarah has written that this law was designed to “curtail Arab 
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owner ship and increase state lands with a view to implementing Article 6 of 
the British Mandate.”85 Article 6 of the Mandate provided that the British 
administration of Palestine would encourage “close settlement by Jews on 
the land, including State lands and waste lands not required for public pur-
pose” (Mandate for Palestine, 1922, article 6). The 1928 Land (Settlement 
of Title) Ordinance required residents to register their land claims, but 
promised  those holding land  under customary law would not be affected.86

The British would again provide for the registration of Arab owner ship 
 under the auspices of the Land Acquisition for Public Purposes Ordinance 
of 1943. The drive to survey and register land title, as discussed in chapter 2, 
has been interpreted as one means through which the British acquired as 
much land as pos si ble in order to facilitate Jewish settlement in Palestine.87 
Prior to the 1943 ordinance, the British land reforms during the Mandate 
 were premised on the belief in the superiority of the En glish common law 
of property, a civilizational imperative to modernize the natives, and the 
desire to fulfill their promises  under the Mandate to facilitate Jewish settle-
ment in Palestine. Despite the fact that Palestine was designated as an A 
mandate by the League of Nations, meaning it was to be administered by 
Britain as a trustee  until such time as it was ready for self- government, in 
practice, notes Martin Bunton, it was treated like a Crown colony.88

During the period of Mandate rule, the Bedouin did not, as a general 
 matter, register their title pursuant to the ordinances of 1921 or 1943. The 
cost of registering their title, the failure of authorities to adequately inform 
the Bedouin of the registration provisions (such as the two- month time 
limit on registrations  after the publication of the 1921 ordinance in the Of-
ficial Gazette, which, as Abu Sitta notes, few Bedouins read), and the fact 
that the Bedouin, who had lived according to their own laws for centuries, 
saw  little need to prove their owner ship in a foreign system of registration, 
have all been cited as the reasons why the Bedouin did not register their 
land for the most part.89 The failure of the Bedouin to register their owner-
ship in the British registry is now, as we  will see below, used by the state to 
deny their land rights, with the additional irony that Jewish purchases of 
land prior to 1948 from Bedouin have been honored as legitimate on the 
basis of title documents held in “old defective registers.”90

However, the use of registration as a means of dispossessing the Bedouin 
has happened in conjunction with two other notorious laws, as in many other 
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parts of Palestine. In 1948, as mentioned above, the Israeli state declared that 
tribal lands in the Bir Al Sabe district  were mewat, according to article 103 
of the olc, and therefore state land. The 12  percent of the Bedouin popula-
tion that remained in the area  after the Nakba  were relegated to the category 
of landless nomads.91 In 1953, the Land Acquisition (Validation of Acts and 
Compensation) Law allowed the state to endorse expropriations undertaken 
directly  after 1948 and, crucially, “allowed the state the right to register 
previously confiscated land in its name if vari ous conditions  were met, includ-
ing that the owner was not in possession of the property on April 1, 1952.”92 
This effectively formalized the expropriation of the Bedouin, who had been 
captive in the military zone and were unable to meaningfully access their 
lands  until 1966.

 Here, two modern property logics work in concert to foreclose Bedouin 
land rights. In the face of a long history of po liti cal autonomy and owner-
ship that was recognized by both the Ottomans and the British, the Israeli 
state renders the type of cultivation and land use of the Bedouin, so clearly 
marked on the terrain and documented in photo graphs, travel lit er a ture, 
and Ottoman  legal instruments, as illegible. Upon treating Bedouin lands 
as unsettled, inhabited only by transient nomads, the system of land reg-
istration is used to formalize this expropriation. As explored in chapter 2, 
the system of title by registration renders prior owner ship claims legally 
irrelevant.

The second technique that was utilized to harass and dispossess the Bed-
ouin was the Green Patrol, which was established in 1976–77 as a “para-
military unit to pressure the Bedouin to move into urban settlements.”93 
While the unit is located within the Ministry of Environmental Affairs, its 
directors include representatives from the Jewish National Fund, the Israeli 
military, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of the Interior, and the 
Israel Land Authority.94 The creation of the Green Patrol (Amara, Abu- 
Saad, and Yiftachel note that the Bedouins refer to the unit as the Black 
Patrol) reflects a perverse and cynical use of environmental concerns as a 
means of expelling the Bedouin.95 Echoing the colonial tendency  toward 
putting the welfare of flora and fauna above that of colonized  human beings, 
the Green Patrol remains a constant threat to the Bedouin of the Naqab.

Fi nally, perhaps the most significant means of appropriating Bedouin 
land in southern Israel (as in the West Bank) is the manipulation of the 
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 legal doctrine of mewat land. Alexandre (Sandy) Kedar, Oren Yiftachel, 
and Ahmad Amara have written extensively on what they term the “Dead 
Negev Doctrine,” which is their term for the per sis tent and erroneous use 
of the mewat land doctrine by the Israeli state to dispossess the Bedouin 
in the Naqab. They have examined, in forensic levels of detail, the Israeli 
state’s abuse of this doctrine on historical- geographical and  legal bases. The 
mewat category of land, as noted above, was defined in articles 6 and 103 
of the 1858 olc as having the following characteristics: it is vacant; it is 
grazing land not possessed by anybody; it was not assigned to the use of 
inhabitants ab antique (from ancient times); and it is land where no  human 
voice can be heard from the edge of habitation, estimated to be a distance 
of approximately 1.5 miles.96 Bedouin land in the Naqab was never deemed 
by the Ottoman administrators to be mewat, the implication being that 
Bedouin owner ship and cultivation of their lands was not challenged or 
in question. Nor was the land deemed by the Mandate Authorities to be 
mewat. The Mewat Land Ordinance of 1921 modified Ottoman law in two 
re spects: first, it required individuals who had cultivated mewat land to 
register title to their land within two months of the publication of the ordi-
nance in the Official Gazette of Palestine (as noted above); second, it stipu-
lated that occupiers of mewat lands who had not sought permission would 
be deemed illegal trespassers.97 The Mandate law thus changed the nature 
and character of the concept of mewat land in impor tant ways. During the 
Ottoman period, the category of “trespasser” did not exist as such; creating 
the  legal category and idea of illegality pertaining to occupiers of mewat 
who did not register their interests clearly had devastating consequences 
for autonomous Bedouin populations who did not see the need or, perhaps 
in a gesture that reflected their sovereignty, preferred not to register their 
lands in the Land Registry.

As Kedar, Yiftachel, and Amara note, the Israeli state deemed in 1953 
that all mewat land was state land and defined mewat in contradistinction 
to land that was “permanently settled.”98 Much of the critical lit er a ture on 
the Dead Negev Doctrine focuses on conflicting accounts of  whether the 
land was cultivated during the nineteenth  century, in the years prior to the 
establishment of the Mandate and then the state of Israel. Both Palestin-
ian and Israeli historians, geographers, sociologists, and  lawyers have some-
what exhaustively proven that indeed, the Bedouins cultivated their lands, 
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belying the Israeli narrative that the land was dead, barren, and vacant.99 
Uncovering evidence of travel writers’ accounts, maps created by foreign 
missionaries and explorers, Royal Air Force aerial photo graphs, tax rec ords, 
rec ords of land sales, and other material, they have roundly demonstrated 
that the Israeli appropriation of Bedouin land is based not only on a refusal 
to accept reams of recorded evidence—in both written and visual forms— 
proving Bedouin owner ship and use of their land, but also on a rather an-
tiquated and cynical refusal to acknowledge that the Bedouin had forms 
of owner ship and land use that  were significantly diff er ent from Eu ro pean 
 legal norms of owner ship and settlement. Differences in economic systems 
and forms of cultivation, and a mode of life that required movement across 
and through desert territories, have led successive foreign observers to con-
clude that tents, unlike  houses, do not constitute a sign of settlement. What 
is seen as at best an encampment has enabled the Israeli state to act as if the 
Naqab was literally uninhabited, even though early Zionists knew better.100 
As Ronen Shamir has noted to the contrary, the tents of the Bedouin in 
fact operate as a “rigid structure that  orders social life according to strict 
spatial rules.”101

Unlike other jurisdictions, such as Canada and Australia, where deeply 
flawed forms of recognition have at the same time acknowledged that First 
Nations had diff er ent systems of law and landholding that do not con-
form to Anglo- European ideas of property owner ship, the Israeli courts 
have rejected over two hundred Bedouin claims, without even the prom-
ise, it seems, that a strong dissenting judgment can leave open for  future 
change.102 In this re spect, the Israeli settler colonial regime does seem to dif-
fer from  others, which can perhaps be explained by the difference that de-
mographic  factors make to the settler colonial proj ect. The Bedouin, along 
with Orthodox Jewish communities, have the highest birthrate in Israel. 
Beyond the demographic  factors, however, to conclude that the recogni-
tion of indigenous rights to land and resources in jurisdictions such as Can-
ada and Australia are po liti cally more advanced, or more liberatory, belies 
the cunning of recognition evident in aboriginal rights jurisprudence, as 
many scholars have argued.103 Aboriginal rights jurisprudence in Canada, 
as noted in chapter 1, has developed on the basis of denying First Nations 
sovereignty and reaffirming Crown (colonial) sovereignty. In the Austra-
lian context, this amounts to recognizing the “radical under lying title” of 
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the Crown. The “jurisprudence of regret” that characterized the Australian 
High Court’s decision in Mabo has developed into a “regrettable jurispru-
dence,” as Alex Reilly argues, with the po liti cal potential of native title in-
creasingly limited by subsequent judgments.104 It took de cades of litigation 
and po liti cal strug gle before First Nations and their advocates achieved 
an  actual declaration of aboriginal title; only in 2014 was the Tsilhqot’in 
First Nation in British Columbia recognized as holding aboriginal title to 
a portion of their traditional territory. As I argued in chapter 1, while not 
diminishing this impor tant po liti cal and  legal victory, the Canadian Su-
preme Court recognized aboriginal title based on forms of customary land 
use within the world of the somewhat suspect anthropological category of 
the seminomad.105

“nomads against their  will”
Re sis tance against the appropriation of Bedouin lands has a long history.106 
Right from the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, the Bedouin and 
their supporters have attempted repeatedly to enforce their  legal and po liti cal 
rights to their lands. The strug gle of the Bedouin came to have greater inter-
national prominence recently with the very effective international advocacy 
of organ izations such as Adalah, the Arab Centre for Minority Rights, based 
in Haifa, Israel; the Association for Civil Rights in Israel; and Zochrot, the 
latter of which are both Israeli ngos. Adalah and other  lawyers have under-
taken countless cases for Bedouin clients, to defend them from being crimi-
nalized due to their presence on their land, enforcing their right to  water 
and other basic ser vices, and to halt  house de mo li tions and evictions.

The pre ce dents relevant to the determination of the al- Uqbi land claims 
generally revolve around the question of  whether the land being claimed is 
mewat; and as early as 1962, the Israeli Supreme Court  shaped and changed 
the  legal criteria for establishing what is mewat in order to maximize the 
appropriation of Palestinian land by the state. The transformations of the 
content of the  legal doctrine of mewat  were based on a conception of prop-
erty owner ship that privileged cartographic mea sure ment over oral prac-
tices of determining what is sufficiently isolated land to be deemed to be 
vacant, and a vision of what constitutes a settlement that ran  counter to 
Bedouin modes of land use and owner ship.

http://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/14246/index.do
http://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/14246/index.do
https://www.academia.edu/17273825/Critical_Legal_Studies_and_The_Politics_of_Property
https://www.academia.edu/17273825/Critical_Legal_Studies_and_The_Politics_of_Property
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In Badaran, Bedouin claimants (respondents at the Supreme Court) 
argued that two parcels of land  were not mewat but miri according to ar-
ticle 78 of the olc, having been possessed and cultivated for longer than 
the period of prescription.107 At trial, they  were successfully awarded two 
parcels of land, and the state appealed this ruling. They counterclaimed 
against the registration of a third disputed parcel of land in the name of 
the state. The Israeli Supreme Court overturned the trial division’s ruling 
and rejected the counterclaim, awarding all of the disputed land to the 
state. At issue was  whether or not the disputed land was in fact mewat.

As noted above, article 6 of the olc provides for two ways of mea sur ing 
the distance of a parcel of land from the nearest settlement, for the pur-
poses of determining  whether a piece of land can be considered mewat. 
The Israeli Supreme Court, in Badaran (1962), eschews part of the original 
definition of mewat land on the basis that the oral/aural basis for deter-
mining  whether a parcel of land is sufficiently distant from a settlement 
lacks the precision of units of mea sure ment cognizable to a putatively more 
modern, scientific worldview.108 Justice Berenson concludes, “in the con-
test between distance by mea sure ment and distance by hearing, distance by 
mea sure ment wins and is the determining one.”109 The denigration of oral 
cultures as inferior and also in some contexts as subversive, as they could 
not be controlled or regulated, finds expression in a range of British set-
tler colonial regimes, including both Ireland and Canada. For instance, as 
David Lloyd has persuasively argued in Irish Culture and Colonial Moder-
nity, 1800–2000, the transformation of oral space in Ireland was intimately 
connected to the dispossession of land and the creation of colonial subjec-
tivities. “Orality,” writes Lloyd, “has been understood as a stage anteced-
ent to literacy in the gradual evolution of increasingly sophisticated  human 
civilisations.”110 However, Lloyd argues that the focus on temporality (and 
the developmental telos of oral cultures to literate ones) occludes the “spa-
tial formations” that both underpin oral cultures and are also transformed 
by the advent of literacy.111 If literacy is the precondition for the interior 
life of the civilized subject, it also occasions affective, spatial, and material 
enclosures characteristic of modernity and modern law.

In Canada, as discussed in chapter  4, the colonial authorities made 
traditional indigenous ceremonies of dance, of which song was an inte-
gral dimension, illegal. The significance of indigenous oral histories for 
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determining  legal relationships of owner ship and use, some of which are 
transmitted through song, was only recognized in 1997 in Delgamuukw v. 
British Columbia by the Supreme Court of Canada, who confirmed the 
importance of oral history testimony to indigenous rights claims. At trial, 
which stretched over a four- year period, the claimants had presented oral 
history testimony only to be told, in what would become an infamous 
dismissal of such testimony by Chief Justice McEachern, that “the songs 
would do no good” as he had a “tin ear.” In step with the late chief justice, 
the oral history testimony of Nuri al- Uqbi was dismissed outright at trial 
in El- Uqbi v. State of Israel (2009) on the basis that the collective memory 
of settling the land in Al- Araqib, to which Nuri al- Uqbi testified, was in-
admissible as witnesses could only testify to “what they had experienced 
first- hand.”112

In Badaran, counsel for the appellants, Hanna Nakkarah, argued that 
the land was not more than one and a half miles away from the village of 
Arab al- Suweid. The disputed land had been determined to be more than 
that distance away from Bi’na village. In rejecting Nakkarah’s argument, 
the court concluded that the buildings constructed in Arab al- Suweid  were 
wool tents, and that the presence of only seven families in such dwellings 
could not possibly constitute a permanent settlement.113 In addition to im-
posing a vision of what constitutes a permanent settlement that does not 
account for the landholding practices of the Bedouin, Justice Berenson im-
posed a new condition relating to the “ legal point of mea sure ment,” which 
was that the place of settlement needed to be established before the enact-
ment of the olc.114 Kedar argues that the imposition of this condition was 
not based on legislation or any other  legal pre ce dent, and constituted a very 
heavy burden on the Bedouin claimants  because it “curtailed  those catego-
ries of settlement that demarcated inner (non- Mewat) and outer (Mewat) 
lands.”115 This also had the effect of disqualifying Bedouin who had “gradu-
ally moved into permanent dwellings at the end of the nineteenth and the 
beginning of the twentieth  century.”116 By refusing to recognize Bedouin 
settlements that consisted of very few buildings and/or tents, or indeed 
settlements that contained cemeteries or mud  houses, the state authorized 
itself to declare much more land as mewat.117  Here, it is also apparent how 
diff er ent rationales for owner ship work recombinantly to dispossess indig-
enous communities— land that was not registered, and was deemed to be 
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more than a mile and a half from permanent settlements, could be appro-
priated by the state.

The court also noted that the Mandate Ordinance of 1921 “completely 
changed the situation” regarding mewat land by introducing the charge 
of trespass for anyone reviving and cultivating dead land without receiv-
ing government permission. On this basis, the court concluded that the 
respondents lost their right to claim owner ship as they failed to follow the 
instructions of the ordinance. Property rights could not be claimed for 
land that was revived without permission from the British authorities  after 
1921, and as the respondents had failed to provide sufficient evidence, in 
the judge’s view, that their ancestors had cultivated the land from 1858, he 
upheld the state’s appeal and denied the counterappeal of the respondents. 
Unlike  later claims that  were to follow, the court at least refrained from 
awarding costs to the state.

The Badaran ruling set an immovable pre ce dent for Bedouin claims 
and was reaffirmed in the al- Huashela ruling that followed in 1984. In al- 
Huashela, the Israeli Supreme Court heard an appeal from a 1972 ruling 
of the Bir Al Sabe District Court, in which thirteen members of the al- 
Huashela tribe claimed owner ship of several parcels of land pursuant to the 
provisions of the Land Settlement Ordinance (New Version) 1969. The rel-
evant provisions of this act provided that any land belonging to the mewat 
category would be registered in the name of the state, and that where a 
person had received a title deed for mewat land pursuant to article 103 of 
the olc, he would be entitled to have his owner ship of property registered 
in his name (s. 155). Their claim was rejected on the basis that the parcels of 
land  were deemed to be mewat according to articles 6 and 103 of the olc. 
At trial, the appellants had claimed owner ship of the disputed plots of land 
on the basis of possession and cultivation. They did not hold title deeds, 
and their claim was based on “unregistered rights which had been passed 
down by many generations.” They also claimed that the land was not mewat 
but was cultivable from “the outset.”118

When the court reiterated the definition of article 3, the definition of 
mewat did not include the alternate mea sure ment for the requisite degree 
of isolation of the dead land. In the words of Aharon Ben- Shemesh, whom 
the court quoted, the land must lie “at such a distance from towns and vil-
lages from which a  human voice cannot be heard at the nearest inhabited 
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place.”119 Similarly,  legal commentator Moshe Doukhan, whom the court 
also cited, notes that mewat lands are “one and a half miles or one half an 
hour’s walk from an inhabited area.”120 Despite the emphasis on the aural 
means of establishing the relative isolation of mewat lands, the court reaf-
firmed Badaran and the primacy of establishing distance by a standardized 
imperial mea sure ment.

As with Badaran, the court dismissed arguments by the claimants about 
the nearest relevant settlement for the purposes of establishing  whether or 
not the disputed lands  were sufficiently isolated to constitute mewat. A 
settlement claimed by the appellants to be close to the disputed lands was 
deemed irrelevant as it was “only a police station standing next to a Bed-
ouin encampment, and nothing  else.”121 In the course of rejecting the appeal, 
the court created an image and narrative of Bedouin lands as terra nullius. 
Emphasizing the term “vacant” to describe the concept of mewat lands, the 
court concluded that the disputed land was “desolate for ages”; and based 
on the observations of British scholar Palmer from the 1870s along with the 
arid nature of the climate, juxtaposed the Bedouin “preference” for nomad-
ism with the “orderly and profitable cultivation of land” that the Bedouin 
apparently rejected. Mandate- era  legal judgments redefining cultivation to 
mean permanent improvement of the land are noted, only to reaffirm the trial 
court’s rejection of the oral testimony of Bedouin elders attesting to the 
cultivation of their lands.122

In many ways, the al- Uqbi claim is unremarkable, similar in nature to 
many other Bedouin land claims that came before it. What is novel, how-
ever, are some of the  legal arguments that  were put to the courts, including 
the claim that the Bedouin have rights as an indigenous minority to their 
ancestral lands. The decades- long activism of the Bedouin, their per sis-
tence in fighting the appropriation of their lands, their displacement and 
impoverishment, bears obvious similarities to the strug gles for land and 
autonomy of other indigenous communities around the world. The grow-
ing prominence of international indigenous activism, including the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous  Peoples (2007) and the 
Standing Committee on Indigenous Rights have  shaped recent land claims 
brought forth by the al- Uqbi  family in par tic u lar.

Nuri al- Uqbi was born in Al- Araqib, as  were several generations of his 
 family before him. At trial, he gave evidence of his  family’s presence on their 
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ancestral lands in Al- Araqib, testifying to their gradual settlement of the area 
from the eigh teenth  century onward. He recalled in some detail the crops 
that  were grown, the methods of cultivation employed, and the conditions 
of village life for his  family.123 In 1948, the majority of Bedouin living in the 
Naqab  were violently expelled, leaving only 12  percent of the original popu-
lation in the area.124 The al- Uqbi tribe  were ordered by the military governor 
to leave their land in 1951 for military training exercises, a common mecha-
nism that has been continually used to remove Palestinians from their land. 
They  were transferred to the town of Hura, which was established by the 
Israeli state for resettlement of the Bedouin, and  were continually refused 
permission to return to their land. In the 1970s, Nuri al- Uqbi founded an 
ngo, the Association for the Defense of Bedouin Rights, to consolidate and 
collectivize their ongoing re sis tance to the dispossession of their lands.125

Indigenous strug gles for land have often been articulated by scholars and 
activists as a strug gle for recognition. The  legal recognition of aboriginal 
rights in jurisdictions such as Canada and Australia has failed, for the most 
part, to diminish the power of the colonial settler state to define the  legal 
subject of aboriginal rights according to the figure of the possessive indi-
vidual, subtended by the common law of property. That is, as discussed in 
chapter 1, even in the moment of recognizing aboriginal rights to land and 
resources,  there is si mul ta neously a capturing of the rights claim into a ju-
ridical framework that denies First Nations sovereignty, laws, and concepts 
of owner ship and use.

In the al- Uqbi judgment of the Israeli Supreme Court, and as a reflection 
of the larger po liti cal context,  there is a degree of nonrecognition of Bed-
ouin rights that is truly striking. To begin with,  there is virtually no back-
ground discussion of the claimants, their history, and what has brought 
them to the court.  There is, in other words, a peculiar lack of narrativiza-
tion by the court. Compared with their colleagues in other settler colonial 
jurisdictions, the Israeli Supreme Court justices display a profound lack of 
interest in the claimants’ situation. While this could, of course, simply be 
a  matter of style, it is also arguable that this indifference is reflected in the 
 wholesale dismissal of the claims, the evidence presented, and the argument 
pertaining to the land rights of the Bedouin in Israel.

As laid out by the court, the al- Uqbi claim revolves around a pro cess of 
land settlement that began in 1971, pursuant to the 1969 Land (Settlement 
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of Title) Ordinance (discussed above). The al- Uqbi claimants (six diff er-
ent lawsuits had been combined before the district court) argued that the 
confiscation of their land by the state in 1954,  under the Land Acquisition 
(Validation of Acts and Compensation) Law, was invalid. Drawing on a 
wide range of evidence, they argued that they had cultivated their lands 
between 1858 and 1921, and that according to Ottoman land law and the 
Mandate mewat doctrine, the lands  were miri and not wasteland. The main 
issue before the court was what constitutes a settlement for the purposes of 
establishing owner ship.

Before ruling on the issue of  whether or not the disputed lands  were 
miri or mewat, the court addressed itself to the “unique characteristics” of 
the Acquisition Law of 1952.126 In a mode of  legal reasoning that can only 
be described as astonishingly conservative, the court held that despite the 
“constitutional difficulty” that arises from the blatant violation of the right 
to property enshrined in the Basic Law,  there is no possibility of reinter-
preting the Acquisition Law in light of the fact that it is grossly out of step 
with con temporary provisions for constitutionally protected rights. The 
historical imperative of Israeli settlement on Bedouin lands was rendered in 
the language of “unique historical circumstances” that led to the execution 
of the Acquisition Law.127 By refusing to entertain the argument that such 
a blatantly unjust law  ought to be reinterpreted, or at least amended with 
more flexible tests for interpreting the necessary conditions for confisca-
tion, the court dramatically closed off  legal ave nues for a just resolution to 
Bedouin dispossession.

Analy sis of the court’s ruling on the issue of  whether or not the land 
was cultivated and settled can be summarized by stating that the court un-
equivocally reinforced a notion of settlement based on the idea of perma-
nence, rooted in the En glish common law of property and Ottoman law 
(arguably refracted through an En glish  legal consciousness). The appel-
lants argued that the “restrictive definition of the term ‘settlement’ in the 
Ottoman Land Law . . .  according to which only a permanent settlement 
with stone  houses is a settlement whose surrounding lands are miri lands, 
 causes grave harm to the Bedouin and discriminates against them due to 
their culture and nomadic way of life.”128 This is precisely the argument put 
forth by the appellants in Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British Columbia ([2014] 
2 S.C.R. 256), which,  after thirty- two years of litigation  under section 35 
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of the Canadian Constitution Act, the court accepted. However, it is clear 
from the discussion above that the Bedouin have been seeking remedies 
before the Israeli courts since 1948. The temporality of dispossession and 
the  legal recognition of this dispossession is certainly not linear; while one 
could argue that settler colonialism in Canada began hundreds of years 
prior to 1948, this does not account for or explain the con temporary re-
fusal of Israeli courts to adhere to norms of  legal reasoning that account 
for constitutionally enshrined  human rights, as well as international  legal 
norms pertaining to the rights of indigenous  peoples.

The forms of evidence put forth by the claimants to prove that the land 
was miri oscillate between written acknowl edgment of Bedouin owner ship 
and other media, particularly photographic evidence that demonstrates the 
existence of cultivation. The court rejected the spectrum of evidence pro-
vided,  whether it was in the form of rec ords of taxes paid on agricultural 
produce, registration documents kept within an internal Bedouin system 
of land owner ship, or photo graphs showing evidence of cultivation, mainly 
on the basis that they deemed the rec ords to be untrustworthy in their 
physical form (one document was excluded  because it was poorly photo-
copied, for instance) or relevant to the general area but lacking sufficient 
specificity to prove owner ship over the areas claimed.129

Of relevance to the arguments pursued in this book about the recombi-
nant and fractured nature of how  legal rationales for owner ship are used 
to dispossess indigenous  peoples of their land is the sleight of hand used to 
dismiss the evidence of sales transactions to Zionist bodies by the Bedouin. 
The appellants argued that many Bedouins registered  great swaths of land 
in the Naqab in the Tabu, the Ottoman registry that was recognized by the 
Mandate government as the official land registry, proving Bedouin owner-
ship of their lands.130 Furthermore, land transactions between the Bedouin 
and Zionist settlers  were recorded in the Mandate “transaction registry.”131 
The court proceeded, however, to conclude that a purchase for sale of lands 
does not necessarily prove owner ship, and that the reason why Zionist set-
tlers paid for the lands was  because they  were aware that the “Bedouins’ 
rights in Negev lands had not yet been clarified and that this could pose 
difficulties when they asked to be registered as the  owners of the land.”132 
One of the sources for this finding is a book titled From Wilderness to an 
Inhabited Land, authored by one C. Porat.
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The court found that the Mandate government itself recognized that 
Bedouins had certain rights in the Naqab, but that  these  were of an indeter-
minate nature, mirroring the indefinite character of the use of land itself. As 
quoted by the court, the Simpson Report of 1930 stated, “Their [the Bed-
ouins’] rights have never been determined. They claim rights of cultivation 
and grazing of an indefinite character and over indefinite areas.”133  These 
“attractive” and “picturesque” fixtures in the countryside  were “an anach-
ronism” in the onward march of development. Sir John Hope- Simpson 
emphasized the need to recognize Bedouin rights, but their mode of land 
use and owner ship was uncognizable within an En glish common- law para-
digm in which property interests had to be of a definite, bounded nature in 
both physical par ameters and time.

It is difficult to reconcile the purchase and sale of land with the conclu-
sion of the court, that the Bedouin had no recognized owner ship rights 
over the land. Essentially, the court inferred that Zionist settlers paid for 
the land in order to indemnify themselves against potential  future claims 
by the original inhabitants of the land. However, it is clear that even the 
Mandate government recognized Bedouin rights in the land, a fact that 
dis appears in the outright rejection of any Bedouin interests by the court.134 
Bedouin cultivation and occupation of land was deemed to be lacking in 
both permanence and the requisite signs of permanent improvement, re-
inscribing Anglo and Eu ro pean notions of civilization that have informed 
Zionist settlement from the late nineteenth  century.  There is continuity in 
the primary place that agricultural improvement occupies in settler colo-
nial law in Palestine.

Improvement of the land through types of cultivation that mimicked 
Eu ro pean (and American) agricultural practices was a central part of early 
Zionist ideology. Improving the land was the means of redemption for the 
Jewish  people, a return to history. The profound significance of cultivation 
and improvement to Zionist nationalism occupies central ground in Pal-
estinian claims for the restitution of their land. As explored throughout 
this chapter, the ideology of improvement in the context of Israel/Palestine 
is constituted through Lockean notions of wasteland, which  were legally 
encoded by the British during the Mandate, as well as a German idealism 
that posited a connection to the soil as the organic foundation of a  people’s 
nationalism. Nationalist and ethnoreligious identities  were bound to land, 
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and this land accordingly had to be as cultivated as the  people whose civili-
zation was rooted within it.

The ideological weight of the equation that renders cultivation, civili-
zation, and Israeli national identity each to be the necessary precondition of 
the other means that Palestinian cultivation must be denied, ignored, or 
erased in order to sustain the Zionist fantasy of making the desert bloom. 
Between 2000 and 2001, Aziz Alturi’s crops in al- Araqib  were sprayed 
with Roundup two to three times by Israeli crop- dusting planes. The 
pesticide killed hundreds of livestock, and the al- Turi tribe attributed the 
death of one man and several miscarriages to the toxicity of the spray.135 
In the West Bank, the decades- long uprooting of Palestinian olive groves 
and crop destruction has been a mechanism routinely deployed by settlers 
to harass Palestinians and initiate a pro cess of displacement.136 The Israeli 
courts’ insistence in defining what cultivation is and what constitutes 
evidence of the same, according to their own cultural norms and Zionist 
imperatives, is a central feature of the attempt to create a relationship 
between Zionist nationalist identity and the land.

The more general connection between land and identity, as I explore in 
chapter 4, is bound together from the nineteenth  century in British North 
Amer i ca through the juridical concept of status. Rendering indigenous 
 peoples’ access to reserve land contingent upon their status, as determined 
by the colonial government, became a primary mechanism of controlling 
the lives, livelihood, and relations to land of First Nations. The notion that 
one’s  legal status could determine one’s mobility and ability to reside upon 
and use one’s land marks a specific development in modern law. Status was 
no longer a mutable  legal designation that was contingent upon time, place, 
and one’s circumstances, but became a somewhat more rigid juridical instru-
ment used to discipline and control racialized populations. Identity and 
property relations become fused in the concept of status, and status, as we 
 will see in chapter 4, comes to function as a form of property in and of itself.



Chapter 4  /  Status

status and status (as) property

In 2007, Sharon McIvor, a First Nations  woman and member of the Lower 
Nicola Lake Indian band, successfully argued before the British Columbia 
Supreme Court (bcsc) that the registration provisions in section 6 of the 
Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.I-5 (aka the 1985 Indian Act),  were discrimina-
tory on the basis of sex and marital status. The amendments to section 6 in 
the 1985 Indian Act  were intended to ameliorate the profound inequalities 
embedded in the registration provisions for Indian status since the mid- 
nineteenth  century. However, as McIvor’s case before the bcsc established, 
the provisions brought into force with the 1985 amendments to the Indian 
Act had effectively continued the preferential treatment of “descendants 
who trace their Indian ancestry along the paternal line over  those who trace 
their Indian ancestry along the maternal line.”1 This judgment at the bcsc 
(discussed in more detail below) reflected a resounding  legal victory, with 
Madam Justice Ross concluding that section 6 of the 1985 Indian Act was 
discriminatory on the basis of sex and marital status, and was not a justi-
fiable infringement of McIvor’s rights. Regrettably, the British Columbia 
Court of Appeal would, in 2010, dramatically narrow the basis upon which 
 these provisions  were deemed to be discriminatory, and the Supreme Court 
of Canada denied leave to appeal.2 As it currently stands, the full array of 
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injustices leveled against First Nations  women who  were denied Indian status 
on the basis of marriages to nonstatus men, and the inheritance of this par-
tic u lar type of dispossession suffered by their  children and grandchildren, 
remains without remedy.

Indian status is a colonial invention of the mid- nineteenth  century. As 
En glish and French settlers  were in the pro cess of consolidating their co-
lonial dominion over vast First Nations territories in the form of a federal 
state, the government enacted legislation that created the juridical category 
of the Indian. Binding together identity with access to land, Indian status 
became a core aspect of the colonial regulation of the lives of First Nations 
 people from the mid- nineteenth  century  until the pres ent. The creation of 
both the Indian as a juridical category and the Indian reserve marks a spe-
cific historical conjuncture, one in which identity and property relations 
 were explic itly bound to each other, constituting a core dimension of an 
apparatus of colonial knowledge and governance.3 In this chapter, I seek to 
explore this conjuncture— what I refer to as the identity- property nexus— 
which continues as a very par tic u lar form of dispossession for many First 
Nations  women and their  children and grandchildren.

The relationship between status, broadly conceived, and property relations 
takes on a specific double valence with the evolution of the modern common 
law of property. Status signifies a position that one occupies, determined by 
the law (often a result of a legislative mechanism); it affords the  bearer of that 
status privileges, property, and properties that are both tangible and intan-
gible. As mentioned above, status can be conceived of as an apparatus itself, in 
that it signifies a conjunction between juridical, economic, and social forces 
that works to regulate and produce subjects and, crucially, relations between 
subjects. Status is not immutable but is transmissible in the sense that it can 
be inherited by one’s descendants. Status as a concept does not reflect an es-
sential quality about the  bearer herself; it is more akin to a  legal persona.

The double valence emerges, however, when  legal status, and the privileges 
and the value afforded the  bearer of such status, become affixed to the bod-
ies of  those occupying a specific juridical category (immigrant or refugee or 
Indian). In the settler colony, status expresses the coarticulation of racial and 
gendered properties of the subject and access to land; identity becomes affixed 
to specific property relations. With re spect to the status created by the colo-
nial government for First Nations  people in Canada, the significance of this  
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 legal designation shows no sign of diminishing, as economies of reserve land, 
which scaffold and justify the continued existence of Indian status, remain 
 under federal jurisdiction. Status, historically a  legal fiction that designated a 
position that a person occupied rather than the person herself, has come in the 
modern era to reflect the articulation of abstract racial and gender characteris-
tics with specific property relations (entitlement and access to land). Status has 
become a racialized designation that is determined by an individual’s gender 
and marital status and upon which access to one’s land depends; it expresses 
the identity- property nexus that was forged by a juridical apparatus that struc-
tured and justified the appropriation of indigenous land and the creation of 
reserves. Indian status, as I discuss below, is constituted in relation to the ideal, 
proper citizen- subject, the self- possessive individual.

Many authors have critiqued the imposition of Indian status on First Na-
tions, and the particularly pernicious effects on the lives of First Nations 
 women and  children. For instance, writing about the recognition of Indian 
tribal status and membership in the American context, Joanne Barker ar-
gues that the focus on “cultural authenticity” in the legislative mechanisms 
of federal recognition is a primary means of asserting control over Indian 
tribes. She examines how tribes have deployed law in intratribal strug gles 
over land, membership, and self- government. With regard to the specific 
disputes between the Cherokee and the Delaware tribes for example, she 
queries why the legitimacy of federal control over the definition of Indian 
tribal status is not challenged in this par tic u lar strug gle for recognition. This 
reflects one of the primary power effects of state control over governing sta-
tus and membership, which is, Barker argues, “ really about the coercion of 
Native  peoples to recognize themselves to be  under federal power within fed-
eral terms.”4 Notwithstanding the historical differences in the American and 
Canadian approaches to the regulation of Indian tribal status and Indian sta-
tus respectively, Barker’s astute observations about the effects of the colonial 
regulation of First Nations’ identity is certainly relevant to the Canadian 
context. The relation of dominance between the colonial sovereign state and 
First Nations (or Indian tribes in the U.S.) evident in laws governing Indian 
status works to shore up the power and status of the white (male) possessive 
individual: “Within the narrative practices of nation formation, laws that 
regulate Native status and rights are central in defining conditions of power 
for  those classified as ‘white.’  These laws have worked so concertedly over 
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time to normalize the  legal, social and economic positions of privilege for 
‘whites’ over Native lands, resources, and bodies that  those classified as white 
have come not only to feel entitled to their privileges and benefits— but also 
to enjoy the right to exclude them from non- whites.”5

Explic itly drawing on the work of Cheryl Harris, Barker examines “the 
production of tribal membership as a property right” that functions as a 
means of exclusion and inclusion, according to ideologies of gender, race, 
and sexuality.6 I too argue that status in the Canadian context comes to 
function as a property right in and of itself; and my focus  here extends be-
yond the ways in which legislative definitions of Indian status  were tied 
to specific property relations and seeks to emphasize the long relation-
ship between status and property itself. That is, status with re spect to First 
Nations is part of the conceptual inheritance of the modern common law 
of property, wherein status has functioned both as a designation of  legal 
standing and as a form of property in itself; its value is determined by so-
cial, economic, and racial hierarchies, particularly with the advent of the 
spatial and temporal configurations of colonial modernity. This conceptual 
inheritance of modern property law is traced through the figure of the self- 
possessive individual. This chapter aims to excavate the racial and gendered 
ontology of the self- possessive subject as the ideal status against which the 
juridical category of the Indian was created. Building on scholarship that 
has firmly established how the property relations imposed on reserves and 
reservations  were defined in relation to the ideal white, proprietorial sub-
ject and forms of tenure that  were defined by the En glish common law of 
property, the objective  here is to further explore how the philosophical 
grounding of the self- possessive subject itself was defined in contradistinc-
tion to the racial, gendered subject of colonial domination, and how the 
very concepts of appropriation and owner ship  were  shaped, in the colonial 
context, by a thoroughly racial and gendered logic.

Aileen Moreton- Robinson has identified the figure of the “white posses-
sive” individual as central to the colonization of Australia. She outlines the 
meaning of possession both in an exterior,  legal sense and on an ontological 
level, as a structure of modern subject formation. “To be able to assert ‘this 
is mine’ requires a subject to internalize the idea that one has proprietary 
rights that are part of normative behaviour, rules of interaction, and social 
engagement.”7 She argues that possession, functioning in a sociodiscursive 
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manner, reinforces this “ontological structure of white subjectivity.”8  Here, 
my aim is to explore how the juridical concept of Indian status articulates 
the intimate bind between the racial, ontological structure of possessive in-
dividualism and the modern economy of private property relations in the 
settler colony.

In the remainder of this section, I explore concepts of status and status 
property as they have been conceived of in diff er ent  legal paradigms. The 
contradictory and complex nature of how status has operated historically 
(and presently) in both British and colonial contexts places any general ar-
guments about modern law and status beyond the reach of this chapter. In 
the work of William Blackstone, for instance, status and the entitlements it 
gives rise to find a place in his taxonomy of recognizable property interests. 
While the benefits attach to the position of the  bearer, not the  bearer him-
self, aristocratic titles certainly passed through lines of inheritance based on 
kinship. Casting our view further back in time,  toward Roman law, status de-
termined  legal relations and was transmissible between generations, but was 
certainly not immutable. My aim in this chapter is not to make an overarch-
ing argument about status and property relations but specifically to examine 
the conjuncture of modern conceptualizations of identity and property in 
the figure of the self- possessive individual as elaborated by C. B. MacPher-
son. I argue that this conjuncture of identity, in the form of  legal status, and 
property relations is firmly rooted in a racial and gendered ontology. Indian 
status figures as a  legal persona oppositional to the self- possessive, appropria-
tive subject, bound to the bodies of First Nations  women in specific ways. 
My focus in the bulk of this chapter is largely historical; the aim is to exca-
vate the diff er ent economies of identity and land that  were constructed in 
the mid- nineteenth  century by the colonial government, which express the 
fundamental centrality of race and gender thinking to the identity- property 
nexus. By way of conclusion, however, I turn to con temporary challenges 
to the Indian Act provisions that perpetuate the ongoing dispossession of 
First Nations  women and emphasize that decolonization requires breaking 
with the logic of the identity- property nexus.

Status, as a  legal concept, has long been a mechanism used to determine 
the po liti cal, economic, and  legal conditions that an individual is subject to 
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within both the public and private spheres. As Davina Bhandar has observed, 
“[o]fficial  legal status has been used to define and legislate the very nature of 
personhood in society. Status determines membership, belonging and may 
also define the rights and entitlements a po liti cal subject or actor demands of 
the state.”9 Status derives from the Latin term stare, or  legal standing, and in 
Roman law was used to define the rights of individuals vis- à- vis  others, and 
to govern both populations and territory. For the Romans, at least accord-
ing to one nineteenth- century En glish interpreter of Roman law, the status 
(or conditio) of the parties involved in a dispute was essential in determin-
ing the contours of the  legal action.10 The fourteenth- century Roman jurist 
Bartolus was acutely concerned with the status of individuals involved in a 
 legal dispute, even more so than the  actual facts of a par tic u lar crime.11 Relat-
edly, Alain Pottage, in his discussion of the work of Roman law scholar Yan 
Thomas, elucidates how the objectivity of a  thing, in the context of a  legal 
action, was determined by the  legal name or definition bestowed upon it, not 
some essential characteristic or property that defined its essence.12

Status was of central significance for two reasons, one being that it could 
shift, thereby changing quite completely the rules applicable to the disputants. 
Another reason that status was of prime import to Roman law concerned the 
exigencies of empire. With territorial acquisition and the assertion of sov-
ereignty came the need to determine the substance and meaning of juris-
diction. The conceptualization of jurisdiction that took hold during a long 
period of territorial acquisition, as Elden has argued, was influenced by pre-
vious distinctions between the spiritual and temporal jurisdiction of canon 
law and civil law.13 But as territory became the object of rule, the status of 
individuals within a given territory determined their  legal rights, obligations, 
and incapacities.14 Status became a means of governing populations who  were 
incorporated into the jurisdiction of Roman rule through conquest.

One’s  legal status was not immutable, as is generally the case with the 
notion of  legal capacity that we have inherited from the early modern com-
mon law. The  legal status of  women could change with marriage in the 
Roman world; for instance, if a freedwoman married, with the consent of 
her patron she would be released from the obligation of work.15 A man-
umitted slave could gain full citizenship, including the right to vote and 
to occupy government offices.16 As Orlando Patterson notes, in Rome a 
“group of slaves and freedmen exercised extraordinary power in both the 
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executive and administrative branches of the imperial government.”17 Of 
course, Patterson also argues that Roman  lawyers “in ven ted the  legal fic-
tion of dominium or absolute owner ship” in order to more categorically 
distinguish between categories of owner and  thing, as a reaction to more 
relativistic conceptions of owner ship and the mutability of one’s status as a 
slave or  free person. He asserts that the three constituent ele ments set out 
in the new  legal paradigm that emerged in the first  century bc— persona, 
res, and dominium— corresponded to master, slave, and enslavement.18 That 
is to say, even with the mutability of  legal persona or status, the treatment 
of slaves as objects of property was not less violent and brutal than in other 
systems of slavery.

While the manumitted classes would long be distinguished from  those 
who  were freeborn, the latter could also be subjected to extreme forms of 
disenfranchisement— the punitive nature of the exile or banishment of in-
habitants of the Roman territories was marked by the loss of status. While 
we can glean the origins of status as a means of defining the  legal rights of 
individuals and as a mode of governing populations as a part of consolidat-
ing jurisdiction over foreign territories, status was not, it seems, written on 
the body in the same way that it comes to be in the modern era.

In the modern era, status comes to function as a form of property in it-
self. William Blackstone categorized one’s status (specifically referring to 
one’s position or office in society) as a form of property in itself that carried 
with it economic value.  These kinds of property interests  were categorized 
as “incorporeal hereditaments,” in distinction to corporeal hereditaments 
(or real property). Incorporeal hereditaments included the right to rents, 
annuities, tithes (taxes), commons, and several other property interests that 
 were not tangible (although they generally gave rise to tangible benefits).19 
One’s status as an officer of the court, to take one example, afforded that 
person economic and  legal benefits that  were attached to the office, not the 
person inhabiting it. Public offices, such as  those of magistrates, functioned as 
a “right to exercise a public . . .  employment and to take fees and emoluments 
thereunto belonging,” which  were defined as incorporeal hereditaments.20 
A man had an estate in such property, “ either to him and his heirs, or for 
life or for a term of years.”21 An incorporeal hereditament was a species 
of property derived from a “ thing corporate,” collateral to the person who 
enjoyed its benefits.
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Blackstone identifies the benefits accrued by patronage as a type of prop-
erty that appears to incorporate a somewhat more metaphysical dimension. 
Patronage, “only conveyed by operation of law, viz., by writing  under seal,” 
is evidence of “an invisible  mental transfer” whereby it lies dormant  until 
an event triggers it, “calls it forth,” and then a “vis i ble corporeal fruit” ma-
terializes.22 While in the time that Blackstone was writing such formal pa-
tronage meant bestowing upon the beneficiary of such privileges possession 
of lands or perhaps the tenements of a church, we can see how patronage, 
in ways not formalized by writing  under seal, operates in very much the 
same way in  today’s world. Informal networks of patronage, often (but not 
always) based on social position and shared identity characteristics such as 
gender, sexuality, and race, lead to material benefits with regard to employ-
ment and promotion.

Another species of what could be described as status property appears 
to carry with it the remnants of a more thoroughly feudal era, where the 
entitlements and privileges that attach to a par tic u lar status or arrangement 
capture the subject in a more totalizing embrace. For instance, Schmitt 
distinguishes the “status contract” from the “ free contract” of the liberal 
bourgeois social order that rests on the  will of each subject who is party to 
the contract. The status contract, by contrast, involves the  whole person, 
“and founds an enduring life relationship that takes into account the person 
in his existence and incorporates the person into a total order.”23 Examples 
of such status contracts include engagement and marriage contracts (and 
Schmitt also points to the oath as a “characteristic sign of the existential 
engagement with the entire person”).24 Status, in this enlarged sense, gave 
rise to recognizable property interests in the modern common law, and in-
tangible entitlements that bear social and material benefit. Status as a con-
cept that denotes  legal standing, and a par tic u lar social position in society 
vis- à- vis  others, can thus function as a form of property in itself.

The lineages of social relations established through feudal hierarchies also 
point to a form of status property that encompasses individual subjects in 
a totalizing way, by which promises and entitlements are affixed not to an 
abstract  legal persona but to the individual. Hereditary titles of nobility, 
for instance, based on the grounds of biological kinship and the doctrine 
of primogeniture that assured firstborn males of the powers associated with 
owner ship,  were forms of status that ensured the reproduction of sociocul-
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tural norms and economic structures that prevailed in the United Kingdom 
throughout the colonial era. In considering how status has functioned to 
determine rights and entitlements of individuals and entire classes of  people 
in colonial contexts, a more complex set of relations emerges. The transmis-
sibility of status through biological inheritance was articulated through the 
racial and gendered schemas germane to the colonial appropriation of indig-
enous lands and, of course, the institution of slavery in the United States. 
With regard to the latter case, the transmissibility of slave status was deemed 
to be matrilineal, ensuring the reproduction of a slave  labor force and, to some 
extent, indemnifying white slave  owners against the crimes of rape and sexual 
vio lence (or, in other circumstances, evidence of relationships with black 
slave  women), given that the  children borne of  these situations remained the 
property of the white own er.

In considering how status, as a juridical concept, comes to signify dif-
ferential value along axes of race and gender, I argue that Indian status was 
defined in relation to the  legal subjectivity of the possessive individual, who 
bears the status of the ideal citizen- subject. As I explore in the following 
section, the creation of Indian status was concomitant with legislation that 
established federal jurisdiction over reserve lands and stipulated in  great 
detail the rules governing life on the reserve. This took place within the 
same space and temporal framework as the appropriation of First Nations 
lands and the privatization of the land base, particularly in provinces such 
as British Columbia, as explored in chapter 1. The ideal  legal and po liti cal 
subject of the burgeoning settler state was the possessive individual, and the 
“Indian” of the Indian Act was defined in contradistinction to this figure.

economies of land and identity

The identity- property nexus, in the settler colony of Canada, was forged 
in relation to two distinct economies of land. One was the Indian reserve, 
the other a market for individual private property owner ship that rested 
upon the fiction of under lying Crown sovereignty. Landlaw was evidently 
informed by Lockean justifications for owner ship. In British Columbia, for 
instance, land that was not visibly populated by agricultural settlements in 
the En glish vein was often deemed to be wasteland, open for appropriation 
by settlers, as discussed in chapter 1.25 Concerns for creating and expanding 
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commercial markets reflected the influence of Smithian po liti cal economy 
on the mentality of Canada’s first legislators.26 The self- possessive and ap-
propriative subject was the ideal archetype of the settler. The  legal designa-
tion “Indian” was in many ways its inverse, defined in order to establish 
who had the right to reside on reserves, which, as I explore below,  were 
spaces intended to be kept outside and insulated from the market economy 
of mainstream society. Reserves  were intended to be anachronistic spaces 
bounded by time and place, with the paternalistic aims of protecting First 
Nations from white settlers making incursions onto their lands and encour-
aging First Nations to assimilate by placing them in the extreme margins of 
the young settler nation- state.

The first federal piece of legislation pertaining to Indian status and In-
dian lands was An Act Providing for the Organisation of the Department 
of the Secretary of State of Canada, and for the Management of Indian and 
Ordinance Lands, S.C. 1868, c.42 (31 Vict.). This act was passed shortly 
 after the British North Amer i ca Act 30 & 31, Vict. Ch 3, (also known as the 
Constitution Act), the imperial legislation that united the Canadian prov-
inces into a unified dominion. This act provided the constitutional archi-
tecture for the division of powers over a range of  matters between federal 
and provincial governments. Indian lands  were to fall  under federal juris-
diction and initially  were the responsibility of the Department of the Sec-
retary of State of Canada. As John Milloy has written, the early legislation 
regulating the lands and lives of Indians reflected the colonial policy objec-
tives of assimilation.27 The earlier imperial policy of civilizing the natives 
was displaced by the objective of assimilating First Nations into the larger 
white settler population. Indeed, as Milloy notes, the passage in 1869 of the 
“Act for the Gradual Enfranchisement of Indians, the Better  Management 
of Indian Affairs, and to Extend the Provisions of the Act 31st Victoria” 
rendered bare the colonial “dedication to assimilation.”28

The 1868 act defined who an “Indian” was “for the purposes of determin-
ing what persons are entitled to hold, use or enjoy the lands and other im-
moveable property” (section 15). The “Indians”  were defined as  those who 
had “Indian” blood, and  those “reputed to belong to the par tic u lar tribe, 
band or body of Indians interested in such lands or immoveable property” 
(section 15). The first comprehensive statute that amalgamated the vari ous 
pieces of legislation that applied to Indians was An Act to Amend and Con-
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solidate the Laws Respecting Indians, S.C. 1876, c.18. Fi nally, the Indian Act, 
R.S.C. 1886, c.43, provided the following definition of “Indian” that would 
remain intact  until well into the twentieth  century:

First. Any male person of Indian blood reputed to belong to a par tic u lar 
band;

Secondly. Any child of such person;
Thirdly. Any  woman who is or was lawfully married to such person.

Milloy argues that the concept of status in the Indian Act derived from 
“Victorian cultural assumptions: that property owner ship was the founda-
tion of civilized society,” which, firmly patriarchal in nature, linked descent 
and owner ship (of status and land) to males.29 And certainly, in the defini-
tion of “Indian” we see the erasure of First Nations  women as subjects in de-
pen dent from the juridical category of Indian; they are categorized  either 
as the child or the wife of a man.

Early legislation governing Indians is revealing of the intensely gendered 
nature of racial difference. The attempt to civilize the native, reflecting a 
bourgeois, Victorian sensibility, required Indian  women to be treated as 
property of their husbands.30 Thus, in 1857, the Dominion Government of 
Canada passed a piece of legislation titled An Act to Encourage the Grad-
ual Civilization of the Indian Tribes in the Province, and to Amend the 
Laws Respecting Indians, S. Prov. C. 1857, 20 Vict., as c.26. As Justice Ross 
recounts in her judgment in McIvor v. Registrar, Indian and Northern Af-
fairs Canada, this was perhaps the first act to inflict upon First Nations 
 women and  children the involuntary loss of status. If the husband of an 
Indian  woman  were enfranchised and thus assimilated (at least partially) 
into the mainstream economy of property owner ship, she too would have 
had her status removed.31

If a First Nations  woman married a person who was not registered as an 
Indian, she (and her  children) lost her status. If she married a man who 
belonged to another band, then her name was automatically transferred to 
his band.32 It is difficult to underestimate the radical effect of the im-
position of this patriarchal system governing identity and access to land 
on First Nations  women and communities. Scores of indigenous feminists 
have written about the vio lence of this system and its continuing legacies.33 
Eu ro pean explorers and settlers who “described Aboriginal  women of the 
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plains as slaves and drudges” bequeathed their racist- sexist imagery to colo-
nial administrators and modern- day anthropologists, who in their turn saw 
reserve life as a way of providing aboriginal  women with the potential for 
respectable domesticity.34

The racial and gendered configuration of Indian status led to the dispos-
session and disenfranchisement of generations of First Nations  women. In-
dian status was the necessary precondition for access to one’s community, 
one’s reservation, one’s kinship and social networks, and the benefits and 
entitlements that attached to both the place of the reservation and the as-
cription of Indian status. Indian status, however, for First Nations  women is 
not simply the means through which one accesses reserve land and has the 
right of residency on the reserve; status has over time come to signify and 
encapsulate identity itself for many  women. The forms of psychic, existen-
tial, and material exile suffered by First Nations  women who  were stripped 
of their status by marrying nonaboriginal men remain an ongoing legacy for 
 women and their  children who still have not obtained a just remedy for the 
dispossession of their rights to reside on their land. This is not to argue that 
Indian status is wholly determinative of First Nations  women’s identities 
or, indeed, their relationships to their communities, their reserves, and an-
cestral land. Certainly the heterogeneity of First Nations and their internal 
modes of governance and ways of dealing with the Indian Act bureaucracy 
have meant that First Nations have engaged a plethora of ways of resisting 
and negotiating  these draconian laws; however, it is also clear that for a vast 
number of First Nations  women, the status provisions amounted to a radical 
form of dispossession.

The requirement that an aboriginal man who belongs to a band must 
have Indian blood reflects a biological conception of race that prevailed 
during the nineteenth  century. As Bonita Lawrence has noted, “with the 
exception of the 1869 legislation . . .  the Indian Act has regulated Indian-
ness without reference to  actual blood quantum.”35 However, the difference 
between blood quantum and Indian status has been obscured by both the 
state and bands themselves, who have come to equate full Indian status with 
“full bloodedness.”36 The notion of Indian blood functions per sis tently, it 
seems, in a way strangely parallel to the American context in which racial 
bound aries  were policed through explicit  legal rules regarding blood quan-
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tum. As  there is no way to actually mea sure blood, as Hartman notes, “the 
tangled lines of genealogy and association . . .  determine racial identity.”37

A First Nations  woman who was not married to an Indian man but be-
longed to a par tic u lar band was not recognized as an Indian. However, non-
aboriginal  women who married Indian men found themselves recognized 
as Indian. The racial categorization that subtended the transmissibility of 
status was thoroughly patrilineal and patriarchal. Relatedly, the prevailing 
gender ideology was thoroughly racialized— with First Nations  women fall-
ing outside the bounds of propriety in relation to the gendered criteria of 
citizenship (and constituted property) on the one hand and, on the other, 
cast as immoral, hypersexual, or depraved in relation to white  women.38

Bonita Lawrence has argued that the gendered nature of the Indian Act 
legislation reflects the attempts of the colonial state to break indigenous 
relationships to their land. “Removing  women,” writes Lawrence, “was the 
key to privatizing the land base.”39 The imposition of patriarchal gover-
nance structures on reservations, combined with other means of weakening 
First Nations’ self- governance, severely impeded the ability of First Nations 
 women (particularly in female- led clans) to protect the land base and pro-
vide for  future generations.40

The privatization of the land base was intimately connected to colonial 
identity formation. In the province of British Columbia, an economy of 
private property owner ship was created through the assertion of blanket 
sovereignty over the territory, followed by the surveying and appropriation 
of land by settlers. Through cultivating the land according to the condi-
tions set by the colonial government, white, and for the most part male, 
settlers  were afforded the opportunity to become recognized as bona fide 
property  owners and citizens of the burgeoning nation- state.41 Contempo-
raneous with the recognition of the proper settler was the creation of the 
juridical category “Indian,” whose interest in land was confined to lands 
reserved initially by the provincial government and  later held in trust for 
them by the dominion government. The expulsion of First Nations com-
munities from vast areas of their territories and the creation of reserves, 
access to which depended on the acquisition of Indian status, happened in 
conjunction with the state’s attempt to annihilate First Nations ways of life 
and being.
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If one desired to be granted the franchise, and thus, at least in theory, par-
ticipate in the growing state as a full citizen, one had to give up one’s Indian 
status. Indian men and unmarried Indian  women who  were twenty- one 
years of age could apply to be enfranchised.  After satisfying certain require-
ments, he or she would be granted a “location ticket as a probationary Indian 
for the land occupied by him or her” or such proportion as the superinten-
dent general deemed fair and proper.42 At the end of three years, letters pat-
ent would be issued, granting the Indian the land in fee  simple. This right 
to the land in fee  simple, however, did not carry with it the power to sell, 
lease, or other wise alienate the land without the sanction of the governor in 
council. Along with the letters patent would come the recognition of his or 
her enfranchisement. Laws applying to Indians would no longer apply to the 
enfranchised man (along with his wife and any minor unmarried  children, 
who would also become enfranchised) or enfranchised  woman, except for 
rights concerning annuities and interest moneys, and rents and councils of 
the band to which they belonged.43 This rather Manichean juridical struc-
ture was resisted in all manner of ways but most particularly through refus-
ing to participate in it. It is impor tant to note that very few First Nations 
individuals pursued enfranchisement, as the cost— giving up one’s Indian 
status— was so high. As Robert Nichols notes, in the first twenty years  after 
the Gradual Civilization Act 1857 was passed, only one man, Elias Hill, 
availed himself of the opportunity to become a full subject of the British 
Crown.44 Nichols analyzes the involuntary or compulsory enfranchisement 
of the Michel Nation in northwestern Alberta in 1958 as a prime instance of 
how enfranchisement operates as “a po liti cal technology of assimilation in 
settler colonialism.”45 Nichols argues that the near twenty- year period be-
tween 1857 and the first Indian Act of 1876 was marked by a “major concep-
tual reordering” whereby individual, voluntary enfranchisement shifted to 
compulsory enfranchisement provisions aimed at the  wholesale assimilation 
of First Nations into a “settler colonial body politic.”46 What is clear is that 
the intention of colonial authorities was characterized by the desire to elimi-
nate indigenous sovereignty, radically diminish First Nations’ land base, and 
control nearly  every aspect of aboriginal lives on reserve lands.

The ideal British subject, as Nichols notes, was male, propertied, and “of 
good moral character.”47 This proprietorial or self- possessive subject was in 
many ways the standard by which indigenous men and  women  were evalu-
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ated, which in turn became the basis for policies aimed at their civilization 
and assimilation. The concept of Indian status is, in some ways, a by- product 
of Locke’s understanding of the proprietorial subject. As I explore below, 
drawing on the work of Étienne Balibar, modern  legal personality rooted in 
Lockean notions of self- possession is constituted through acts of appropria-
tion that take place in both the interior realm of knowledge and the exte-
rior realm of the world. This philosophical structure of the self- possessed 
subject was defined in relation to the figure of the savage Indian or child, 
who lacked the capacity for self- possession. In real ity, the status Indian was 
also denied the ability to appropriate land in a manner that would satisfy the 
conceptual criteria of the proper subject of law; as aboriginal  people  were to 
be assimilated into the nonaboriginal population, the Indian was confined 
to the economy of the reserve, and the colonial government attempted to 
control and regulate  every aspect of Indian life.

the appropriative subject:  
locke and the indian question

Without memory, without an account of how one has come to know a proposition, 
we are nothing more than  children, for whom the mind is heedless of perceptions, 
and thus incapable of forming ideas, the latter of which are, for Locke, the aggregated, 
metabolized data of repeated sense impressions.
— Jordana Rosenberg, Critical Enthusiasm

The economy of the reserve bespeaks a regime of governance over land, 
 labor, mobility, and cultural practices. The imbrication of identity with 
property relations  here reflects the dominant episteme of a long era that 
remains very much with us. C. B. Macpherson most famously captured the 
relationship between market forces and the constitution of modern po liti-
cal subjectivity in his theory of possessive individualism. Analyzing theories 
of owner ship as postulated by Locke, Macpherson explores how the emer-
gence in the seventeenth  century of a market society inaugurated a concept 
of the subject who was defined primarily through his self- possession, his 
capacity to alienate his  labor in the marketplace, and his ostensible freedom 
from reliance on  others.48  Those who could not alienate their  labor in this 
way of course fell outside the bounds of the self- possessed, proper subject. 
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Macpherson’s thesis has been challenged on numerous bases. James Tully, 
for instance, critiques Macpherson’s reading of Locke on the basis that it 
fails to deal squarely with the questions of po liti cal sovereignty and univer-
sal rights and duties, and further that Macpherson puts forth an argument 
about the nature of individual sovereignty that is reductively economistic 
in nature.49 In the same volume, Tully argues that Locke’s “concepts of po-
liti cal society and property are inappropriate to and misrepresent . . .  the 
prob lems of aboriginal self- government and ecol ogy.”50 Tully places the 
colonial at the forefront of his reading of Locke, making vital connections 
between Locke’s own colonial interests and his interpretation of the natu-
ral law foundation for appropriation of land in the Amer i cas.

Neal Wood has also challenged Macpherson on the basis of his assump-
tion that seventeenth- century  England was a purely market society, and 
points to what he views as a troubling ahistoricism in Macpherson’s work. 
Arguing that the influence of Baconian philosophy and natu ral history on 
Locke’s thinking cannot be underestimated, Wood exposes the complex in-
terrelation between the scientific drive for agricultural improvement, the 
increasing appetite for mercantile imperialism, and the theories of gover-
nance that would secure the “peace, toleration and security” necessary for 
economic development at a par tic u lar historical juncture, all of which in-
fluenced Lockean theories of owner ship. Wood finds Macpherson’s reading 
of Locke lacking in his failure to account for a number of historical contin-
gencies that influenced his po liti cal philosophy of government.51

While  these criticisms of C. B. Macpherson’s work highlight several sig-
nificant omissions in his reading of Locke and, in turn, the weaknesses in 
his concept of the self- possessive individual, neither of them turns their 
attention to the place of race in the scientific, po liti cal, and economic di-
mensions of Locke’s thought on property. Both Wood and Tully illuminate 
(in diff er ent ways) the relationship between the ontology of Locke’s sub-
ject and the social formations that  were becoming concretized during the 
seventeenth and eigh teenth centuries. Drawing from the critiques of  these 
scholars and  others, I would like to shift direction  here and explore the ra-
cial dimensions, assumptions, and consequences of Locke’s theorization of 
individual subjectivity and identity. How might we consider the ontologi-
cal formation of the self- possessive subject in its relationship to property 
and commerce as thoroughly racial in its constitution?
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If the logic of property relations in settler colonies largely derives from 
the political- philosophical justifications for owner ship engineered by Locke, 
how do we account for the identity- property nexus upon which  these prop-
erty logics depend?52 I want to follow a diff er ent line of thought on Locke 
that in my view potentially holds explanatory value for understanding the 
identity- property nexus that continues to inform modern forms of owner ship 
and dispossession. Balibar’s Identity and Difference: John Locke and the Inven-
tion of Consciousness begins to bridge the long- standing gap between Locke’s 
theory of consciousness in the Essay Concerning  Human Understanding and 
his theory of property elaborated in Two Treatises of Government.  Here, I aim 
to reflect on the place of race and patriarchy in the identity- property nexus, 
or the contact point between propriety and property.

Balibar’s analy sis of the relationship between the Essay Concerning  Human 
Understanding and the Two Treatises has opened up a path for reconsider-
ing Locke’s notion of the self- owning subject. In drawing out and empha-
sizing the temporal dimension of Locke’s concept of self- consciousness, 
the concept of the self in the Essay not only moves closer to the po liti cal 
philosophy of property in the Two Treatises but bears traits or qualities 
that mirror Lockean concepts of property and owner ship.  There are two 
in par tic u lar that I focus on  here. First, identity and property for Locke 
are formed through appropriation, which is a temporal concept, and takes 
place through memory, over time. Second, the connection between iden-
tity and property owner ship is relational, encompassing both an interiority 
of the self and the exteriority of the world (and social relations) outside of 
it. This relational aspect of the self in Locke’s thought mirrors the relational 
nature of property itself.53 In the settler colonial context, the attributes of 
this identity- property nexus are harnessed to push forward the civilizational 
imperative of the colonial authorities.

Temporality and duration, two hallmarks of the property form, charac-
terize the nature of appropriation that defines Lockean self- consciousness.54 
Appropriation takes place through a pro cess of identification, wherein the 
individual “practically identifies himself with that property which forms his 
essence, . . .  he recognizes his identity in the  actual pro cess of appropria-
tion and acquisition” of reflection, or thought.55 It is the recognition that 
one has a memory of past thoughts, and thus one’s ability to observe one’s 
thoughts and reflections over time, that constitutes the self.56 While this 
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in itself is not a novel insight, Balibar’s interpretation usefully emphasizes 
that the reflection on memory takes place as, or in the form of, appropria-
tion. This concept of appropriation reveals two  things. One is that for self- 
consciousness, or identity, appropriation is the mode through which the self 
constitutes (or recognizes) itself and is thus a continual pro cess rather than 
a static one. I want to suggest that the ongoing nature of this pro cess of ap-
propriation finds a conceptual counterpart in the temporality of property 
owner ship found in Two Treatises, where Locke provides us with an origin 
story of private property. In the movement he makes from a divine to secu-
lar justification for the accumulation of property, Locke rationalizes the re-
moval of common property for the use of individuals. At vari ous stages of 
this transition, temporality and duration inform his concept of appropria-
tion and owner ship itself.  Labor (an extension of one’s life into the external 
world) is the initial mea sure of how much one can legitimately appropri-
ate.57 This is quickly bound, however, by the amount that one can consume, 
in relation to the time it takes for goods to spoil.

[I]f gathering the Acorns, or other Fruits of the Earth, &c. makes a right 
to them, then any one may ingross as much as he  will. To which I Answer, 
Not so. The same Law of Nature, that does by this means give us Property, 
does also bound that Property too. God has given us all  things richly, 1 Tim. 
vi 17. is the Voice of Reason confirmed by Inspiration. But how far has he 
given it us? To enjoy. As much as any one can make use of to any advantage 
of life before it spoils; so much he may by his  labour fix a Property in.58

Locke specifically writes that the “mea sure of Property, Nature has well set 
off, by the Extent of Mens  Labour, and the Conveniency of Life.”59 Fi nally, 
we move into the abstract, limitless and infinite accumulation of property 
facilitated by the introduction of currency.60 Even improvement, the motor 
force of scientific, po liti cal, and  legal innovation in the eigh teenth and 
nineteenth centuries, is conceptualized as being teleological and progres-
sive, growing in and with time.

Second, Balibar’s explanation of appropriation pres ents a fundamental 
challenge to an unnecessarily narrow interpretation of Locke’s famous dic-
tum, that “ every Man has a Property in his own Person.”61 Property  here sig-
nifies many  things that are, or constitute, Man: lives, liberties, and estates.62 
Balibar argues that the list represents “the development of the pro gress of 
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legitimate appropriation.” The power of appropriation is the point of origin 
for the Lockean subject. The “transcendental power of appropriation” is ex-
ercised by and on the subject himself, which is called “ labor and its work.”63 
The subject’s acts of appropriation in the external world, where  labor is the 
origin of property owner ship, are analogous with, and indeed a reflection 
of, the metaphysical nature of constituent property.

Thus it is not, Balibar asserts, merely that “property owner ship is the pre-
condition for man’s liberty, what he calls property.” This reading focuses, too 
narrowly in his view, on the “juridical criterion for acquiring po liti cal rights 
or citizenship in a given polity.”64 As discussed above and in chapter 2, in 
the settler colony the juridical criteria for property owner ship  were thor-
oughly racial and gendered. In his more expansive reading of Locke, Balibar 
outlines a theory of constituent property: “an originary property that is not 
‘mea sured’ by pre- existing institutions  because it is ‘individuality itself.’ ”65 
With constituent property, “property as such is the exercise of liberty” in 
the sense that “ every  free man must always be considered somehow a propri-
etor, or an ‘owner’ of something,” which is individuality itself. Individuality, 
as noted above, is constituted through the self- recognition of one’s memory 
of past and pres ent thoughts. The idea that  every man has property in him-
self brings propriety back into contact with property; or, to put it another 
way, Balibar pres ents a theory of a relation between constituted property 
and constituent property, contra Radin (for example), who argues that  there 
need be no relation between  these two phenomena. The proper subject is 
not only he who actually owns property or is able to freely alienate his  labor 
but is, fundamentally, he who has the capacity to engage in the conscious 
reflection that marks out or defines the internal stage, “an in defi nitely open 
field in which [self- consciousness] is both actor and spectator.”66

The modern subject captures a “paradoxical unity of opposites”; that is, 
he is composed of qualities that are both alienable (I alienate my  labor in 
the external world and, through this act of alienation, come to own  things) 
and inalienable (the  labor of continually constituting myself through re-
flection and exercising my power of appropriation over my own pro cesses 
of reflection).  Here property meets propriety; interiority and exteriority 
are conjoined through my power of appropriation, which has a double va-
lence: one that exposes and spends an aspect of my self that is alienable 
within cap i tal ist relations of production, and the other movement which is 
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conserving and protective of my very capacity for self- constitution. With-
out  these capacities, I am less than a fully individuated  human being.

The move from a metaphysics of interiority to colonial governance is 
not  simple or straightforward. We are attempting to excavate the philo-
sophical structure of dispossession and how it surfaces in the specific 
space of the settler colony in the nineteenth  century and continues on 
into the pres ent. Locke’s primary concern was with fashioning a theory of 
self- consciousness that justified and fit, organically, with a nonabsolutist 
form of government. Colonial governance and juridical repre sen ta tions 
of colonial subjects frame the constitution of categories of Indian and 
settler and indeed the Indian Act regime. Let’s return for a moment to 
Balibar’s insight that  actual property owner ship is not necessarily a pre-
condition for the recognition of one’s identity as a fully individuated 
person, but rather, one whose interior life is marked by the movement of a 
self- appropriation that resists the type of alienation that social- economic 
formations (wage  labor, for instance) demand of modern subjects. How 
are assumptions about racial superiority smuggled into the formation of 
constituent property?

The primary place of interiority in the conceptualization of the Lockean 
subject— one version of Spivak’s “transparent ‘I’ ”— sets the scene for an 
analytic of raciality that emerges in the nineteenth  century.67 By locating 
the sovereign source of the self in reason, Ferreira da Silva finds “the ne-
gation, the declaration of the onto- epistemological inexistence of, exterior 
 things, that is, the affirmation that, as objects of knowledge, phenomena, 
they constitute but effects of the interior tools of ‘pure reason.’ ”68 Racial 
subjects, the black slave, the native, the savage, are located in an exterior 
realm of nature by scientific and philosophical discourses that give primacy 
to the subject of interiority. Ferreira da Silva intervenes in our understand-
ing of how the relationship between interiority and exteriority—as a defin-
ing characteristic of the modern subject—is mapped onto the globe and 
world history, so as to render most inhabitants of the non- European world 
as mere effects of the powers of reason, which lie in the sole custody of their 
Eu ro pean superiors.

Locke’s theory of consciousness and identity, as elaborated in the Essay 
Concerning  Human Understanding, focuses on the ability of man to ap-
propriate (to himself ) recollections of his own thoughts and sensations. As 
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Balibar emphasizes, appropriation is central to his constitution, and prop-
erty meta phors are far from rare throughout the text. In the introduction, 
Locke sets the scene of the Essay by analogizing the quest for knowledge 
and understanding with the treacherous journey through a terra incognita 
and the unbounded dark space of the unknown:

I suspected we began at the wrong end, and in vain sought for satisfac-
tion in a quiet and sure possession of truths that most concerned us, 
whilst we let loose our thoughts into the vast ocean of Being; as if all 
that boundless extent  were the natu ral and undoubted possession of our 
understandings, wherein  there was nothing except from its decisions, 
or that escaped its comprehension. Thus men, extending their inquiries 
beyond their capacities, and letting their thoughts wander into  those 
depths where they can find no sure footing, it is no won der that they raise 
questions and multiple disputes. . . .  Whereas,  were the capacities of 
our understandings well considered, the extent of our knowledge once 
discovered, and the horizon found which sets the bounds between the 
enlightened and dark parts of  things; between what is and what is not 
comprehensible by us, men would perhaps with less scruple acquiesce in 
the avowed ignorance of the one.69

It is arguable that just as with the attempt to secularize the foundations of 
property and natu ral law in the Two Treatises,  there is in the Essay a history 
of the “first beginnings of  human knowledge” that incorporates a racial an-
thropology of the  human,70 just as in the Two Treatises and the chapter “Of 
Property,”  there is the prehistory of modern law in which Indians nourish 
themselves in the absence of enclosure.71 Locke’s favorite quadrumvirate in 
the early part of the Essay, composed of illiterate  people, savages,  idiots, 
and  children, prove that  there are no universal princi ples of knowledge.72 
General propositions of knowledge are, to the contrary, “the language and 
business of schools and academies of learned nations.”73 While the chapter 
“Identity and Diversity” distinguishes between brute animals and men in 
considering capacities for reflection, rather than between civilized men and 
the aforementioned quadrumvirate, it is arguable that the barbarians of a 
seventeenth- century po liti cal imaginary, defined by their godlessness and 
lack of agricultural science,  were also lacking in the capacity for interior 
reflection and recollection.
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The figure of the savage in Locke’s Essay and Two Treatises finds its reflec-
tion in the juridical category of the Indian. The Indian is a subject without a 
past.74 The settler who has the capacity to preempt land fits into the Enlight-
enment historicism that equated cultivation with a narrative of civilizational 
pro gress. The property logic of Indian identity is entirely diff er ent from that 
of the self- possessed, proprietorial subject— its temporality is static, rather 
than dynamic and of a cognizable duration. Indian status flattens time and 
congeals space into an economy that prohibits appropriation. The concept 
of memory, of recollection, for Locke is not the same as memory of a histori-
cal past. However, both memory and recollection are “indispensable to the 
use of any of our intellectual faculties precisely  because,” as Balibar notes, our 
intellectual faculties involve the “selective ‘retention’ and reactivation of ‘dor-
mant’ thoughts.”75 Balibar argues that ultimately, Locke bestows a “quasi- 
transcendental function on memory” as central to consciousness itself. The 
recognition of personal identity is limited or demarcated by the memory of 
consciousness’s past acts and thoughts. It is the “memory trace that binds the 
pres ent to the past and to which identity remains attached.”76 This theory of 
consciousness, when cast in the domain of settler colonial relations, can be 
used to understand both regimes of governance over identity and re sis tance 
to them. Of course, First Nations have resisted the imposition of a racial 
regime of owner ship that binds together identity (and a par tic u lar theory of 
consciousness) with access to and owner ship of land, precisely through re-
maining attached to recollection of ways of being and thinking that import 
their own histories and temporalities. On the other hand, it is also clear 
that the apparatus of the Indian Act and the residential school system  were 
premised on the denial of First Nations’ capacity and ability to keep hold of 
the memory trace that binds identity to the form of consciousness associ-
ated with full and proper  legal subjects. In par tic u lar, the punishment of 
First Nations  children for speaking their native languages in the residential 
school system was central to the colonial attempt to radically diminish the 
connection between memory and the consciousness of one’s identity as an 
indigenous person. And thus, while the concept of recollection for Locke is 
not the same as memory of a historical past, it is quite clear that the Indian 
Act, along with the imposition of private property relations, were premised 
on the denial of First Nations’ living memory of their relationships to land 
and place. As Mahmoud Darwish reminds us, writing of another settler co-
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lonial context, the refusal to credit the colonized with a memory of place 
before settlement, before civilization, is intimately connected to the theft of 
rights, to the theft of land.77

The Indian Act 1886 was apparently designed to create a separate juridi-
cal space, with the state attempting to regulate nearly all aspects of  labor, 
the use of natu ral resources, and exchange on the reserve.  Here, I discuss 
the legislative provisions of the Indian Act that reflect the juridical con-
struction of the Indian as the inverse of the self- possessive liberal subject. 
Indians  were not only prohibited from appropriating land in contrast to 
the ideal, white male citizen subject but  were barred from engaging in col-
lective cultural practices that  were integral to their own self- constitution 
as First Nations, and  these two aspects of subject constitution are closely 
entwined. The appropriation of land as property is contingent upon par tic-
u lar ontological qualities, and vice versa. Thus, in thinking through the na-
ture of the dispossession of First Nations  women’s entitlement to reside on 
their land and to be part of their communities, this is not solely about the 
gendered and racialized nature of the registration provisions; this is about 
the very structure of settler subjectivities and prevailing conceptualizations 
of property owner ship.

It is imperative to emphasize that my interest is in the legislative provisions 
governing the reserve economy, the discursive and textual constructions of 
Indian status and the economy of the reserve, not the  actual development of 
indigenous economies that included waged  labor off the reserve, limited ag-
ricultural development on reserve lands, and other income- generating work, 
all of which varied remarkably across the country. In regard to  labor on the 
reserve, section 33 of the Indian Act 1886 provided for the forced (or com-
pulsory)  labor of Indians on “public roads laid out or used in or through or 
abutting upon” their reserves. The Indians who  were liable  were  those who 
 were residing upon any reserve and engaging in agriculture as their principal 
means of support. The  labor was to be performed “ under the sole control of 
the Superintendent General or officer or person aforesaid.” The section pro-
vides that this authority “ shall have the power to enforce the per for mance of 
such  labour by imprisonment or other wise, as may be done by any power or 
authority  under any law, rule or regulation in force in the Province or Ter-
ritory in which such reserve is situate, for the non- performance of statute 
 labour.” Furthermore, for any  labor not performed by any band of Indians 
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on roads, bridges, ditches, and fences within its reserve in accordance with 
instructions by the superintendent general, the work would be performed at 
the cost of the band (or relevant individual); funds would come out of the 
annual allowances of the band or other wise.78

The regulation of the land and natu ral resources found on reserves was an 
integral part of the Indian Act. The act attempted to prohibit the develop-
ment of any kind of in de pen dent reserve economy by penalizing the sale, 
barter, exchange, or gift of certain crops or natu ral resources from reserve 
land. If Indians  were to harvest natu ral resources from their reserve land 
for commercial sale, they would have to be licensed by the superintendent 
general or one of his agents. For instance, section 27 of the act provided 
penalties for “ every Indian who, without the license in writing of the Su-
perintendent General” or one of his agents, cut down any trees or timber 
or removed any hay, soil, stone, minerals, metals, or other valuables from 
reserve land. This provision applied to Indians who did not have a license 
for the removal of such resources for sale; if it was for the immediate use of 
the  family, it was not penalized.79

Any money or securities “of any kind” that  were for the support or benefit 
of Indians or any band of Indians, including all money from the sale of In-
dian lands or timber on Indian lands,  were subject to the provisions of the 
Indian Act 1886, section 69. The money from the sale of land and resources 
that was “for the benefit” of Indian bands was controlled and managed by 
the governor in council.80 A Victorian morality permeated the control of 
money, as the superintendent general could stop the payment of the annu-
ity and interest of any  woman who had no  children and who “deserted her 
husband and lived immorally with another man.”81

The Indian Act made provision for the colonial control of exchange; as 
noted above, the act ensured that legally, the capacities of Indian subjects 
to exchange and own as status Indians on the reserve  were limited or non-
ex is tent. (As we  will see below, waged  labor off the reserve was encouraged 
as a means of assimilating Indians into the nonaboriginal population.) On 
the reserve, no property purchased with Indian annuities or pres ents given 
to Indians  were to be sold, bartered, exchanged, or given by any band of 
Indians or individual Indian to any person or Indian other than an Indian 
of such band.82 Without consent of the superintendent general or his agent 
for such exchanges, a person was liable to a fine or imprisonment.83 This 
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was yet another provision that had the objective of containing and isolating 
Indians within the confines of the reserve through the contemporaneous 
containment of their capacity to create and sustain a  viable economic in-
de pen dence within the reserve territory alone. More significant for our 
purposes  here, the prohibition of the transmission of gifts and currency 
reflects the control that the state exerts over the transmissibility of Indian 
status.

Fi nally, the Indian Act 1886 established a regime of governance over land 
and identity that wreaked havoc on preexisting social relations and gover-
nance structures in native communities.84 The act’s creation of the Indian 
band established the primary mechanism through which colonial rule of 
native communities was facilitated. The superintendent general or his agent 
had the power to determine membership in the band.85 The Indian Ad-
vancement Act, R.S.C. 1886, ch.44, provided specifically for the creation of 
the band council. On such reserves as the governor in council deemed fit to 
be governed by the act, the Indian men who  were at least twenty- one years 
of age, termed electors, would meet in order to elect the members of the 
council of the reserve, who would in turn elect the chief councilor.86 Preex-
isting structures of governance  were replaced with patriarchal band coun-
cils that  were given control over several impor tant aspects of social life on 
the reserve. First Nations  women who have challenged the sexist provisions 
of the Indian Act and sought reinstatement in their reserve communities, 
as I explore in the final section, have keenly felt the legacy of this system 
of colonial control established through male- dominated band governance.

The colonial authorities attempted to create an absolute division be-
tween the nature of the reserve economy and that of the settler economy. 
However, the real ity of First Nations economic life, in British Columbia 
for instance, was not, at least in the earlier phases of settlement, overdeter-
mined by the image that arises from the legislation regulating the reserve, a 
stunted, underdeveloped Bantustan- like sphere controlled by the colonial 
authority. The demands of the fur trade, and subsequently the development 
of the settler economy, depended on aboriginal  labor.87 Aboriginal workers 
populated the burgeoning lumber industry,  worked as seasonal farm laborers, 
 were “integral to the successes of the [salmon] canning industries,” and par-
ticipated in gold mining as “part of their modified seasonal cycle” of waged 
 labor.88 As Lutz notes, by 1885 Indian agents estimated “that of the 28,000 
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aboriginal  people in British Columbia in 1885, over 85 per cent belonged 
to bands that earned substantial incomes through paid  labour.”89  After the 
turn of the twentieth  century, the effects of colonial settlement on the ab-
original population (including increased disease and death) and an increase 
in mi grant  labor (Chinese, Indian, and Eu ro pean) led to the decline in ab-
original waged  labor. But it is clear that the colonial objective of assimila-
tion meant that First Nations men and  women  were encouraged to become 
industrious, and waged  labor off the reserve was one means of drawing ab-
original  peoples into the dominant economy.90

Preexisting economies such as that of the potlatch— which could be 
understood not only as a cultural practice but also as a practice that was 
integral to a par tic u lar economy of social relations and resources— were 
outlawed and criminalized by the colonial settler state. Section  114 (in-
famously) outlawed the potlatch, along with the dance known as the Ta-
manawas. What is of significance  here, however, is that aboriginal laborers 
would save their wages in order to contribute to potlatches. Lutz argues 
that the potlatch ban was driven by the colonial view that the activity “kept 
aboriginal  people poor and mitigated against the accumulation of indi-
vidual dwellings, land holdings, and private property.”91 Elizabeth Furniss 
notes that in the 1880s in the interior of British Columbia, the Secwepemc 
bands  were prohibited from holding potlatches by the Indian agent Wil-
liam Meason on the basis that they  were a “distraction from ‘work,’ leaving 
the host poorer through generous provisions for the guests.”92

The intention to assimilate aboriginal  peoples into the space of the white 
settler nation- state required the regulation of life on the reserve so as to 
stunt in de pen dent, aboriginal ways of holding land and self- governance. 
Despite the place of the reserve in the colonial apparatus of governance, 
the effects of being cast out of the reserve  were also, as explored above, 
severe and debilitating for many First Nations  women. Since the 1970s, First 
Nations  women have brought successive  legal challenges to the discrimi-
natory provisions of the Indian Act.93 In the conclusion of this chapter, I 
consider the cases brought by First Nations  women to challenge the con-
tinuing legacy of their disenfranchisement. It is clear that imposition and 
control of indigenous  women’s status continues to operate as a means of 
weakening the indigenous presence on their land, with the ultimate aim of 
assimilation.
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feminist challenges

 After the Supreme Court of Canada rejected Jeanette Lavalle and Yvonne 
Bédard’s jointly heard claim that section 12(1)(b) of the Indian Act was in-
valid on the basis that it  violated the constitutional provision prohibiting 
discrimination on the basis of sex, Sandra Lovelace brought a petition before 
the  Human Rights Committee established by the International Covenant 
on Civil and Po liti cal Rights, claiming the same section to be in violation 
of several articles of the covenant.94 The committee found Canada to be in 
violation of article 27, which provides for the rights of minorities, “in com-
munity with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, 
to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language.”95 It 
would take another four years, however,  after Lovelace, before the Canadian 
government would remedy the sexist provisions of the Indian Act. However, 
the amendments passed in Bill C-31 have reproduced paternalistic and rac-
ist categories of identification: the  children of  women who are reinstated 
gain reinstatement pursuant to section 6(2) of the Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985, 
c.32, which stipulates that the reinstated child must marry a status Indian in 
order to maintain his or her status. If reinstated  children marry out, their 
 children  will lose Indian status permanently. Pursuant to section 6(1) of the 
act,  children who are reinstated where both parents can be reinstated as sta-
tus Indian are not subject to this condition.  There is an implicit and built-
in mechanism to phase out Indian status for  those who marry non– First 
Nations  people, regardless of how and where they reside and live. Status 
continues to signify an ethnoracial concept of indigeneity and affects the 
 children of  women who  were disenfranchised disproportionately to  others. 
As Palmater has discussed at length, status is analogous “to imposing a blood 
quantum requirement on applicants that mea sure[s] their degree of descent 
from a section 6(1) status Indian (i.e. full blood).”96

 These provisions  were legally challenged by Sharon McIvor on the basis 
that they violate the constitutional guarantee of freedom from discrimi-
nation based on sex.97 Despite a resounding victory at trial level, the Brit-
ish Columbia Court of Appeal (bcca) narrowed the findings of the trial 
judge quite dramatically, as noted above. The bcca found that while sec-
tion 6(1) of the Indian Act violates the charter, the trial judge erred in find-
ing the charter violation extended to section 6(2).98 On December 15, 2010, 
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the Gender Equity in Indian Registration Act came into effect. Following 
the bcca judgment, the grandchildren of  women who had been disen-
franchised upon marrying out prior to 1985  were able to register for status. 
However, their  children, if they married non- Indians, would be registered 
 under section 6(2). Thus, the legislative remedy extended enfranchisement 
to one more generation but kept the structure intact.99 The discriminatory 
provisions relating to the transmission of status that inhere in the legislative 
attempts to fix the twin prob lems of disenfranchisement and dispossession 
thus remain to a  great degree unaddressed.

The reinstatement of one’s status as Indian has come with its own set of 
difficulties.  Women who have had their status removed due to sexist provi-
sions of the Indian Act continue to confront many obstacles, as even  after 
reinstatement they must obtain membership within their band. The objec-
tives of Bill C-31 included remedying the sexist provisions regarding loss of 
status and, also, increasing band control over membership.100 Giving control 
over membership to bands was one means of increasing the autonomy of 
bands, but it has given rise to a host of other difficulties as racial and gender- 
based bias continues to inform membership criteria.101 Thus,  women who 
have gained reinstatement of their Indian status  under Bill C-31 have faced 
further obstacles  because their bands have not necessarily been willing to 
grant them membership, which involves sharing and redistributing limited 
resources.102 As Glen Coulthard has argued, “[t]he essentialist defense of 
certain First Nations’ gender exclusionary practices also cannot be under-
stood outside the context of the eliminatory logic of state’s [sic] historical 
approach to the dealing with its so- called Indian Prob lem.”103 Interventions 
by Bonita Lawrence and Audra Simpson complicate a framework that has 
largely pitted individual First Nations  women’s rights against the collective 
sovereign rights of First Nations.104

Evidently, the prob lems that inhere in the Bill C-31 amendments illumi-
nate how the regulation and control of First Nations  peoples’ identity that 
began during the colonial era lingers on with  little sign of abatement. The 
Indian Act continues to define First Nations  peoples as Indian and non- 
Indian according to an anachronistic and patrilineal notion of racial differ-
ence, signified by the transmissibility of status.105 The state maintains the 
power to grant recognition of Indian status and to register this interest in an 
administrative archive controlled by an officer of the Crown. The recogni-
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tion by courts that Indian status is purely the creation of a colonial order 
points to the troubled history not only of Bill C-31 but, significantly, the 
entire apparatus of the Indian Act.106 While long- standing efforts to rectify 
the most egregious and sexist aspects of Bill C-31 remain necessary in order 
to halt the specific form of dispossession that the regime of status inaugu-
rated in the nineteenth  century, this par tic u lar mode of colonial governance 
points to a deeper structure of dispossession: the fusing together of identity 
and property owner ship, encapsulated in the notion of Indian status.

By way of conclusion, I want to draw on the work of Cheryl Harris and 
to consider the ways in which status can be understood as a form of prop-
erty itself. In “Whiteness as Property,” Harris traces the transmutation of 
whiteness from status property to a sense of entitlement to the social goods 
once reserved for white  people. Prior to desegregation, the status of white-
ness as having economic and social value (in terms of reputational capital) 
is recognized explic itly in judgments such as Plessy v. Ferguson 163 U.S. 537 
(1896), the judgment that upheld the separate but equal doctrine. With the 
celebrated judgment of Brown v. Board of Education 347 U.S. 483 (1954), 
and the subsequent failures to ameliorate the vast inequalities in educational 
resources between black students and their white peers, Harris argues that 
whiteness becomes a more abstract, intangible form of property that affords 
its  owners economic benefits as well as social and cultural forms of capital. 
Identities such as whiteness are formed through relations of owner ship and 
eventually operate within a racial- economic system that, even in the post-
slavery era, continues to be based on the twin pillars of a heavi ly racialized 
and gendered  labor market on the one hand and a po liti cal structure based 
on a  legal form rooted in private property on the other.107

As such, whiteness continues to operate as a form of currency across 
generations. No longer based in nineteenth- century racial scientific dis-
courses that posit race as a biological concept, whiteness becomes a sign 
that represents social, economic, and even moral value.108 Can Indian status 
also be understood as a form of currency? We have seen how status encap-
sulates both tangible and intangible properties, in the sense of qualities 
and characteristics that are interdependent with access to land. Indian status 
binds together identity with access to land and all of the social, material, 
and cultural benefits appended to the place of the reserve. Status is a 
form of property that takes a  legal form, as well as the abstract, intangible 
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properties that attach to physical and  actual access to land afforded by 
Indian status recognition. In this sense, it functions as a sign, much in the 
same way as money once did.

I say as it once did  because before money became a pure signifier, its value 
regulated by uniform types of currency and standardized by universal rates 
of exchange, debates raged over the origins and status of its value. Did it 
lie in the value of the precious or semiprecious metals that constituted the 
coin itself ? Or, rather, was its value derived from its use as a sign in relations 
of exchange?109 Thinking of seventeenth- century debates over currency, in 
which Locke was an impor tant protagonist, I want to draw a parallel with 
the concept of Indian status, whose value derives from its abstract function 
as a sign of an identification and identity as a recognized, bona fide subject 
entitled to reside upon and hold reserve land, and at the same time re-
mains tethered to biological concepts of racial difference. In this way, Indian 
status both signifies (a par tic u lar state- controlled category of identity) and 
reifies racial difference as an  actual, embodied substance. Like currency, sta-
tus retains a degree of flexibility and mobility as something that is passed on 
and transmitted, a sign that has economic, cultural, and social value, but at 
the same time is regulated and controlled by the state. Status carries with it 
the double valence of being both a tangible and intangible form of property.

How does one think identity outside of its relationship to property? Or 
to put it another way, is it pos si ble to conceive of identity outside of the re-
lations of owner ship in which it remains embedded? Indian status remains 
a relic of a nineteenth- century property logic, which still determines access 
to band membership and reserve lands. The vari ous remedies sought by in-
dividuals and associations, through both domestic and international  legal 
forums, have focused on the discriminatory aspects of the Indian Act but 
do not necessarily address the deeper structure of dispossession outlined in 
this chapter.110 Many scholars have written about the value and necessity 
of engaging in strategic forms of litigation to ameliorate vari ous forms of 
discrimination, while at the same time acknowledging the profound lim-
its of this approach.111 To consider this question, of decolonizing and de- 
propertizing status, it is necessary to consider po liti cal strategies that might 
break the bind between relations of owner ship and identity. It requires us 
to turn to completely diff er ent conceptualizations of subjectivity that are 
not based in acts or pro cesses of appropriation—as an internal mechanism 
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of self- constitution or externally as regards resources and wealth creation. 
This is not solely a question of indigenous sovereignty over land and mem-
bership in their communities; if the figure of the self- possessive individual 
is the ideal standard against which racialized and gendered minority popu-
lations are mea sured, the notion of de- propertization must take it, or rather 
“him,” as its target too.

While theories of relationality are rife within con temporary social theory, 
exposing the phantasmatic nature of the bounded, proprietorial subject, it 
is clear from the discussion above that both private property relations in the 
settler colony and the figure of the possessive individual are also, indeed, 
relational by nature. Considering the idea of relationality as a potential po-
liti cal resource for a politics of decolonization and de- propertization brings 
into focus the larger po liti cal dynamics wherein settler states both continue 
in their attempts to eliminate indigenous control and presence on the land, 
and embark on new forms of primitive accumulation that are exacerbat-
ing income disparity and radical forms of in equality. As the settler colonial 
state continues to shore up its power through the regulation of indigenous 
 women’s status in par tic u lar, this aspect of the colonial apparatus of control 
must also be understood within the larger context of neoliberal governance 
and new modes of primitive accumulation. The figure of the self- possessive 
individual, and the juridical counterpart found in Indian status, can only 
be undone in tandem.
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We need to know where we live in order to imagine living elsewhere. 
We need to imagine living elsewhere before we can live  there.
— Avery Gordon, Ghostly  Matters

This book’s exploration of racial regimes of owner ship reflects an attempt 
to better “know where we live”; to shed light, for instance, on how specific 
ideas of what constitutes use and improvement, which remain influential 
(if not determinative) of access to and owner ship of land in colonial con-
texts, encapsulate an articulation of modern rationales for owner ship and 
modern conceptualizations of racial value. The notion that land requires 
improvement  because its inhabitants are also in need of civilizational up-
lift, and vice versa, is no accident of history. As explored in chapter 1, an 
ideology of improvement was pres ent in the work of William Petty, who 
rendered the value of  human life and  labor in the guise of general equiv-
alences with the value of land, and constructed this equation through 
forms of mea sure ment and quantification designed to further the objec-
tives of agrarian capitalism in colonial Ireland and beyond. Determining 
the value of land was necessary to  settle debts accrued during the violent 
colonial suppression of the Irish in the seventeenth  century. This objec-
tive coalesced with evaluations of Irish colonial subjects as inferior to the 
En glish  because of their ways of life, how they cultivated their lands and 
to what end, the architecture of their homes, their cultural practices, and 
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their language. Evaluations of the land and its  people  were born through 
methods that gave rise to the beginnings of statistical knowledge and  were 
transmuted into a mea sure of national wealth based on newly emergent 
ideas of population. Further, we observed how this ideology of improve-
ment that bound together the valuation of land with its  people reappeared 
in other settler colonial contexts, notably British Columbia in the nine-
teenth  century. In chapter 3, we saw how this ideology took an explic itly 
political- theological turn, as cultivation and agricultural  labor became for 
early Zionists the means of redeeming the fate of the Jewish  peoples in Pal-
estine. Reinstantiating the figure of the nomad, the ideology of improve-
ment has long rendered indigenous  people (and  others) as lacking in the 
required degree of fixity and immobility to be legally legible as  owners of 
their land.

As explored in chapter 2, a commodity logic of abstraction that culmi-
nated in the nineteenth  century in the wide- scale development of a sys-
tem of title by registration in the colonies was articulated in conjunction 
with racial abstractions that relegated indigenous  people to a position low 
on the hierarchy of racial difference, reflected in a burgeoning racial sci-
ence. At the same time, as we observed in the case of Palestine, the com-
modity logic that underlies con temporary relations of owner ship in many 
settler- colonial jurisdictions is at times displaced by the colonial animus 
to possess, which requires physical occupation and control. The contesta-
tion over land between Palestinians and settlers remains tethered to forms 
of dispossession marked by eviction, displacement, and exile; it is wrought 
through  legal mechanisms that span the fields of land use and urban plan-
ning laws, the historical abuse of state custodianship of the property of ab-
sentee  owners, military laws, and the cynical deployment of Ottoman- era 
concepts of use and cultivation that have led to the misappropriation of 
vast swathes of Palestinian land.

The articulation of racial subjectivity and modern property laws finds 
its clearest expression in the identity- property nexus explored in chapter 4. 
 Here, identity, in the form of Indian status, is defined through access to re-
serve land. The capacity to appropriate takes on a dual valence in Lockean 
rationales for owner ship and Lockean ontology, whereby the true subject 
of Reason is defined through his capacity for appropriation, both in the 
external world and in the realm of interiority and self- consciousness. The 
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philosophical structure of the self- possessed subject was defined in relation 
to the figure of the Savage, Indian,  woman, or child, who lacked the capacity 
for self- possession—an idea that found its mirror image materialized in the 
legislative denial of the right for status Indians to appropriate land in a man-
ner that would satisfy the conceptual criteria of the proper subject of law.

How does one reimagine a  legal form so central to colonial cap i tal ist 
modernities? How do we imagine forms of property and place that are un-
bound from the racial and commodity logics of abstraction that continue 
to take root through land laws aimed at maintaining settler possession over 
indigenous territory? How might we privilege the social uses of property 
and resist the real estate developers and mortgage lenders that prey on vul-
nerable communities in their drive to accumulate as much capital as the 
law encourages and permits them to do? How do we think about interven-
ing in globalized cir cuits of financial speculation where owner ship of what 
Marx termed “fictitious capital” is obscured by financial instruments whose 
baroque opacity is less the product of esoteric knowledge than an index of 
grossly cynical and instrumental forms of incompetence?1 Avery F. Gor-
don also invokes a sense of place and presence in her insistence on think-
ing the past and pres ent differently, her invitation to cast our gaze  toward 
a  future that could be other wise.2 How do we reconceive place, territory, 
land, or property when it appears settled, firmly ensconced in real estate 
and financial markets or ga nized according to cap i tal ist rationalities that 
bear the mark of historically embedded pro cesses of abstraction? Is the task 
thus best described as one of decolonizing property law? Or is such a disaf-
filiation best understood as only one site, albeit a crucial one, in a broader 
strug gle against modes of governance developed during the era of colonial 
expansion and seemingly perfected by neoliberal rationalities?

The racial regimes of owner ship explored throughout this work are neither 
absolute nor transhistorical, and I have stressed the need to account for the 
contradictions that arise in par tic u lar articulations of race and modern laws 
of property. To recall Stuart Hall, the fact that nothing guarantees that this 
articulation  will manifest in the same way across diff er ent jurisdictions and 
at diff er ent po liti cal and historical conjunctures reminds us that along with 
dominant forms of modern property owner ship,  there has always been a 
space for property to be contested, upended, and subverted, radically al-
tered by  those bearing the brunt of the deprivation and exclusion created 
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by private relations of owner ship. Indeed,  there is a rich and vibrant history 
of the marginalized creating counterlegalities and subverting modern laws 
of private property as a form of re sis tance to colonial cap i tal ist modes of 
governance.3

I would like to first consider  here the capacity of property law to transform 
the established social order, a question that arises at moments of profound 
po liti cal change. While alternative property practices (such as cooperatives, 
to take one example) have long provided spaces of relief from the burdens 
of individual private owner ship, increasing autonomy, and perhaps creat-
ing conditions that make life for specific communities more livable, they 
can also be understood as examples of how hegemonic property relations 
operate to incorporate what can amount to a form of minority difference 
in a globalized system of accumulation reliant upon a plethora of diff er ent 
forms of owner ship. Indeed, con temporary notions that taking owner ship 
and asserting mastery over a space from which one is normally excluded 
(summed up in the rhe toric of a con temporary female empowerment slo-
gan: “Own it!”) constitute an act of subversion reflect a misapprehension 
of the nature of this hegemony and its reliance upon and exploitation of 
the presence of difference in institutions such as the university, across many 
sectors of the  labour market, and, most poignantly perhaps, in urban spaces 
of gentrification.4

The fabrication of the modern law of property requires, as Nicholas 
Blomley notes, “sustained enactment,” and crucially, as he continues, so “does 
its denial.”5  Legal techniques of fabrication exist in tension with “counter- 
stories and mappings [that] complicate the certainties of the settler- city in 
intriguing and unsettling ways.”6 The contestation of settler repre sen ta tions 
of urban space by indigenous and impoverished, propertyless residents of 
Vancouver’s downtown Eastside, to take one example, is a necessary pre-
condition for any potentially radical transformation of the spatial dynamics 
of both owner ship and dispossession.  These counterrepre sen ta tions are 
vital to the strug gle to halt real estate development premised upon the 
removal and displacement of the poor and racialized.

Countermovements of repre sen ta tion and use of First Nations land exist 
(as they always have) in relation to and tension with a spatial order of prop-
erty law that remains fundamentally bound and  shaped by cap i tal ist, liberal, 
and/or neoliberal political- economic structures— a genealogy of which in-
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cludes at its foundations the racial regimes of owner ship excavated through-
out this book. The foremost question I want to pose in  these concluding 
reflections is thus  whether  actual transformative changes to property law can 
go any distance in dismantling racial regimes of owner ship. South Africa, a 
paradigmatic instance of a settler po liti cal order founded on a racial re-
gime of owner ship, witnessed radical changes to the law of property in the 
constitutional transition to democracy in the aftermath of apartheid. Did 
 these  legal changes rupture the juridical formation that bound forced evic-
tions and displacement to the radical devaluing of black life? André van der 
Walt has critically evaluated reforms to property law in relation to eviction, 
which played a massive role in the oppression of black South Africans during 
apartheid.

Van der Walt’s proj ect is to distinguish between the reform of prop-
erty law that reinforces the status quo and “the larger, system- threatening 
changes and qualifications that are sometimes required in a transforma-
tional setting.”7 He concludes that genuine po liti cal transformation 
 requires perspectives from the margins— those of the evicted, property-
less,  impoverished—to  either complement or indeed replace the lexicon 
of traditional rights that is the focal point of much property doctrine. Van 
der Walt’s understanding of what constitutes a view from the margins is not 
just about the experience and perspective of the disenfranchised; it is also 
about positioning oneself as a  legal theorist on the margins of settled law, 
“a place where one is precariously placed in such a way as to be constantly 
looking into the abyss of prob lems that cannot be solved by ‘normal’  legal 
science.”8

Did changes to property laws governing eviction, and their interpretation 
by South African courts, “challenge the hegemony of the rights paradigm, 
or . . .  [ were they] simply accommodated within the rights paradigm as ‘nor-
mal’ regulatory restrictions on the exercise of rights?”9 This is a crucial ques-
tion, and not just in the South African context, as many of the much- touted 
limitations on the perceived absolute right of  owners in nontransformative 
settings, where po liti cal stability is assumed (such as North Amer i ca), often 
amount to nothing more than regulatory restrictions, which, while not un-
important, are part of the law of property that ensures the smooth function-
ing of the status quo.10 Van der Walt focuses on the potential for legislative 
changes to land law to alter the logic and orientation of the common law of 
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eviction, which, with its strong emphasis on the rights of the owner, was ripe 
for abuse  under apartheid’s racial regime of owner ship.

In the remainder of this chapter, I want to explore van der Walt’s engage-
ment with the transformative potential of postapartheid laws relating to 
eviction, setting the scene with a brief discussion of forced removals during 
the apartheid era and the impact of mass evictions on black South Africans. 
The legislative changes relating to the rights of unlawful occupiers (defined 
below) vis- à- vis privately or state- owned land “represent a major shift, not 
only in approach but also in [the] terminology, language, meta phor and 
logic” of eviction law.11 However, while the high courts in South Africa have 
rendered judgments that reflect a transformative change in accounting for 
the social, economic, and personal needs of the unlawful occupier, van der 
Walt notes that this does not mean that “unlawful occupiers are now fa-
voured above landowners and that landownership is undervalued or denied 
protection  because of the history of apartheid.”12

To imagine how and where we might live otherwise, I then turn, by way 
of conclusion, to some recent work by radical scholars who variously iden-
tify the essential role of subjugated knowledges in the task of reimagining 
the po liti cal  orders that we inhabit and in refashioning the self and our 
relations to  others in their engagements with colonial oppression, the lega-
cies of slavery, and con temporary forms of racial capitalism. The essentially 
po liti cal nature of property law and the fact that property as a field of prac-
tices is open to radical contestation raise fundamental questions about the 
potentialities and the limits of law or, more specifically, the capacity for the 
 legal form of property to be fundamentally reconceived. While property 
law may have the capacity, in theory, to support social transformation, as 
the example of eviction law from South Africa demonstrates, the po liti cal 
imaginary and  will to fundamentally reorder racial regimes of owner ship 
 will inevitably, as history has demonstrated thus far, emerge from the radi-
cal po liti cal traditions of the oppressed.

forced removals and eviction

Eviction law in the postapartheid era can be assessed only if we take stock, 
however, briefly, of the harm and injustices it attempts to remedy. The history 
of forced removals and evictions in South Africa is long and complex, incor-
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porating varying modes of colonial and apartheid governance from the late 
nineteenth  century onward. Contrary to what some may think, the removal 
and eviction of black South Africans from their land and homes began long 
before the rise of the Nationalist Party to power in 1948 and the explicit 
apartheid policies of racial segregation. De cades prior to the formation of 
the Union of South Africa, both the Dutch and British colonial powers in-
troduced legislation to spatially segregate the population based on race and 
indigeneity.13 While the motivations  behind the creation of the multitude of 
laws aimed at transforming the landscape of owner ship and  labor relations 
along racial and gendered lines differed according to the (sometimes con-
flicting)  labor requirements of the agricultural and industrial sectors, they 
also had much in common: the destruction of black owner ship and tenure 
of agricultural land; the removal of black populations from urban areas; the 
prohibition of black owner ship except on reserve lands (which, like reserves 
in Canada, amounted to a very small fraction of native territory); and, con-
sequently, the criminalization of vast numbers of the indigenous population 
as illegal trespassers throughout much of the territory of which they had 
been dispossessed.14 Millions of black Africans  were forcibly displaced in 
South Africa during the twentieth  century, and the cost and legacies of this 
colonial and apartheid social engineering cannot easily be reckoned with.15

Some of the techniques used in both the Dutch and British colonies to 
dispossess black South Africans are common to other settler colonial juris-
dictions. For instance, in the late nineteenth  century Dutch colonies of the 
Transvaal and the Orange  Free State, Africans  were not allowed to purchase 
land freely, and very few held titles to their land. In the Transvaal, the black 
population “could only acquire individual title to land  under a complicated 
and restricting system of trusteeship— the land had to be held in trust for 
them, by the Commission for Native Affairs.”16 In the South African colo-
nies as elsewhere, land title was used as a means to dispossess the indigenous 
population of their owner ship (see chapter 2). Another example can be drawn 
from the Glen Grey Act of 1894, which augmented the reserve policy begun 
earlier by Sir Grey in the Cape.17 This act, developed by none other than Cecil 
Rhodes, imposed a limited form of self- government on the reserves in the 
Glen Grey district and introduced individual land tenure in the form of small 
garden plots.18 Rural black communities objected to the act on the basis that 
communal tenure was understood as their primary means of access to the 
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use and owner ship of land. With echoes of the Indian Act of 1876 (discussed 
in chapter 4), the act marked the beginnings of the imposition of a colo-
nial native governance structure within the reserve and the prohibition of 
indigenous forms of land use. Furthermore, the act’s importance also lay in 
the fact that it provided the groundwork for the apartheid policies of seg-
regation that would follow in the mid- twentieth  century, which reflected 
the continued objective of creating cheap mi grant  labor forces for industry 
while maintaining exclusively white possession of urban spaces.

Three very significant pieces of legislation  were passed  after the Union of 
South Africa came into being in 1910: the Native Land Act of 1913, the Na-
tive Administration Act of 1927, and the Development Trust and Land Act 
of 1936.  These acts had a profound and long- lasting effect on the formation 
and sedimentation of the racial regimes of owner ship in South Africa. The 
Native Land Act of 1913 made reserves the only lawful place where black 
Africans could legally acquire land.  Those black sharecroppers and tenant 
farmers who had been renting land from white  owners  were to “be slowly 
phased out over time.”19 The total amount of land allocated to reserves at 
that point in time was approximately 7   percent, and its occupants could 
not use the land to farm commercially but could only grow food for subsis-
tence purposes. Unsurveyed land and land held in freehold by black  owners 
 were both omitted from the official schedules that identified reserve land; 
the latter, termed “black spots,” would be dealt with through subsequent 
pieces of legislation that aimed to isolate the already small pockets of black 
land owner ship to the point of unsustainability.

The Native Administration Act of 1927 ( later renamed the Black Ad-
ministration Act 38 of 1927), provided for the forced removal of “any tribe 
or portion thereof or any Native from any place to any other place within 
the Union” in the general public interest.20 Where tribes objected to their 
removal, the order would require a resolution approving the removal by 
both  houses of Parliament. This par tic u lar section was repeatedly amended 
 until the removal order did not even require prior notice to be given to 
 those who  were to be evicted.21 The Development Trust and Land Act of 
1936 included an attempt to augment the total amount of reserve land to 
13  percent of all the territory of South Africa, but even this paltry gesture 
would not be realized for many de cades to come.22 Significantly, this act 
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made the state “the registered owner of almost all of the reserves— title was 
not to be vested in the  people who lived  there, except in a few exceptional 
cases.”23 The dispossession of black communities who had long settled state 
land but whose rights  were not recognized, and whose lands  were not in-
corporated into existing reserves, led to the classification of black commu-
nities living on state land as illegal squatters.24

The laws described above built the foundation for the racial segregation, 
disenfranchisement, and dispossession of black South Africans that  were the 
hallmarks of apartheid. The 1950s saw the continuation of mass forced re-
movals  under the auspices of the Group Areas Act of 1950, with the contin-
ued objective of depriving black communities of owner ship and occupation 
rights. The Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act of 1951 was a primary means 
of controlling squatters in urban areas and determining where and how 
they would live.25 What is evident from the complex  legal framework con-
structed over centuries of colonial and then apartheid rule is that while the 
architecture of the regime of forced removals and eviction was thoroughly 
 legal in nature, backed by the force of police power and militarized vio lence, 
its effects on the po liti cal and economic structures, as well as the psychic 
and social fabric of South Africa,  were wide ranging and profound, arguably 
transcending the domain of the law and its effects. In other words, while 
law was a central mode of structuring and effecting the radical engineering 
of racial regimes of owner ship and dispossession in South Africa, the  legal 
imaginary, in this case as in  others, remains too constrained in its conceptu-
alization of justice and political- social transformation to go beyond a mean-
ingful if basic balancing of interests.

eviction and postapartheid  legal transformation

Eviction, as opposed to removal, takes us squarely into the juridical realm of 
owner ship and property relations. Eviction is incidental to the owner ship 
right, the logical corollary of the right to exclude  others from your property, 
and the right to possess your property exclusively. As such, the right to evict 
is engaged “whenever someone  else occupies the property against the own er’s 
 will or without her permission.”26 With an owner ship model constructed ac-
cording to a hierarchy of rights, with private owner ship occupying its apex, 
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the right to evict, as van der Walt observes, remains relatively undisturbed 
by “even quite dramatic restrictions imposed by legislative regulation of the 
landlord- tenant relationship.” He also argues that “the landowner’s right to 
evict is seldom curtailed purely with reference to the general socio- economic 
context or the personal or economic circumstances of the tenant. It can there-
fore be said that eviction is still largely based on the hierarchical power of 
the landowner’s superior right to possession, even when that right has been 
restricted quite severely for public policy considerations related to the regula-
tion of the rental housing market.”27

The position of lawful occupier describes  those tenants who had a  legal 
right to reside in a property, but whose tenure has come to an end for one 
reason or another (end of lease, cancellation of tenancy, breach of con-
tractual term,  etc.). An unlawful occupier, which I focus on below, is that 
person (or community) who never had a legally recognized right to reside 
on or occupy property owned privately by an individual or by the state. I 
focus on the position of the unlawful occupier  because in South Africa, 
as in many other settler colonial sites, rendering indigenous and racialized 
populations as illegal or unlawful, often on the basis of their ways of living 
or relating to land, has been used as a primary means of dispossession, as 
explored throughout chapters 1, 2, and 3. Unlawful occupiers are defined by 
van der Walt as “persons who occupy land without any legally recognised 
right, permission or licence”; a definition that, as the forced removals of 
black communities  under apartheid amply demonstrated, “is very much a 
 matter of po liti cal choice.”28

In response to the wide- scale forced removals and evictions  under apart-
heid, legislation was passed for the express purpose of protecting the rights 
of unlawful occupiers.29 Specifically, the Prevention of Illegal Eviction from 
and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act 19 of 1998 (pie) was enacted to give 
effect to the constitutionally enshrined right to not be evicted from one’s 
home or to be subject to  house de mo li tion without a court order.30 The pie 
act was enacted to prohibit unlawful evictions and to repeal a key piece of 
apartheid legislation, the Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act, act 52 of 1951 
(pisa), and several other related legislative amendments and acts. In the 
judgment of Port Elizabeth Municipality v. Vari ous Occupiers [2005] 1 (sa) 
217 (cc), Justice Sachs gives a compelling and forward- looking interpreta-
tion of pie.
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Justice Sachs also sums up succinctly the effects of pisa on black com-
munities:

pisa was an integral part of a cluster of statutes that gave a legal/adminis-
trative imprimatur to the usurpation and forced removal of black  people 
from land and compelled them to live in racially designated locations. 
For all black  people, and for Africans in par tic u lar, dispossession was 
nine- tenths of the law. Residential segregation was the cornerstone of the 
apartheid policy. This policy was aimed at creating separate “countries” 
for Africans within South Africa. Africans  were precluded from owning 
and occupying land outside the areas reserved for them by  these statutes. 
The Native Urban Areas Consolidation Act, 25 of 1945, was premised on 
the notion of Africans living in rural reserves and coming to the towns 
only as mi grant workers on temporary sojourn. Through a combination 
of spatial apartheid, permit systems and the creation of criminal offences 
the Act strictly controlled the limited rights that Africans had to reside 
in urban areas.  People living outside of what  were defined as native loca-
tions  were regarded as squatters and,  under pisa,  were expelled from the 
land on which they lived.31

Briefly, the facts of the case involved nine families (about sixty- eight 
 people, including twenty- three  children) who faced eviction at the hands 
of the Municipality of Port Elizabeth, located in the Eastern Cape prov-
ince. The occupiers had settled on undeveloped, privately owned land  after 
they had been evicted from a diff er ent place. They made it clear that they 
 were willing to leave the land if given reasonable notice and provided with 
a suitable alternative upon which to construct their dwellings.32 They had 
rejected the offer of being moved to a township by the name of Walmer 
on the basis that it was “crime- ridden and unsavoury” and that, moreover, 
they would not enjoy any sort of security of tenure  there, rendering them 
vulnerable to further eviction.33

The municipality alleged that the occupiers would be “queue- jumping” if 
they  were granted alternative accommodation  after illegally occupying pri-
vate land, as they would be disrupting the municipality’s housing program 
and “forcing the Municipality to grant them preferential treatment.”34 Ul-
timately, the Constitutional Court found in  favor of the occupiers; they 
held that neither the municipality nor the  owners of the land needed to 
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evict the occupiers and that it would not be “just and equitable” in all of the 
circumstances to evict this group of occupiers.35

The court reached this decision by considering pie and section 25, the 
constitutional property guarantee, as part of a “constitutional matrix” that 
does not simply seek to restore common- law property rights in the absence 
of explic itly racist statutes but seeks actively to remedy or restore “secure 
property rights for  those denied access to or deprived of them in the past.”36 
The court proceeded to interpret section 25  in light of societal consider-
ations and also, significantly, the economic, social, and personal conditions 
of  those facing eviction. Combined with the constitutional protection for 
the right to adequate housing (found in section 26 of the Constitution), 
the public and social nature of property rights was given new meaning. As 
Sachs noted, “the Constitution imposes new obligations on the courts con-
cerning rights relating to property not previously recognized by the com-
mon law. It counterposes to the normal owner ship rights of possession, use 
and occupation, a new and equally relevant right not arbitrarily to be de-
prived of a home.”37

The court made a significant incursion on the common- law paradigm 
of owner ship in which an own er’s right to evict is typically paramount 
where a person is in unlawful occupation of the own er’s property. Bring-
ing to bear “substantive justice and equality considerations” on the adju-
dication of a contest between property and housing rights, van der Walt 
argues that the significance of this judgment (and  others that followed) is 
the explicit acknowl edgment of the po liti cal nature of property relations.38 
The interpretation of pie and sections  25 and 26 of the Constitution in 
light of the legacies of apartheid significantly altered the owner ship para-
digm: “through land reform, eviction law has become sensitive to social, 
economic and po liti cal marginality, weakness and vulnerability.” However, as 
van der Walt goes on to note, “the rights paradigm still exercises a stabilis-
ing effect that can inhibit reforms of the property regime.”39

While dramatic constitutional reforms in postapartheid South Africa 
certainly provide recognition of the importance of shelter and housing, 
and protection for some of the most vulnerable communities, they remain 
situated within a  legal framework that seeks to find a balance between the 
rights of private property  owners and illegal occupiers. In other words, even 
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 these highly progressive  legal reforms did not, and perhaps could not, create 
conditions in which the right to housing, the right to shelter, is paramount 
when in conflict with the rights of a property owner. Can the recognition 
of the right to not be arbitrarily deprived of one’s home subvert or radi-
cally transform the racial regimes of owner ship that took hold from the late 
nineteenth  century onward? Does this  legal recognition and the poten-
tial protection it affords disrupt the economic and po liti cal legacies of two 
diff er ent colonial powers, who constructed a  legal regime based on private 
property owner ship and white possessive nationalism? Clearly, the logic of 
possessive individualism retained its force in the transition from apartheid 
to a liberal democracy, carry ing with it the traces of a racial regime that  were 
foundational to its development in South Africa.

alternate po liti cal imaginaries of property

I want to suggest by way of conclusion that the undoing or dismantling of 
racial regimes of owner ship requires nothing less than a radically diff er ent 
po liti cal imaginary of property. This means at least three diff er ent yet related 
 things. The first is to understand, study, and revive the ontologies of prop-
erty relations that have been suppressed by colonial techniques of disposses-
sion and appropriation.40 The second is to imagine what radically alternate 
ways of holding and relating to land might look like. The third is to consider 
the kinds of transformation of the self and our relations with one another 
that are a precondition for wider social and po liti cal transformations. Con-
sidering how to dispense with characteristics of the self- possessive or indeed 
the entrepreneurial subject of con temporary cap i tal ist rationalities is argu-
ably at the core of any consideration of dismantling the forms of subjectivity 
presupposed and shored up by racial regimes of owner ship.

 There is an urgent need to grasp other ways of relating to land,  those ob-
scured and repressed through the imposition of the cadastral survey and im-
perial modes of mapping, through systems of title registration, through the 
rendering of entire communities as illegal squatters based on their ways of 
living; ways of relating to land that are not premised on the exploitation of its 
resources and the often- unbridled destruction of the environment for corpo-
rate profit. Indigenous scholars and activists have explained how indigenous 
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ontologies incorporate an embodied and conceptual relationship to the land, 
animals, and plants that reflect ways of being quite alien to cap i tal ist, com-
moditized visions of land.41

Leanne Simpson, for instance, has written cogently about the relation-
ship between the need for a radical po liti cal imaginary that would recenter 
and revive the forms of knowledge and everyday practices of the Nishnaa-
beg First Nation, of which she is a member. She begins her article “Land as 
Pedagogy: Nishnaabeg Intelligence and Rebellious Transformation” with 
a Michi Saagiig Nishnaabeg origin story of making maple syrup.  After re-
counting the story of how the Nishnaabeg learned to make maple syrup, 
with a young girl as one of the main protagonists, she imagines herself, she 
says, “at seven [years of age]  running through a stand of maples with the 
first warmth of spring marking my cheeks with warmth. I imagine every-
thing good in the world. My heart, my mind and my spirit are open and 
engaged and I feel as if I could accomplish anything. I imagine myself 
grasping at feelings I  haven’t felt before— that maybe life is so good that 
it is too short; that  there  really  isn’t enough time to love every thing.”42 
Simpson continues that this imagining is just that— a made-up memory, 
 because her real ity growing up as a child in a colonial society was so radi-
cally diff er ent. “My experience of education, from kindergarten to gradu-
ate school was one of coping with someone  else’s agenda, curriculum, and 
pedagogy, someone neither interested in my well being as a kwezens [a 
girl], nor interested in my connection to my homeland, my language or 
history, nor my Nishnaabeg intelligence.”43

This imagining forms part of a radical politics that seeks to transform 
the world. Simpson’s anticolonial politics requires nothing less than a deep 
rupture with settler colonial ways of seeing and thinking. Embracing Michi 
Saagiig Nishnaabeg epistemology means that knowledge is cultivated 
through love and trust in  family and community, rather than coercion and 
authority. I quote from Simpson again: “Coming to know is the pursuit 
of  whole body intelligence practiced in the context of freedom, and when 
realised collectively it generates generations of loving, creative, innovative, 
self- determining, inter- dependent and self- regulating community minded 
individuals.”44 Simpson pres ents her readers with a concept of knowledge 
formation that has as its precondition a diff er ent conception of freedom, 
one rooted in embodied, community- supported practices that operate 
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in multiple registers of understanding. Freedom is the context in which 
such knowledge formation takes place. It is not an ideal to be striven for, a 
goal to be reached through individualistic, disciplinary modes of abstract 
thought.  These epistemological practices have, since colonization took root 
in Canada, often required indigenous  people and  others to act in defiance 
of the laws, that is, in defiance of the racial regimes of owner ship premised 
on their assimilation or erasure.

John Borrows, an Anishinaabe  legal scholar, has not pursued a line of 
refusal or rejection of the settler  legal order tout court, but has sought to 
theorize the transformation of the  legal architecture of the Canadian state 
to recognize the full import of treaties made during colonial settlement 
with First Nations, and constitutional promises held out in the aftermath 
of reform in 1982 regarding the recognition of aboriginal title and rights. 
Borrows’s work, however, is neither reformist nor accommodationist in 
outlook. In his most recent book, Nookomis’ Constitution: Revitalizing 
Law in Canada, he strug gles with the contradictory nature of a radical 
form of mutual recognition that would require Anishinaabe laws, values, 
and philosophy to be deployed in the  legal adjudication of indigenous 
rights claims (and presumably more widely too). Borrows grapples with 
the question of why First Nations should require any form of recognition 
from a colonial state apparatus whose claim to under lying title lacks  legal, 
po liti cal, and ethical legitimacy. At the same time, as a  legal scholar in-
vested in a form of reconciliation that is not simply another manifesta-
tion of colonial vio lence, Borrows’s vision of justice requires adjudication of 
political- legal claims to be rooted in Anishinaabe forms of  legal knowledge 
and subjectivity.45 Perhaps, not unlike the work of Patricia J. Williams, who 
argues for a radical de- reification of rights to privacy and property, expand-
ing them with a  legal consciousness informed by a historically inflected 
awareness of the value of civil rights for racially oppressed  peoples, Bor-
rows’s vision bears the hallmark of a radical  legal proj ect that is an im-
manent form of critique, drawing on  legal pre ce dent and common- law 
forms of reasoning in order to subvert some of its more pernicious effects 
(particularly in relation to the recognition of indigenous  legal knowledge 
and First Nations’ sovereignty).46 While both Borrows and Williams en-
gage with common- law forms of  legal reasoning and argumentation, their 
reconceptualizations of the bounds and bound aries of law, the maps they 
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have charted for its undoing and transformation, demonstrate the central-
ity of epistemologies and intellectual resources rooted in the experiences 
of racially marginalized and colonized subjects and communities.

Indigenous practices of anticolonial re sis tance and refusal are ones to be 
grasped and learned by nonindigenous scholars, activists, and anyone  else 
interested in decolonization. Identity- based politics and the real threat of 
the (mis)appropriation of  these practices by nonindigenous communities 
need to be surpassed or overcome through active solidarity movements and 
forms of relationality and self- transformation that actively  counter the on-
tological and epistemic traits of the self- possessive individual.47 Eva Mackey 
notes that “reinventing, altering and renegotiating” settler- indigenous rela-
tions “have a multitude of pos si ble dangers if not carried out in mindful 
and self- critical ways,  because disengaged (or possessive) curiosity about the 
‘other’ can easily become both fetishizing and objectifying.” She goes on 
to remark that “[s]ettler states and citizens have rarely found it difficult to 
enjoy and appropriate colourful aspects of Indigenous cultures and tradi-
tions, and have made a habit of mobilizing Indigenous imagery and ritual to 
legitimate settler nations and events, rituals and paternalistic programs.”48

History shows us that  there are plenty of pre ce dents for affiliations that 
are not plagued by the difficulties Mackey warns against. Several scholars 
have in recent years looked to histories of marronage in the Amer i cas to un-
cover and revive their attendant radical po liti cal imaginaries, sorely needed 
in the pres ent.  These histories tell of cross- racial solidarities formed for sur-
vival.49  These histories unfolded in a time when escaping from slavery was a 
radical act of self- reclamation in defiance of the law and often required the 
solidarity of  others who  were differently but no less enmeshed in colonial 
settlement enterprises. As Cedric J. Robinson notes, “American marronage 
was not just a Black phenomenon. Indeed, American maroon communi-
ties frequently acquired the multicultural and multiracial character that 
liberal historians of the early twentieth  century had expected of the  whole 
nation.”50  These histories tell of the reclamation of land by communities of 
ex- slaves, for physical survival and for the constitution of a social fabric that 
would bind newly formed community. The demand for and reclamation 
of land by ex- slaves whose lives and  labor generated im mense wealth for 
their  owners continued into the twentieth  century. As Robin D. G. Kelley 
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has noted, reparations movements in the United States included land re-
distribution as a key demand. In the 1970s, Nelson Peery, author of The 
Negro National Colonial Question, argued for a concept of black national-
ism that had a territorial dimension. His concept of nationalism was not, 
however, about color. Southern whites  were also to be included in the 
Negro nation, composed of the black- belt counties of the southern United 
States or, as Kelley notes, the thirteen states of the old Confederacy.51 Na-
tional identity was to be defined by the unique cultural practices and his-
tories of African Americans but was to include every one who shared the 
same territory. Kelley concludes that including whites in this concept of 
nationalism was “ingenious”  because it essentially destabilized racial cat-
egories.52 Being a citizen of the Negro nation was premised not on one’s 
racial identity but on shared practices, language, and customs. While I am 
not advocating nationalism as a desirable po liti cal formation  toward which 
efforts to unmask and take apart racial regimes of owner ship could be di-
rected (particularly given the relationship of colonial state formation and 
the ideology of the possessive individual), the sovereignty of indigenous 
and subjugated  peoples could take forms rooted in epistemological tradi-
tions that  counter what I referred to earlier as possessive nationalism.

Decolonization and freedom require a reconfiguration of the relation be-
tween racial identities and the epistemological traditions of First Nations 
and other, radical po liti cal traditions that have emerged from strug gle. 
Transformative po liti cal solidarities require us to consider what conditions 
might permit them to emerge, including a rejection and remaking of the 
identity- property nexus of the self- possessive individual.

In The Hawthorn Archives: Letters from the Utopian Margins, Gordon priv-
ileges the idea of use over possession in her theorization of “in- difference: 
the capacity to let go of the ties that bind you to an identification with that 
which is killing you, to assume a freedom or an autonomy that you can 
own  because you are one of its most impor tant sources, and to share it with 
 others so that it is ‘usable,’ not simply a private possession.”53 Drawing on the 
work of Toni Cade Bambara and Herbert Marcuse in her theorization of 
in- difference and preparation, two concepts central to her ideas about free-
dom, Gordon elaborates a notion of freedom as a practice, one that can only 
happen in relation with  others. “Freedom,” writes Gordon, “is the pro cess by 
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which you develop a practice for being unavailable for servitude. Freedom is 
an uneven pro cess, not very linear, always looping around, catching folks at 
diff er ent moments— facing up, healing, becoming in- different, already in- 
different.”54 Freedom “requires a certain practice or preparation in property 
relations with which we are often less familiar.”55 The itinerant contributors 
to the Hawthorn Archive, of which Avery Gordon is the keeper/curator and 
sometimes author, echo Frederick Douglass and say in unison, “own noth-
ing, own nothing, own nothing. . . .  We  were now prepared for anything.”56

In Douglass’s autobiography, he recounts the moment when he and his 
fellow slaves are caught during their attempt to escape slavery. He beseeches 
Henry, one of his companions, to destroy the evidence of their attempted 
escape, the pass indicating they  were  free to travel, which Douglass had him-
self forged.57 He urges him to “eat [the pass] with his own biscuit, and own 
nothing.” They “passed the word around,” and through repeating this phrase, 
Douglass recounts, “we  were resolved to succeed or fail together,  after the 
calamity had befallen us as much as before.” For Douglass, in that moment, 
separation from his fellow slaves, from his fellow freedom seekers, would 
be a worse fate than death itself. The eventual breakup of the group as they 
 were repossessed by their former masters caused Douglass “more pain than 
anything  else in the  whole transaction.”58 The strug gle for freedom, and the 
psychic, physical, and emotional cost it would exact could only be pursued 
collectively.

The appearance of property, owner ship, and sovereign subjectivity as con-
cerns in Gordon’s book, which takes marronage and abolitionist politics 
among other histories and con temporary instances of radical practices of 
freedom as its focus, is not surprising. Owner ship conceived as an exclu-
sive right to control and possess land and bodies in the contexts of colonial-
ism and slavery found its counterpart in racial thinking that continues to 
license forms of racial subjugation. But what does this thinking of freedom 
mean, vis- à- vis property relations? In con temporary times, what might it 
mean to “own nothing” as a practice of (preparing for) freedom? Perhaps 
this requires a recognition of how we are unwittingly caught by the figure 
of the self- possessive individual in the ways we work, live, and relate to one 
another, not simply as an abstraction. Gordon’s text, for example, attests to 
an attempt to break with a form of authorship and authorial voice that is 
singular, sovereign. By including correspondence with other members of the 
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Hawthorn Archives in the book, and explic itly engaging in conversations 
with  others where the nature or form of the interaction is as impor tant as 
the content, she has composed a series of reflections on freedom that defy 
the notion that she is sole proprietor of the text. She has in fact shared, with 
an autonomous collective that comes to exist through her work as the ar-
chivist in pulling all and sundry together, thoughts on freedom that are at the 
same time her creation but also usable by  others. One gets the sense that 
the Hawthorn Archive  was created by a self who is disaffiliated from the 
typical owner ship model of authorship. The relations embedded in the text, 
I surmise, speak to deeply felt forms of friendship as solidarity, ones that 
are quite explic itly acknowledged and made on the basis of a common and 
shared po liti cal worldview.

The ways in which we understand, practice, and perform modes of sub-
jectivity that are rooted in possession and domination are intimately bound 
to the juridical apparatus of private property relations. One cannot be un-
done without dismantling the other. If ever  there  were a moment when col-
lective attempts to disaffiliate ourselves from what Richard Wright called 
the “fever of possession,” it is now, as we witness the rise of pernicious forms 
of authoritarianism and possessive nationalism on a global scale. What are 
the contact points, if any, between property as a  legal form and radical 
po liti cal imaginaries that seek to break  free of, to break with, the po liti cal 
order sustained by racial capitalism?

As I’ve argued above, even radical reforms of property and constitutional 
law in South Africa, the paradigmatic settler nation built on a racial regime 
of owner ship and  labor exploitation, could not adequately displace or di-
minish the power of private owner ship. Could privileging the social uses 
of property over the rights of  owners effectively redistribute the security 
and social power usually attached to owner ship? If the right to housing and 
shelter  were rendered paramount, rather than placed in opposition to the 
rights of the private owner, how would this alter the value of private prop-
erty owner ship and the ideology of possessive individualism? Could using 
 things in a way that is disaffiliated from the typical hallmarks of individual 
possession (exclusivity, the right to sell, rent,  etc.) alienate property owner-
ship from its current form so much as to be unrecognizable as a property 
right? Is this estrangement of the  legal form of property from itself one 
way of conceiving of a metamorphosis of owner ship as we know it into 
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something  else altogether? Piercing the “protective hues of rationalism”59 
and thinking anew about the meaning of justice and freedom require of 
us nothing less than radical acts of imagining how we might relate to and 
use  things that we usually expect to own, and how to collectively create the 
conditions for turning away from property as we know it.
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